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The News Has Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1872

HolUnd, the Town

Where

I

Folks Really Live
1

Holland Michigan Fhanday, February 22, 1934

Local Furniture
Man Passes

Holland

*a

“(Brand <&!&”

BIRDS
Mali UNCOMMON
SEEN IN MICHIGAN

THIS

WINTER

Private Folks Can’t

“Old Tar” Passes

Plant or Transfer Fish

After Many

I

A

Holland Is

AM NOT A CANDIDATE
FOR SUPERVISOR

Not

Ready For

A

Staunch friends of mine have
I seen fit to circulateand file petiPINE
EVENING GROS- Transfer of fish from one lake or
I tions advancing me as n candidate
BEAKS ARE RARE TREAT stream to another, releasing unused
bait into public waters or unaui for supervisor ut the spring priFOR NATURE LOVERS
thorized plantingof any species of j HOLLAND MAN ONCE SAVED ! maries.
JAB. A. BROUWER HAS BEEN
I wish to thank these friends PETITION ASKS COUNCIL TO
fiah In any waters under the Juris:
|*AL BY TYING UP RUDCLOSELY IDENTIFIED WITH
“More winter birds are visiting dictionof the state is now illegal
j for their thoughtfulness,however,
RELIEVE THEM FROM
ENTERPRISE, EDUCATION A1
DER OF BOAT
Southern Michigan during January in Michigan, the Conservation DeI must at this time decline the honAND RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS.
TAX PENALTIES
and February than we have aeen partment is warning.
Word has been rece ved m llol- or ^ey have endeavored to bestow
for several year*,” report# Dr.
The last session of the state leg- and that John Woltnian, for
m1eHolland Is lo Fight Tax Judgacat
Ai a Youth He Walked Eight Mile;
Josselyn Van Tyne, ornithologist islature included in its general years a lake captain, died in Chi‘bank you,
of Judge Vanderwerp.
to and from the Church.
for the University of Michigin fishing laws a provisionthat no fish cago where he had lived for twenty
E. P. STEPHAN.
Museum at Ann Arbor.
might lie placed in any waters years, working in a shipyard. Old HiffiHiiiiiilUilliiliniHliiiijiiRHhwjilltHiiiiHaBmilUH
Last night's council meeting was
Undoubtedly one of the most reAmong the uncommon birds re- without a specific permit from the timers will remember that Mr. Tom
a very interesting one, the mayor
spected and highly esteemed men
ported this month is the pine gros- ConservationDepartment except Woltman formerly lived on the local employes of
H. J. HEINZ CO. GATHER and common council working toin this City, namely James A.
beak, which was seen north of when furnishedby the state or fed- l-ake Shore, and had three sons,
Brouwer, celebrated his eightieth
gether harmoniously and constnieLansing, and also near Toledo. eral government. So far, it was re- Harm, John and .lake, John passbirthday Tuesday, at his home at
In the neighborhood of 325 em- tively. Many matters came up that
While this bird visits the Upper ported, no permits have been ap- ing away last Saturday.
64 East Twelfth street, surrounded
Peninsularather regularly every plied for.
John was the owner and captain ployes of the Holland plant of the are of grave importance to the dty.
City Attorney Lokker explained
by his children, and intimate relawinter, it does not come south of
The law was adopted to prevent for some time of the two-masted H. J. Heinz Co. are dining tonight
tives. The pioneer merchant who
Unsing more than once in • down introductionand spread of unde- schooner “Little Wonder," in the at the Masonic temple. The oc- the decisionof Judge Vanderwerp
has spent 62 years in the business
years. Usually it prefers regions sirable species. Unthinkingly,per- lumber trade most of the time ply- casion is a spread honoringthe of Muskegon, where, he states
harness and is still “going strong.’’
"57 club." The dinner started at that Holland must nay the M0,*
where conifersare abundant, aince sons having a surplus of live oait ing between northern ports and
6:30 this evening and the place 000, «ta\r taxes collectedby th*
experienced a happy day when his
much
of its food consistsof buds which often includes noxious or un- Holland.
four score years was commemowas appropriately decoratedfor city treasurer that became imThe
"Little
Wonder"
was
first
of pine, spruce and tamarack.
desirablespecies, dump them when
rated by his loved ones.
the occasion.
pounded funds. The details of tha
owned
by
Captain
AI
Bolhuis
ami
"The first real flight of evening they are through fishing.
Mr. Brouwer was born in HolJ. R. Bochtol of the home office suit are found in a column article
Joe
Fixter.
Joe
formerly
conductgrosbeaks we have seen aince
In the past goldfish, carp, dogland in 1864 on what was then
ot Pittsburgh is slated to give the elsewhere in this paper.
1930," is the manner in which Dr. fish and other so-called noxious ed a large stave mill covering a mam address of the evening.
known as Main and Cedar streets,
Anyway the city attorney and
quarter of n block on the present
Van
Tyne
describes
the
numerous
fish
have
been
placed
in
waters
now College avenue and Eighth
Mr. J. A. Hoover is scheduled to the mayor and common council
site
of
the
Scott-Lugers
Lumber
reportsof these birds. Ornithology where they were not previouslyobstreet. His parents came from The
give the address of welcome.
were surely not satisfied with that
classes at MichiganState College, served, it was said, to the (letri- company and the ship generally
Netherlandsin 1848, arriving a
An excellent menu has been pro- decision. The matter is to be takrun
in
the
slip there.
East I^Mising, were first to notice ment of game fish.
year and a half after Dr. Van
vided and a program of 18 num- en up to the supreme court. City
It is reported that Woltman
their presence, and this discovery
The law likewise will prohibit the
. Raalte had settled at the head of
once saved a man, n deck hand, bers is being given this evening. Attorney Lokker and Attorney 151was
reported
on
the
"Fields
and
transfer
of
any
species
of
fish
from
Undoubtedlyit will be a sub- bern Parsons have been ably han; Black lake.
Streams of Michigan" page of the one water for introductionin an- while the “Wonder" was leaving stantial affair for that in the way dling this rase and both Mr. Ix>kThe Brouwers built their first
South
Chicago—
a
fellow by the
Detroit Free Press on Jan. 7. other such as smelt taken in spawnthe H. J. Heinz Company and its ker and Mr. Parsons appeared behome on the above named location,
Since then, several reports have ing runs. People enthusiastic over a name of Harry Klaveringa.Both employes do things.
*the house later being burned when
fore the council and explained
men sailed the schooner, and they
o
been received of the birds being certain speciesoften like to bring were the only men aboard. A
a cluster of stores were swept
why this should he taken up.
A N NOUNCE ENG AG KM KN T
seen near Detroit. More recently. them closer home and subsequently
away, together with this dwelling.
brisk breeze had blown up during
Mr. Parsons, who was given the
OF
MISSIONARIES
IN
AFRICA
Mrs. R. T. Ford, of Alto, ana attempt their introductionwithout the night and Harry fell overboard.
On the ashes another home was
floor, said that with all due resi
ipect
built, which a few years later was
Charles Corbin, of Grand Rapids, knowledgeof the limiting factor*
There wasn't much sea kicking up
rp, he ______
vises
Mr. and Mrs. J. Breen, 245 West to Judge Vanderwer
[ again burned in the fire of ’71. The
both in Kent county, have seen favoring the establishmentor their at that time so Woltman tied the
that the case be carried up for the
[ News has repeatedly given the
evening grosbeaks.
effect on other species already wheel "hard on," "luffed” the Fifteenth street, announce the en- reason that there has been no degagement of their daughter, Miss
story of how fire swept into the
schooner in the wind, untied the Nelle Breen, to Edgar H. Smith of cision by a supreme court anyA.
at 80
Snowv owls and rough legged present.
; city from the burning woods duryawl
at
the
stern,
and
leaving
the
where on a similar case. It has
hawks hiVe been seen as far south
London, England.
! ing an intenselydry fall, the first
ship sail by itself in circles, Capbeen decided that all counties shall
as
Ann
'rl>or.
The
hawks
were
Mr.
Smith,
like
Miss
Breen,
is
a
blase starting back of the Third
Anton Seif, Holland'spioneer
observed bv Dr. Van Tyne, Harry brewer before the eighteenth tain Woltman sculled the boat to missionary in Africa, working un- he responsible for any defaultsthat
church, sweeping on, checked by
the man who had been swimming der the Sudan United Mission occur on account of county or
FORMER
MAYOR
STEPHAN
Hann
and
R.
E.
Olsen,
of
Ann
Arpublic square,now Centennial park,
amendment, is critically ill at his
Muskrat Trapping
township officialsin certain inbor. r*»nort seeing a red breasted home on West Tenth street at the about in hopes that some aid would board.
sweepingon through River street LOOKS AFTER CLOSED BANKS
Season Successful nuthatch— one of the most variable age of 89. The brewery of Mr. soon reach him.
Miss Breen is stationed at Lupwe stances. but cities were not includand Main street, burning out at the
Woltman sailed with Captain mid Mr. Smith at Ibi, British West ed in that. School taxes are dso
birds we have with respectto win- Seif was located on Tenth street
swamps to the north and stopping
The United States government
being held by the county treasurer
“Baas"
Van Ry. father of Frank Africa.
ter
residence.
In
the
summer
it
is
at a small house where the Holand
Maple
avenue.
One Michigan £ur buyer reported
in this case and this is absolutely
Van Ry, on the R. Kantcrs,a large
land theater now stands. Thus, has appointed a committeein Ot- the purchase of 88,000 muskrat a common residentin the northern
not right since schoolsare a septwo-masted
schooner
sa
ling
from
tawa
county
having
to
do
with
the
part
of
the
state,
where
it
nesta
in
the second home belonging to the
pelts taken in the state during the
arate corporationand are financed
this
port,
when
former
Chief
Van
Brouwer family, was burned.
liquidationof deposits in closed fall of 1933 as compared with a tamarack swamps and hemlock for- It does not visit the southern parts
under that corporation,and thereof Michigan so often as the north- Ry was mate.
Later a cottage was built on the hanks in this county. In each purchase of but 45,000 pelts in ests.
fore there is no right on the part
Harm Woltman, the brother of
Redpolls
have
been
seen
as
far
ern,
and
its
presence
in
the
southsame spot by James A. Brouwer, county a banker, a farmer and a 1932. This, the Department of Conof any county official to hol^
John Woltman, at one time owned
south
at
Toledo
this
winter,
which
ern
counties
is
a
real
treat
to
bird
and when the family grew up Mr.
servationcites as one of the indischool tax money.
the schooner “McGregor" and the
business
man
is appointed on that
lovers.
.
is
rather
uncommon
for
that
bird.
Brouwer built a pretentious home
cations that the 1933 trapping seafather. Tom, owneif the “Mary''
Mr. Parsons stated that such
on East Ninth street near College committee. Mr. Stephan is the son was one of the most successand the “Antahrus", sailingfrom
money might be lost through
avenue. Later he built the stone business man, D. H. Rynier is the ful, if not the most success^]), exthis port in the very early days.
earthquake,through fire or By
structurewhere Mrs. Brouwer and farmer and Frank Scholten of perienced
1 in Michigan for three mrni'mhmmmmmei+Zm
That was in the days when the SINCE KLEIN NEDERLAND IS public enemy. The city treasurer
he spent many happy year: until
years.
might have taken the money to
head of the bay appeared like a
DEAD, MAKE MUNICIPAL
Spring Lake is the hanker.
she passed away recently.
,, o.
Higher prices paid for furs, parveritableforest of masts.
Files of
DOCK LIVE
Grand Haven, be waylaid and
Mr. Brouwer was an untiring Mr. Stephan has been getting ticuiariy muskrat pelts, arc thought
killed and the money stolen and
Some idea can be formed of the
worker in his church and is even 1 a great many of these positions, to have been responsible for the
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
"windjammer" days from the picThe council by their action re- in that case Holland would not be
until this day. He relates that as “labors of love,” accepted for pa- large number of trappers in the
ture on this page.
cently killed off any chance of responsible. The treasurer took
field and to have stimulated the
Mr. Woltman was a cousin of having the River bottom*-, trans- supposedly the safest course
Fifteen Years
: fiotic reasons, but whether there
from their Holland home on a Sunlatter to work harder than usual.
the late Sheriff Woltman and also formed into a Klein Nederland, through a draft on the bank, 3
day morning to the Graafschap is any remuneration here Mr. Ste- Another favorable influence was
of Dr. W. K. Winter, Prof. Egbert therefore,the aldermen unanV* days before this bank was closed.
church on the hill, a distance of phan did not know.
Anyway the attorneys,the maythe ideal trapping conditionsthat
Winter and Henry Winter, all of mously passed last evening,
a resig. a
FIFTY
YEARS
AC.O
TODAY
It was the 100th anniversary of
eight miles, forth and back. He
Anyway Abe is exceptionallyprevaileduntil near the end of the
Holland. Mrs. George Huntley and olution by the ways and
means or and common council were not
id m
Abo's birth and today no coin has
also remembers
little church able to handle such a position.
Mrs. Hub Boone are also cousins, committeethat may give new life satisfiedand as the mayor put it
trapping season.
Nine hundred and fifty-seven a larger circulation.
built by the wife of an innkeeper
"we are entitled to a better break
The funeral was held Monday at to our municipal
ipal dock project.
dollarshas been subscribedto the
who conducted a tavern and a groChicapn. Hub Boone from this city
The resolutionfollows:
and we want to thank Mr. ParThrough the persistentefforts of attending.
cery on the site of the First State
fund for the re-establishmentof
WHEREAS, pursuant to in- sons and Mr. Lokker for their
bank. This was a Mrs. Knoll and
theological instruction at Hope Deputy SheriffSam Leonard and
struction, our municipal dock com- thoroughexplanations."
these were the days whfm liquor
College. Note: The Western Thalo- Health Officer A. Ix?enhout8 the
mittee was authorized to select a
ZEELAND’S NEW CITY HALL
The following communication
was. sold like syrup alongside of
loglcal Seminary is the outgrowth house occupied by Mr. and Mrs. II. J. HEINZ COMPANY
suitable dock site and prepare ten- was sent to the common council
ihe cracker and sauer kraut barof this college departmentand is "Bill" Harkema. 168 West 10th St
TAKING PICKLE CONTRAt T8 | tative plans and an estimate of a and signal by 57 taxpayers, which
rels. Mr. Brouwer and” his parnow an institution aside but closely WH* thoroughly scrubbed and the
is self-explanatory:
ents also attended this little
allied with Hope
furniture,what there was of
"It is now the practice of the
church. This church was located
city treasurer to charge a 4 per
on the home site of the late “Case”
centum collection fee and a 4 per
Vinke.
combination and the prices of Por- 8
« hog's pen. "Cleanliness0 1
°.
• ^arm', WHEREAS, your committeehas
centum interestrate on unpaid
Later Mr. Brouwer became identerhouse steaks will be 15 cents per ne5ft to Godliness"— was not. Note:
,
. ,
| summer tax when
it is recharged
tified with what is now the Cenpound instead of 10 cents per I TM* Harkema family with one son
not be ava.lnblifor such a project !on thc fa|| tax roli A„ of
office.
tral Avenue Christian Reformed
was the most unusual family Holpound.
and your committeehas been ad- | is acc0rding to the city charter.
church. The present consistory
land has ever known. A volume
vised that the state advisory board
"The financialcondition of the
building was built up from a wing
Wires arc being put up for the could be written about them— not WANT GAME FOR SATURDAY has instructionsfrom Washington Holland taxpayers for the past sevof the old Union school, partially
a
very
pretty
story.
But
the
trio
to
accept
no
further
applications
telephone line between Allegan and
NIGHT
eral years has been such tnst they
burned 55 years ago, shortly after
for PWA loans, and
since passed— so let it
the outside world. A new exchange have long sin
would not only commend but slao
which the big Central school was
pass.
WHEREAS, we have, on file at demand a reductionin the fees and
is also being established in HolThe nark Kroger Grocorv
built, now Froebel. From this
land.
Baking Co. team of Grand Rapids « ^hington, application for a i A A interest as now provided." t
bumble beginning one of the largHenry Wordhuis of Holland,who hw*
101 tnO BIaCK HiVCI* fllltHI'O• •
has fin
an nnnn
open date on Saturday
Mayor Bosch anil several of the
est churches in the city was erectrojee
There was a skating contest at was going to drive to East Sau- night and would like to play some
aldermen. including Alderman
id and during that time Mr. Broucost
of
$350,000,
while
the
estimatgatuck
on
business,
had
his
feet
the roller skating rink and one
good team in Holland thi*> week.
Klein, felt that the taxpayers
wer has had much to do with the
event in particular was a challenge badly scorched. He put a feet Saturday evening, fall up the firm ed cost of the proposed municipal should l>e given every consideraupbuilding of thst congregation.
between John J. Coppon and John wanner in the buggy which set in (Irani! Rapids, asking for Mr. dock is $250,000,exclusiveof land tion. City Attorney I/okker,howWhen the preaching in the Dutch
Doesburg for the most "graceful fire to his clothing. Wordhuis for- Stuart,and reversing the charges. which the city now owns, and this ever, pointed out that it would
language hampered in bringing recouncil has. by resolution, declined
o
skating." The audience voted and merly owned the "Hub Grocery"
ligion to the children,Mr. Brouto proceed with thc Black river mean a specialelection to change
the honors went to Mr. Coppon by on Rfver St. He will recover.
RUSSELL RUTGERS MOVES
wer and his family became affiliflats reclamation project because the charter since time limit had
a very narrow margin. Both young
ated with the FourteenthStreet
TO VANDER VEEN BUILDING i of certain preliminary costs and expired on the April eltfelion. He
* * *
men are fine skaters. There was
Henry Schrotenboer of Fillmore
stated that it would be doubtful
Christian Reformed church. .
' other reasons, now, therefore,
a similar contest the night Imforc sold his farm of 60 acres to G. and
Coming back to the burning of
BE
IT RESOLVED, that the city whether thc legislature would
but the judges could not decide W. Alofs for $5,580. Note:
Sixty
their home in ’71 the family was
. .....
Russell Rutgers, custom tailor, clerk be and is hereby authorized chango the penalty tax aince it
until the evening following when acres tor that sum must Ik* some | who had the misfortune of being to request the public works admin- was governed by a charter and
left homeless and residedwith Mr.
T. M. Clark was chosen.
state law. He did advise that the
and Mrs. Sakkers, Mr. Sakkers beI burned out on College avenue, has iatration for the withdrawal of the
(CourtesyZeeland Record)
• • •
reduction he made through a resoing a builder of furniture, and
I movpd t0 thc R(,™nd floor of the Black river flats reclamation proj' The “Star Temperance Society" FIFTEEN ^EARS AGO TODAY Vander Veen building on River ect application and to urge the pub- lution by the common council as a
here is where young Mr. Brouwer
of young folks completed its organ* •
nvpmip
•' street, where I lie works administrationto permit uc™Poror<i’
temporarychange
learned the intricacies of cabinet
avenue and
and Fi«r'
Eighth
cnari^c until
untl1 times
times got
got
Our neighbor, Zeeland, is plan- his neighbor and convey this invi- izationlast Monday evening. The
making and artistic furniture.
Eleven arrests were made by he will conduct his tailoring.| the substitutionof the municipal ! 5*1,101/ ?.on’e SXpa/CLL C0U ?
tation.
followingwere named officers:
These were the days of ______
solid ning a regular jubilee lasting three, ... , V
st*ted'
The first item on the program President, Austin Harrington; rice- Chief Van Ry’s men for riding The rooms have a celebratedhis- dock project, and that it be given I
black walnut and I believe Mother days when their city hall is dedi"bikes" on sidewalks. The names tory. It is here where the late the order of priorityheld by the but it is doubtful whether anyone
is a hot dinner to all rural comers
presidents, Miss Anna M. Osborne, are all given, some rather promi- Hon. G. J. Diekema, minister to application that is being with- would.
Mulder still has one of those bu- cated with a program Wednesday,
in the large auditorium on the secAnyway there is plenty time beMiss Sarah M. Smith, Henry nent. The police intend to stop The Netherlands, started his law drawn, and that a copy of thi
reaus made by Mr. Sakkers. No
Thursday and Friday of next week. ond floor, where they will have
beautiful mirrors but solid, heavy
Cronkright; treasurer,Miss Urana this sidewalk
practice. It is here where George olution, together with necessary tween now and next tax time in
.
wheel
riding
when
In behalf of the citizens of Zee- plenty of seating room for all.
drawers with two little ones at the
Harrington;secretary, Zenas W. riders quietly pedal up behind pe- E. Kollen. prominentattorney,be- plans, be submitted to the United August to go into the matter thorOn this occasion there will be a George;
chaplain, Rev. T. T. George destrians either night or day and gan practicing law.
elates engineer's office at Mil- oughly. Mr. Lokker and the ways
welcome address by Mayor John
and means committee,of which
of M. E. church; marshal, Frank besides giving them a had scare
Your editor as a lad of 20 con- waukee with the request that a
H. Do Free and responses by sevWalsh; deputy marshal,Charles make them dodge "seven different ducted the Holland City News in permit la* granted for the con- A Merman Van Zoeren is chairman,
eral of the visitors, including Mr.
will look into the matter.
Alex Klooster of Jamestown, Dr. Osborne; executive committee, ways.” Note — Since Holland is that building for one year— that structionof this project, and
The matter of a police judge in
Wesley
Cronkright,
Gunder
AnderBE
IT
FURTHER
RESOLVED
was
42
years
ago.
The
following
100
per
cent
paved
there
are
no
“thl ' Mayor Bosoh^d .““the aide™™ J. H. Brock of the Farmers and
place of justices of the peace came
son,
Miss
Hannah
Peterson;
liter- violations along these lines. No ar- year the News moved in the next | (bat an application fur a selfManufacturers’ Sugar association
whoop
of Bay City, also some representa- ary committee, Miss S. A. Smith, rest has been made in years. Later building which was under con- liquidatingloan for thc municipalI ,UP ,af".m' , Mr Lokker pointed out
SB! Meyer & Company, Mr. Brou- lth
"hoo5)Mrs. A. M. Osborne, and Henry arrestswere made because wheels- structionand has been there ever dock project be prepared, with all (^t this also would mean a change
The invitation from Zeeland fol- tives from the Federal Farm Loan Cronkright.
wer being the silent partner. In
men carried no lights. This was since. Isaac Kouw conducted real possiblehaste and filed with the ',f charU?r h,,ut ^ ,a)d th,,‘ no
bank.
Mr.
M.
C. Ver Hage will
1881 another change took place and lows:
public works udminiatration,with : 'm'. fo n>8Kc the change amce a
o
officiate during the afternoon and
for their own safety and necessary estate and insurance in those
the firm name became Meyer,
the understanding that it be not a I p;,od Jud*« to 1landle •I1 the C89e"*
quarters
for
years.
and Members of the the Zeeland high school orchestra TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
Mr.
Mayor
with the advent of the motorcar.
elected for a 6-year term, would
Brouwer & Company, Albert H.
That site was the headquarters general obligationof the city,
• • •
Common
Council,
Holland. will furnish music. Ottawa coun, have to be paid 13,500 at least, and
TODAY
Meyer, now celebratedmusic store
for
the
first
locksmith
and
BERT
HA
BING,
Michigan.
ty’s new agriculturalagent. Mr.
that all the fee* of all the justice*
Ex-Mayor John VanderSluis was ware store and continued to be
man, buving an interest in the firm
PETER HUYSKR.
• • *
Gentlemen:
Arnold, is also expected to be here.
of the peace during a year did not
of which his father was the head.
agreeably surprisedat a Third Re- used for that purpose until the
The
annual
fancy
dress
party
of
NEIL
DE
COOK.
Zeeland’s new city hall, a buildAfter the dinner and speaking,
amount to $1,000.
Their rather small store of 19x40
formed church congregational so- Corner hardware moved on River
— o
ing of which every citizen is justly the afternoon will be devoted to the Woman’s League of U. of M.
The police board some time ai
feet became inadequate to accomcial. The faithful choir director avenue a year
Mrs. Sears R. McLean of 274 Maproud, will be dedicated on Feb- inspectionof the buildingand vis- at Ann Arbor at which no mere
modate the trade, and SOjfeet was
wa* presented with a purse of $102.
o
| pie
avenue. Holland, who is felt that a municipal judge riglit
ruary 28, and March 1 and 2.
iting, and orchestra music will be man is ever admitted, took place
nt the city hall would be a handy
added to the rear, with a store
VACATION IN
'charged with exceeding the speed
The first day will be devoted interspersedduring the whole pe- Monday evening. It was in the na- He had been director for more than
thing, but Mr. Lokker stated that
room to the west. In 1890 there
a
score of years. Ex-Mayor Henry
limit
in
Zeeland,
will
appear
beture
of
a
Valentine
ball
and
the
cities in Michigan that have them
was a dissolutionin business,Mr. to our friends from the surround- riod.
Geerlings
made
the
presentation
grand
march
was
led
by
Miss
KathInstitutemeetinp. will begin
J«»li« M- Barense Saturday are sorry they have for not only
Meyer and son taking over the ing community; the second will The evening of Thursday will be erine Post of Holland as "Queen when he drew from his pocket an
bring former and present residents devoted to a civic banquet at 50c
H:30 o'clock in thc morning nnd at (or,.„ Li
h T' !! is it more costly, hut four justices
music and sewing machine departof Hearts” and Mias Lons Tinkham envelopewell filled with money.
j'1?' '!""' *u,1,y "'ld wll> arc easier to find in that one
ment and Mr. Brouwer continuing of our city together,and the third per plate, open to all public spir- of Ann Arbor as “Forget-Me-Not” Unselfishly “Van” suggested that 1:30 o'clock in thc nfternoon.Sc,day
the
city will be host to the ited citizens.This will be the for.Ions in Holland will be in thc | c0,',e'i,lh' char|!l''
judge.
in the sale of furniture and wall
The feature of the evening was a the purse be divided with the mem- high school auditorium.
Alderman Van Zoeren of the
paper. Meyers moved across the citizens and officials of our neigh- mal onening occasion of the hall
bers
of
the
chorus,
but
the
memMaypole
dance
in
which
the
ribboring cities and -villages.
at which time ex-Mayor E. C.
- Vacationin Holland public
Mrs. Lillian Van Eyck, Mrs. A. ways and means committee bestreet in what is now the John Y.
bers
absolutely
refused
such
a
proOn the third day the city hall brooks ot Holland and present sec- bons were wound by co-eds masrural achools for three days— Fri- j
Raalte, Mrs. Agnes G. Cal- lieved the matter ought to be
• Hunenga building.
gram. When making his “thank day, Saturday, and Sunday so the lHn nnd Mrs. Rose Kramer have dropped
since it was impractical.
Mr. Brouwer also utilizedthe will be open for inspectionby the retary of the CWA administration querading as •fairies.
•
•
you” talk the directorwas notice- teachers can attend institute. returned from Chicago.
citizens of your city or village, will make the formal presentation
• second floor of what was known as
ably affected.
and
in the evening the committee of the keys to the city nail to MayJohn Beintema, a local fireman,
the Elferdink building as a show
• * •
has planned a gi -togethersmoker or De Free in an informal talk.
sustaineda fracturedshoulder blade
i room, the Elferdinks conducting a
for the officials of the municipali- , Other
numbers
on
this
ler numoers
program while trying to board a truck on
Lieut. Raymond Viaacher has reCOUNCIL NOTES
Holland Harbor In “Wind Jammer” Days
ahoe store on what was then River
now definitely
are it* wav to a Are in the Arend Via- turned from war service. He has
treet. The Elferdink property ties of our county.
You are cordiallyinvited to be speeches by Mayor John H. De scher home “on the Ml." The loss been in New York a greater part
was purchased in 1893 and in 1899
Alderman Huyser opens meeting
Mr. Brouwer erected the stone with us at this smoker and hope Free;J Dr. Wynand Wichers of by fire to the Visscher home is of the time, serving as directedby
that you will be able to arrange to Hope college;Chris A. De Jonge, nearly $5,000.
the war department, after leaving
with prayer.
atructure at 212-214 River avenue,
spend this evening with us in a professor of economics at North•
•
•
Washington,D. C. He will conthis brick building then having «
spirit of good fellowship.
western university,all of whom
•0-foot front by 76 feet deep. Th*
Alderman Drinkwater broi
rought
Born — To Mr. and Mr*. J. J. tinue his Isw practice in Holland.
Sincerely,
are Zeeland boys, as well as those
Srgt John Bremer of Holland is
building of this store was rather
up white ants again. He had a
Rutgers
Sunday—
a
daughter.
JOHN H. DE FREE. who have been asked are former
« • •
not over with war duties. He has
collection uf them in a glass
a unique undertakingfor those
is and
Mayor. Zeeland folk. Thc musical numtimes. The brick building was
all the member* of the common
immon
Mia*
Alyda
Ver Schure, age 36, been assigned to the Army of OcG. J. VAN HOVEN,
bers will include vocal solos by Mr.
erected within 60 days after the
cupation on the Rhine. A letter
council viewed the menaj
igcrie.
Clerk. Stanley De Free ' of Ann Arbor; died at the home of Mr. and Mr*.
These are supposed to emt
start was made. The furniturewas
minste
• * »
DingenisVerachnre, 161 W. 12th states that he has not received a
double
male
quartet
singing
by
moved In one day to the Huntley
from the ice house* at the foot of
letter from “Home” in some time.
Zeeland men’s glee club, and or- St. She taught for several year* in
Sixteenth street. Mayor Boach
building, what is now the Colonial
Zeeland has quite a pretentious
the Laketown school. The cause of In his letter be writes,“I am livtheater. On the evening of that city hall that will take care of chestra music by American Legion her death wa* typhoid.The funeral ing in the parlor of a nice German
stated that we had made a joke of
band. Others requested to speak
the whole matter but the thing
day the old buildinghad been raxed all the city offices as well as a
home.
These
people
treat
us
betwa* held from Third Reformed
...
,
might be more serious than we
and the next day excavation start- place for the fire trucks. There from whom response had not Church, Rev. E. J. Blekkink offi- ter Hun did the French." The co
been received at this time are Dr.
thought and will bear the closest
ed for the new structure,and two is a commodious council room and
umn letter is very interesting, tellPaul De Kruif and Miss Gertrude
- mo<j.
scrutiny. The white ant* were semontha afterwards moving back to everything is up to the minute,
inf of the bravery of hi* pal*,
r
Hellenthal.
cured by Elmer Skipper, 268 West
the new store began.
even the lighting arrangements.
Molenaar and DeGoede have ertly forgettinghia part in the conAlderman David Vereeke has
Sixteenth street.
This already large furniture The program will start off with
flict.
moved
into
their
new
store
at
46
been appointed chairman of the
took over another build- a bang at exactly 12 o’clock Wed«
•
a
committeefor the sale of tickets East 8th St.
The m»vnr suggested
south known as the Van nesday noon, February 28, Every
Hon. Joe B. Hadden, former state
white ants be sent to
on the corner of rural resident in this vicinityis and applicationfor ticketsto the
Bator, elected on the “Boll
analizatlon. We might try thegllit
and River, once used as a invitedto pile his family into his banquet should be made on or be- In about a month Lincoln will
fore Tuesday night.
be in every pocket. The govem- Meeee" ticket, the party of “Teddy
bar
th* legislators— it might hurry
store by Van Dyke A automobile and be on hand at the
The
American
Legion
auxiliary ment is making pennies with the Rm" took is the Lincoln banquet
.some constructivele-M.o*.
med on Page Four)
city hall. He is also asked to tell will cater to the banquet.
emancipator*! fead in them, N<it«: as a regular Republican again.
(Continued on
Forest of Msst*
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Governor William A. Comstock
has accepted the invitationof the
young Democratsof Ottawa coun-

.01

The ______________
American Legion band

ty to be their guest and the principal speaker at their dinner dance
which is to be held in the Masonic
temple on Monday, March 5, at
6:30 p. m. Among others who have
accepted the invitationto attend
are Attorney-General Patrick
O'Brien,James Mogan, head of the
sales tax departmentof the State '
of Michigan, and M. Thomas Ward,
first assistantattorney-generalof
Regular meeting, February 28.
the State of Michigap.
The music for the dance, which Don't forget your button. It will
will be held after the banquet, will cost a dime to leave it at home
be furnished by Herb Van Duren’s from now on.
orchestra. The tickets are selling
• • •
at 75 cents, which will includethe
The American Legion-Boy Scout
dinner and the dance. The com- clothes drive is on; gather your old
mittee in charge under Clair Mc- garments together and hand them
N'aughton,have been working very over to the boys that call at the
hard and no doubt this affair will door.
be one of the biggest events ever

to be staged in Holland by the
Now that the state park subject
Democrats. Already 200 tickets has been brought up we may look
has been sold in Kent county alone.
for that report of the work done
This dinner-danceis the celebrathere last season. Ben and Heinie
tion of the first birthday of the have no other alibi and we trust
New Deal and is open to all.
the report is fully compiled by now.
—

2J— Manufacture of the first
telephonecompleted.
1875.

--

o

--
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As to Self-Starters

No word has been heard from the
program committee for the 28th
and hopes are running high. WesAnnouncement by Secretary of trate, Miller and Bosch are respon(Allegan Gazette)

24—

U. S. PresidentJohnson

impeached by Senate.
1868.
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Ta*

We Cash

C. W. A.

Checks

45 pieces rendered one

concerta in Carnegie gymnasium
before a very fine crowd.
John Perkoski,the soloist for the
evening,made a real job of his solo,
and received a great ovation.
The band played some very fine
marches as well as large numbers,
and were all very well rendered.
The number entitled “Devils’
Revels and the Klaxon March’’
were two of the highlightsas far
sible and with their wide experi- as fun was concerned.The Straence and numerous ideas we should della Overture and Hermit of Kildare were two large numbers and
be entertainedfor hours.
really test what a band can do.
*
From many present they have
The regular meeting of the auxsaid the band has surely improved
iliary will be held Monday, the 26th
at the usual place and the usual in the past years.
The band greatly appreciatesall
time. The entertainment for this
the City of Holland has done for
meeting also seems to be withheld.
them in the past and also all those
• • •
There seems to be a scarcityof who cared enough for the band to
news this week: perhaps it was all come out and hear its concert
put in last week. Our staff of reCAST FOR HIGH SCHOOL
porters has not reported so the
PLAY CHOSEN
choice news will have to wait a

Mission Iim

COFFEE

week.
a a

'

“

amooth, mellow, dislinctiveMend. A flavor yoa’ll Uke. If*
freahly ground to your
order when purehaaed.
Don't fail to give this
. fine coffee a trial

the senior class of Holland lligh
school is being prepared by Mtsa
Lucile Lindsley,dramatics teacher,
and will be given March 19, 20, 21
and 22 at the high school auditorium.
“Shavings" is a play dealing with
the lives of villagers in Orham,
Mass., on the Atlantic coast. The
The Junior Welfare league will centralcharacter,Jed Shavings, is
sponsor a dance in Warm Friend portrayed by Mayo Hadden, who
Tavern this Friday evening. Music m the play is known as Uncle Jed,
will be furnishedby Tommy Thoma fatherlyold philosopherand
as and his "Harlem Nighthawks" friend to all children,but who is
of Grand Rapids. Miss Gertrude lightly considered by pompous
Smeenge is dance chairman.
adults.

tatty.

,

Shefford

lb. 23c

AH

Ginger Ale or

24- OZ.

Bottle

Cheese

y2 lb.

pkg.

varieties. Swiss and Limbuigsr

MILK

LIME RICKEY

%

lb* pkg.

Tall1
1

can

Cansi

Pet, Carnation and Borden's.

IOC

Salsd
Dressing

MIRACLE WHIP

No Bottle Charge

The annual senior play given by

*

Veltman’s.Vanilla Wafer*.
Cocoanut Bara, Dutch Spice,
and otheri. Freeh, crisp,

A

• •

COOKIES

Remember the Veterans’ Voters’
league meeting in Grand Rapids on
Friday the 23rd. Be at the city
hall at 6::!0. Cars will report there
and the convoy will start at 6:45.
We’ll be seeing you.

m

“BEST YET”

16-oz-

Jar 19c

ib.

Kansas Hard Wheat

Sick

State Fitzgeraldthat he is a candidate for the next Republican
general purpose flour guaranteed to give baking satisfaction.
Col. Clark capturesVinnomination for governor caused no
cennes. Indiana, 1779.
surprisebecause the fact has long
Local
been understood. Mr. Fitzgeraldis
a canabie man and a first-classofficial during some years; but he
Riv. A. Dusseljee,pastor of Jenalso has been an active opponent ison Christian Reformed church
Drive a Safe Car
of the primary electionlaw. One since 1928, has declined n call to
Yellow dings. Halves. PROVEN BRAND. Standard.
The annual winter meeting of
of the main objectionssuch oppo- the church at South Holland, IlliOther charactersin the play are:
Nearly 75 per cent of motor cars nents make is that this law gives nois. He has been in the ministry the League for Service Union of Adelaide Kooiker. Irene Overbeek,
the Holland classes of the Reformed Louise Schippa, Lloyd Van Lente,
opportunities for “self-starters” since 1924.
on roads today have defects which
churches will be held this Friday Gordon Groenewoud,John Stokes,
for office. Mr. Fitzgerald, howRev. and Mrs. John VanEss, vetincreasehazards of driving, accord- ever, is just one more self-starter
evening at 7:30 o’clock in Sixth
eran Reformed missionaries ,n Reformed church. Mrs. John Dyk- Herbert Harrington. Glen LovePkgs. 17c
land, Donald Elfcrdink and Homer
ing to figures of 42 state motor and so has been practicallyevery Arabia, are planning to return to
stra
of
Grand
Rapids
will
speak.
Lokker, the class president. Each
Wmgold Economy. Wheat Farina breakfaat Food
vehicle inspection campaigns cov- candidate for any office from the America on furlough,sailingfrom
FIGS California
time elections first were held. That Beirut.Syria, April 8. and expect Special musical numbers will also member of the cast is assiduously
ering 22,702,000cars, analyzed by
be
presented.
New
officers
will
bo
at work learning his or her part,
8-oi. Cello- .
candidates start themselves is no to reach New York early in May.
the National Bureau of Casualty disgrace to them nor injury to the
installed.A social hour will fol- under the constant and competent
10c
wrapped pkgs.
Whole Grain
Their son, John, Jr., will join them
and Surety Underwriters.
public sendee. They save the peo- on the trip. Mr. VanEss, gradu- low and refreshments will be served. direction of their coach, Miss
Bantam No. 2
Members of the board of educa- Lindsley.
ple from running about in search ate of Hope
Hop collegein 1899, son of
In explainingthe survey,John J.
Clifton Harper, senior, has been
of candidates and from drafting Rev. B.. Van
Brer Rabbit. Green
Va Ess, pioneer minister tion were guests at the February
^ ou II like its natural garden flavor.
Hall, Director of the Street and them. To establish such a condi15c
Label/ lib, 2 oz. can.
in the Holland colony, has been meeting of the Van Raalte school appointed business manager, and
Highway Safety Division of the tion would be to make a worse connected with the Arabian mis- Parent-Teacherassociation held the stage sets are being prepared
Tuesday evening. Group singing by Mrs. Krum and Miss Althuis,
National Bureau points out that state than we now have. A mul- sion since 1902, and Mrs. VanEss
art instructors. As in previous
no structuraldefectswere discov- tiplicity of candidates gives the since 1909. He Ls principal of was led by John Vander Sluis and years work has been started early
PONTIAC. Excellent
prayer was offered. Fred Beeuwkes
Lb
15c
Flavor. No. 2Ui Can.
ered in the cars, but that three- people a better chance to pick the Basrah High school. Mr. and Mrs.
to
avoid
a
last-minute
rush.
read
a
paper
on
"The
New
School
right sort of nominee. It also re- VanEss plan to spend the spring
fourths were found lacking either
Posters
are
being
made
and
proand the P.-T. A.,” by Dr. HenderWisconsin Full Cre m. DeliKhif.il flsvor
lieves candidates from bashfulness and summer in Chicago and Michison of the University of Michigan. grams and tickets will soon be
in adequatebrakes, lights, horns, which is a bad handicap for any gan and *L- ----printed.
uessteering mechanism, windshield man. Mr. Fitzgerald has started furlou
,or 3 cans 25c
“This year I am as enthusiastic
.....
....... usiwipers, rear vision mirrors or safe himself and has a good start. It ter, Alice
No.
300
Can
as
ever
over
our
senior
play
‘Shavj cal selections were rendered by a
is not to his detriment that he dis- for her education.
tires. Worst of all was the condi, brass^ quartet composed of Hol- ings’,” are the words of Miss
covered himself. He knows better
Holland Christian H.gh aoh«l i
"Hom- Lindsley.“The play itself is so
tion of brakes — nearly 40 per cent
than does anyone else whether he reports that it was not "beaten in ing" was sung by Miss Helene
Red Kidney. Alice Brand
Van humanly interesting that I am sure
being unsafe.
is fit for the job.
basket ball by Kalamazoo St. AuS£rtSr,l""2 bars 15c
Kersen, after which Mrs. Nina it will appeal to everyone, and we
gustine, as stated Wednesday in
&
Mb. C»ns
Obviously the conditioncalls for
Daugherty entertained with two are trying our best to assure our
3
for
14c.
The Press. Holland won the game readings.
Holland friends and patrons an
Campbell’s in Tomato Sauer.
correction.No matter how safely
25 to 19. — (irand Rapids Press.
even better play than we have proShredded
WJbeat
a motorist drives, if his brakes fail,
3 bars 14c
The play "A Cup of Tea,’’ will
duced in former years.”
BIOLOGY CLUB
if his vision is obscured, if his
be presented today, Friday afterBiscuits. Deliciously crisp and brown.
noon, at the meeting of the SaugaC. DE KEYZER.0 LOCAL
lights do not show the road ahead,
i.;.Bar
In the massive cellarageof Van tuck Woman's club by Mrs.
n;
w REAL ESTATE DEALER, HURT
he is exposed to an accidentevery Vleck Hall Joe Esther was elected
Keeps the drains free. 21 C
BAKERS. Baking.
Blaine and Mrs. Rhea Jackson. I r Thf Hope oloRy ?lub bcld Hs
time he operates his car. It is not house president to the campaign In the cast will be the Mesdames
fm?nt.hlymeetlnK Jariu®r>'
Cornelius J. De Keyzer, 75. of
25. A student program consisting
-----wise to belittle any of the hazards RloKan of “No more nickels,” Ger- Ethel Trautman, Sybil Brittain,
57 West Tenth street, is confined
of
the
following
papers
was
prerit Rientjes was the choice for vice- Nellie Bundy, Myrtle Comstockand
to Holland hospital with a lacerinvolved. In a hazardous chain of
president,and John Buteyen for the Misses Marguerite Coe, Mar- sented: "The Function of the Adre- ated hand and head and body
nal
and
Petutin
Glands,”
by
Prescircumstancesa defective wind- committeeman. Deon Dekker was garet Glass, Marjorie McDonald,
bruises following an auto accishield wiper can be just as danger- appointed treasurer by the chief Mrs. Babcock will give the musi- ton Van Kolken; “The Place of dent Saturdayevening just north
Women
in
Science,”
by
Annette
cal
program.
Mrs.
John
Bridges
of the Black river bridge.
ous as a loose wheel. Drivers who executive. The new organization
will includemonthly dues and so- will be hostess at a Revolutionary Bouma; and a review of A. E. WigMr. and Mrs. D. A. Strowenjans
have formed a habit of overhauling
gam's
book,
“The
New
Decalogue
tea.
cial activities.
and small daughter of Holland
of
Science,"
by
Richard
Van
Dorp.
their automobiles periodicallyare
"No more nickels at Van Vleck.” Boy Scout sof Zeeland in the
Every Day
Prices
route 6 were occupants of the otho
32 E. Eighth St
rarely responsible for accidents, Why ? The new administrationhas east central district will do their
ter car which collided with De KeySOPHOMORE ELECTION
installeda dorm telephone. The good turn Saturday by collecting
'zer’s car. Mrs. Strowenjans sufsaid Mr. Hall.
number is 4841.
household wear, clothing and othfered cuts and bruises and shock,
Careless drivers, on the other
er articles for the needy. The
The Sophomore class met in Van but was released from the hospihand, often pay a price for neglect
Hudsonville Scouts will be under
tal Sunday after she had been givREV. DURYEA IS
Raalte Hall, February 15, to elect
the leadershipof G. Hubbard, Fortreatments, and Mr. Strowenthat would meet necessary repair
CHAPEL SPEAKER est Grove under Herbert DeKline officers for the second semester. en
jans was given medical attention CALLS CALVIN GRADUATE.
The
results:
bills many times over, and if a few
and Zeeland troops under George
and released.
judgments are rendered against The Rev. Mr. Duryea, secretary Meengs.
Virp* FVesident ^ ^ Zander Meulen The
1IIC acciuem
accident occurrea
occurred near tn.
the
Candidate Sidney P. Miersma of
of the board of education and
£
George Douma North Side grocery „ Mr De K
them, the bill will total the full young people’s work of the ReGrand Rapids, recent graduate of
Mrs. Florence Beery of Douglas,
\era Damstra zer was attemptingto enter the Calvin Theological seminary,has
price of several good automobiles. formed Church, spoke at the regu- the first woman to hold a SaugaIMunel Chard highway from the North Holland been tendered a call to the pastorlar chapel serviceyesterday morn- tuck township office, has anSome states have found that the
(John Buteyn road. The Strowenjanscar was ate of East Saugatuck Christian
ing. Among other things he nounced she will be a candidate on
coming north. Both cars were Reformed church aa successor to
best method of insuringsafe auto- stressed the value of young peo- the Republican ticket for the ofGerrit H. Beneker, nationally rec- badly damaged.
fice
of
township
treasurer
for
a
Rev. Herman M. Vander Ploeg.
mobile mechanical conditionis by ple findingtheir own view and not
Mr. De Keyzer is a local real essecond term, at the caucus in the ognized painter of industrialsubmeans of compulsory inspection following patterns set by older Saugatuck village hall March 5. jects, spoke at the chapel exercise tate dealer and was formerly postT
HOPE CAGERS BOW
people.
laws. They are supported in their
The Democratic caucus will be held on Wednesday morning, January master.
—
o—
ON ALMA’S FLOOR
at the Douglas village hall on 24. In his lecture, Mr. Beneker pre.
view by safety organizations of GOV. COMSTOCK TO SPEAK
sented art as being most fully real- MISS SUE WIGLEY SPEAKS
nationwide reputation.Such laws
AT LOCAL DINNER March 5.
The Hope college team was deDirector Fred C. Gallagherof ized in the commonplace things of
AT CENTURY CLUB MEET feated 42 to 30 by Alma college at
have operated not only to improve
the
world.
He
claimed
that
no
Alma in a fast M. I. A. A. basketGovernor William A. Comstock the Allegan county CWA has re- preacher can preach, no teacher
individual car safety, but to inceived notice that a 10 per cent
Miss Sue Wigley of Chicago, lec- ball game Friday night. At the
will be the principle speaker at the
crease employment and to stimucut in the 800 men employed in the can teach, and no artist can paint turer on economic problems of the half Hope held a comfortable 9dinner-danceprogram to be put on
until he understands humanity. A
late business. In any event, the by the young Democrats of Ot- county would be made effective
family, was the speaker at the point lead, which witheredunder
Friday. This will mean 720 men real piece of art, he said, is one at Century club meeting held Monday a furious 30-point drive put on by
moral of this story is: Drive a safe tawa county in the Masonic temwhich
a person can not only look,
will
be
carried
on
the
payroll
aftple on March 5.
evening at the home of Mr. and the Scots in the final period.
car.
but through which he can also see. Mrs. C. J. McLean.
Others who have been slated to er Friday, but the men to be laid
Mr. Beneker, known as “the Miss Wigley is making her 27-POUND “MUSKIE” SPEARED
speak are AttorneyGeneral Pat- off will be in the 21 townships in
the county and in the cities of preacher with his paints,” has for speaking tour under the auspices
rick O’Brien, James Mogan and
BY GRAND HAVEN MEN
Good workmen usually equip Thomas Ward, assistant attorney Otsego and Allegan, so the num- many years been an exponentof of the National Associationof Life
(Grand Haven Tribune)
ber
in
each
place
will
be
small.
the
combination
of
art
and
labor.
Underwriters.
**•*•£« -'Hi food materials!general.
A 27-pound muskellunge, measMr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Streur
of
HolHe
was
born
in
Grand
Rapids,
8# with good cooks: women who
Miss Wigley, who was born in an uring exactly four feet, was
The dinner is scheduled for 6:30
I-H floor are real cooks whose o’clock and will be followed by a land and Frank Huizenga of Zee- Michigan, in 1882. Working in a Alabama mountain home,, told . snagged through the ice- on Spring
bread, biscuits and cakea are of dance. The music will be furnished land visited their old friend,Mrs. furniture factory, he earned his some dramatic experiences of her lake oy Andrew Hieftje and Louis
the finest quality.
bv Herb Van Duren and his or- J. Dekker at New Groningen, on tuition to study art and entered the mounUin childhood. She stated Hieftje of this city Wednesday
her ninetieth birthday.
Art Institute of Chicago in 1901. that she had known poverty and afternoon.Andrew Hieftje actuchestra.
toil but did not regret an hour of
ally speared the fish and his brothhardship for she believesthat er operated the decoy. The two
worthwhile things are achieved at
OF
local men had unusual “fisherthe price of labor. She stated that
men's luck” yesterday as they also
/mountainlife helps to build a came home with a handsome eightstrong character.
Specials
Friday and
Miss Wigley also made refer- pound pike, speared through the
ences to present economic condi- Spring lake ice. The fish were on
display at the Central market the
B. B. Special
tions. The speaker further menIb.
past wees.
tioned
that
failures
were
not
due
152 East 8th
Phone 4632
so much to lack of ability or intelCOUPLE FIGHTS OFF
lect but to lack of character.
3 to 4 Ib.piecet lb.
Pork Chops
OFFICERS WITH PITCHFORK
The music was rendered by Mrs.
Lb. 15c
D. B. K. Van Raalte, who was acPork Steak
3 Lbs. for 29c
companied by Mrs. Martha RobOleo,
lbs. for
Frank Zygummy,
48, and _his
bins. Mrs. Van Raalte sang “I wife, Anna, 44, held two constables
Butter
Lb. 25c
Love Life” by Mana-Zucca;“To- at bay with pitchforks,when the
Lean Pork
morrow," by Strauss; “The Win- officers appearedat their farm in
Lb. 9c
dow," a number with lyrics by Plainfieldtownship, Kent county,
Fat Pork
Miss Anne Partridge and music by to replevinthree cows.
Lb. 8c
Butt
Mrs. Jeanette Hughes Brumbaugh;
Center Slice
The constables called for help
Round Steak
Lb. 10c
and “Herodiade" by Massenet. Pro- and received it in the persons of
fessor J. B. Nykcrk was music Deputy Sheriffs Joseph Branski,
Beef Roast
Half
or
Lb. fc
chairman.
John Matthews and George Laman.
Refreshments
were
served
by
Drive a Little— Save a Lot. Ph. 4632
The deputies got the couple to put
Ib.
Ib.
Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Tappan; Mr.
down their weapons, but they did
and
Mrs.
O.
S.
Cross,
Mrs.
C.
J.
ra&88&S8B9
not find the cows.
Lokker and Henry Winter.
The man and his wife maintain
Cheese, Full
o
Ib.
they need the pows to provide their
Go Ice Skatfog
children with milk and that they
Sliced
Ib.
ear Equator will stay in the county jail “from
now on” before they reveal the
whereaboutsof the bovines.
It is possible to go ice skating in
25—
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Peaches

No. 2y2 can

Cereal

30c
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PORK

NO MORE NICKELS
AT VAN VLECK
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-

LARSON’S
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Beans

-

TRILBY SOAP

BEANS

PALMOLIVE

_

i

MOLASSES

SPINACH
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Buehler Bros., Inc.
CASH MARKET

THE FOOD EMPORIUM

HOLLAND

For

Saturday

Landings R™E Market

14*
9c
17c

Coffee

St.

Bacon, Chunk

.

Golmar

Nut . 2

SMOKED HAMS

Shank

Half

Shank

Off

9€

-

Ib.

Roast

12c

16c

Cream

ISC

Minced Ham,

New Location

R. J.

RUTGERS

Above

located at 36
the old

W. 8th

Corner Hardware

Phoae

8412

.0

$50.00

Upstairs River and 8th St.

HOLLAND, MICH.

artificial skating

Summer Sausage

.

Geese Moving
(Detroit News)

Chickens— Highe«t

Numerous reports of geese flying north have come to this department within the last two
weeks. Some of these flocks may
be honkers which have remained
on Lake Michigan throughout the

BUEHLER
HOLLAND, MICH.

Prices Paid.

BROS.,

Inc.,

PHONE

I’ASCUAL COSTELLO,

St.

A complete new showing of Spring and
Summer Woolens

$22.50

from the equator,

and not on an

rink either, Dr. James P. Chapin,
of the American Museum of Natural History, reveals in a recent
bulletin Issued by the Museum. Dr.
Chapin came upon a small lake
that has been dubbed the MSkating
Pond" because men have actually
skated upon its frozen surface,

Fine Custom Tailoring

Now

Africa '10 miles

10c
lb. 11c

3551

In the main go over the 2-hour
winter,but it isn’t impossible that
time limit, found Leo Donaghuc,
some are migrants from the south.
TORTILLAS
AVOCADO SALAD
up
the
mountain
side,
just
at
the
ihe Spanish Lion, who will meet otate welterweightchamp from
The first of the flight northward
Cut the avocados in eighths and
the veteran Jimmie “Moon” Flint, Michigap, meeting a tough margin of Lewis glacier, he says. usually arrives around March 5,
arrange on lettuce with alternate
From Dr. Chapin’s description of but Barrows reports flocks seen in
looking South American by the
Mellin of Ft Wayne, Indiana,
One cupful flour or corn meal, sections of orange. Serve with
name of Gorilla Page. Donaghue, the strenuousthree-and-a-halfmigration in the southern part of
February 26.
Itt teaspoonfuls baking powder, 1 French dressing.
favoritewith local fans, gained the days’ climb which he and his as- the state as early ai Feb. 13.
sodates
had
to
negotiate
before
teaspoon
salt. 4 eggs, well beaten,
first fall in 16 minutes with a full
-----------O'
1 cupful milk.. Slit together the
FRENCH DRESSING
Monday evening’swrestling Nelson and a spin. He came back they reached the equatorialskating
Bay Holland Sugar
flour or com meal, baking powder
matches at the Masonic temple after the rest period of 10 minutes pond, it is doubtful if many per
and salt Add the beaten eggs to
were anything but wrestling,with and repeated the hold in 26 minOne-halfteaspoon salt, 1 teaDickie Gerber of South Bend, Ind., utes to take two straight from
sifted flour spoon, sugar, % teaspoon paprika,
wiwov
TVUUIU
winning by defaultfrom Pete Ban- the bad man of the South.
*4 cup Heinz pure vinegar, <4 cup
John Worth of Grand Rapids, have all the exercise they craved Trenton, New Jersey, which was
croft of Battle Creek, after fifteen
Heinz pure olive oil. Mix the salt,
minutes of fa*t action. Gerber Michigan,refereed the evening’s long before they had reached its lost on. the Argonne by her son,
» va vs*
wa vjiiu, UOC O WtUIC- sugar and paprika. Add vinegar
secured that puniihingsurfboard bill. Promoter Conroy announced icy surface.
John, who was killed October 11, spoonfuls of the batter-eachwill and olive oil, and beat thoroughly.
o
hold on Pancroft,which caused him that he will have Benny Wilson,
1918. The emblem was picked up make a large flat cake— brown on
to suffer an injury in the form Ft. Worth, Texas, meeting Vern
Mr. and Mrs. Vaudie Vanden by a youth from Idaho and in
one side, then turn and
brown on
•*
of seretched nerve* and muscles Clark of Omaha, Nebraska, irj the Berg ar<? piotoring to Kalfimaxoo way came, into the possession of the other, lust as yoi
you would for suits will not be satisfactory to you
opener of Monday’s match. "
today,
In the neck,
Mrs,
lordinary griddle cakes.
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-
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f. and Mra/Cornie Van Dan
Bosch visited at the home of their

News

The Berean church, Maple avenue and Nineteenth street, of
which Rev. D. Veltman is pastor,
will hold English services each
Sunday evening beginning next
week. The church formerly held

mother, Mrs. Bolman, at New
Groenigen Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hop frota
Crisp and Alfred Brandsen from
Portland visited at the home of
Gerrit Bartels Monday.

Ward’s February Thrift Days

WEST OLIVE

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

,

only
niy Holland services.

-

The members of the First
Approximately 150 people atGate.” You are cordiallyinvited. Methodist church at West Olive are
tended
mued the second civic pro
program at
IMMANUEL CHURCH
The young people again won the having open house at the church
Holland Higl
High school Tuesday
Tuesday eve- Services in the Armory, Ninth
banner at Calvary church, Grand Friday evening, February 16, the
ning
when Miss Sue Wigley
Street, Between Central and
tsiciey of
of ChiRapids. It will be displayed Sun- occasion being a thanksgiving for
cago spoke on “Home Made CharRiver Avenue.
day evening.
the new furnace,which has recentacter.” The speaker was introRev. J. (.anting, Pastor.
7:30 p. m.— Evening Evangelis- ly been installed.
duced by Mrs. Sears R. McLean. 9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting, sectic service. The pastor’s sermon
Mr. Frank Garbeck donated two
The program was opened with mu- floor.
will be based on the words of the
sic by the Holland High school
cords of wood to burn in the new
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship.
Prophet
Malachi, “Church MemifjrU’ glee club.
furnace.
Prayer was of- Mr. Lanting will continue in the bers Who Are Going to Hell.”
fered by Rev. Bouma. These civic scries of messages on "The TaberGrover Goodin and Demtre West
Thursday evening, mid-week of West Olive were quite seriously
programs are sponsoredby the nacle in the Wilderness— the Wall
service. All are invitedto attend
citizenship committee of the Wom- of the Court or the Righteousness
injured from a sand slide while
Here they are, the vanguards of shoe styles for
this time of fellowship.
an’s Literary club.
working on the new lake shore
of Christ Revealed."
Again
the young people of the
spring; Pumps, Straps, and Ties with cuban and
Cars driven by Oscar Seidel of
11:30 a. m— Sunday school. First Baptist church of Holland road.
Dorr ami Bert Helmantel of Byron Golden Text: “The harvest truly is
Mr. and Mrs. John Oleman were
won
the banner given by the Funhigh
Smart perforationsare Springs newest
Center collided Tuesday at Hollis' plenteous, but the labourers are
damental Young People’s Fellow- week-end guests of Richard Robcomer, a mile south of Jamestown. lew; pray ye thereforethe Lord of
vogue. Every piir perfect fitting, in all sizes
ship in Grand Rapids last Monday trts.
Seidel and his six-year-oldson re- the harvest,that He will send forth
Jason Barlow and family of Deevening
ceived minor lacerationsabout the labourers into His harvest,” Matt.
and A to C
There are churches represented troit were over Sunday guests of
face. Helmantel sustainedfrac- 9:37-38.
Mrs. Nina Barlow and Eh West.
i Muskeg
Mi
in this fellowshipfrom
tured ribs, back injuries and lacera3:00 p. m.— Children’s hour in Grand Kao
Mrs. Fred Northquist and Miss
Kent City,
•7. Low
tions about the face.
the Armory.
Hudsonvilfe
e, Portland, Gn
^randvilfe, osephine Stimson were in Grand
Beginning today, Friday, half3:00 p. m.— Allegan home and
Tuesday.
Marne, Zeeland, Wyoming
year automobile licenses will go on jail services.
Kunkel was in Grand, Haven
and Holland.
sale, according to announcement 6:30 p. m.— Young people’s servThe youn$ folks made the trip Wednesday on business.
made by Henry Prins, manager of
Mrs. H. Denent of Holland called
via automobiles and a large truck.
the local bureau. The “stickers” 7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
The next meeting of the Fellow- on Mrs. Beckman Tuesday.
will be good until August 1, 1934. Sermon, "The Last Call to SupWe are all very thankful for the
Choosen from two neat styles, open or clofed fronts,
The deadline for the use of 1033 per.” Come Sunday evening and ship is to be held in the Berean box cars being removed from West
Baptist church in Grand Rapids.
plates is March 1.
hear this message.
Ties or one Straps in this bargain assortment.
Olive siding.
o
Walter Bliss, 28, of 11 East SevThursday evening— Bible studies
Miss Marian Heerspink of West
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
enth street, was fined $54,15, in- in the Book of Galations.
Olive was selected to represent
CHURCH
cluding costs, and his license was
Saturday evening— Three cottage
Hope High school in the Michigan
West Tenth Street
revoked for one year when ar- prayer meetings.
raigned before JusticeJohn Galien
“Whosoever thereforeshall con- One-half Block west of Post Office High School Forensic Declamation
Wednesday on a charge of drunken fess Me before men, him will 1 Rev. T. G. R. Brownlow, Minister contest.Miss Heerspink, a sophodriving. Bliss was arrested when confess also before my Father Parsonage, 69 West Tenth Street more, was chosep at an assembly
program last week in which thirOffice Phone 2756
he failed to stop at a through street which is in heaven,” Matt. 10:32.
Black and brown elk-skin Oxfords with rubber
Oxfords and shoes for children;m^st have compiteen contestantsparticipated. Miss
SUNDAY SERVICES
o
at Clevelandavenue and SevenDorothy
Boeve
of
East
Holland
10:00
a.
m.—
Worship
service.
teenth street and his car collided
sport
soles. They are just the thing for school and
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH
sition soles and rubber heels. Fully lined, sizis 81 2
Sermon, "Does God Care,” Dr. was awarded second prize.
with a truck driven by Albert Dc
all around every day wear. Sizes 3 to 8.
to
A Thrift buy.
Miss Heerspink will enter the
Boer, 27, of Grand Rapids.
Lincoln Avenue and Brownlow preaching.
11:30 a. m.— Bible school,H. K. subdistrictcontest to be held in
Warm Friend Tavern has applied
Twelfth Street.
April when she will compete
Goodwin, superintendent.
for a building permit to construct
J. Vanderbeek. Pastor.
a six-foot extension to a fire place
9:30 a. m.— Morning worship. The men's Bible class, Elmer against other high schools of the
vicinity. She will read Elbert Hubchimney at an estimated cost of Sermon topic: "Deliverance from Ormiston, teacher.
The W’elcome Corner class, Judge bard’s "A Message to Garcia." Miss
$5°.
Satan." Special hiusic by the
Miles, teacher.
Worth considerable more. Just cheek these feat- Men’s b'ack leather blucher Oxfords with composition
Milk distributorsof the Holland church choir.
Boeve will sene as alternate.
Young people’sclass, Miss Beaarea will meet this Friday evening
Klaas Schamper, 67, of Olive
11:00 a. m.— Sunday school.
ures. Strong, black leather uppers. Long wearing
at 8 o'clcok in Henry S. Bosch's ofCenter, was injured Monday mornrubber soles and lubber heel*. A good dressy, conaer*
2:15 p. m. — Junior Christian trice Denton, teacher.
7:00 p. m.— The golden half hour ing when he was run down by an
fice on the third floor of the city Endeavor aociety.
composition soles, nailed and sewed and reinforced
hall for the purpos* of discussing
automob 1c on US-31 about a mile
vative style. Thrift days price.
6:15 p. m.— Intermediate Chris- of sacred music.
with leather mid*soles.All sizes 6 to 1
7:30 n. m.— Evening service.
the milk code.
north of the city. He sustained
tian Endeavor society.
The regular meeting of the Wom6:15 p. m.— Senior Christian Miss Marion Te Roller at the or- three fiac'ured ribs, body injuries
en's Christian Temperance Union Endeavor society. The good citi- gan. Music by the vested choir.
and a sea p wound. Clarence FielSermon by Rev. T. W. Davidson, stra, id. of Muskegon, a student of
will be held this Friday afternoon zenship committee has charge of
D.D., pastor of Hope Reformed Hope col.egc, was the driver of the
at 2:30 o'clock in the Woman's Lit- the meeting.
erary clubrooms. Rev. Thomas G.
car. He was accompaniedby Ed7:30 p. m.— Evening worship. church.
Rev. Brownlow will be the w n Grunat of Grand Haven. Mr.
R. Brownlow. pastor of First Meth- Sermon topic, “A Bad Bargain; the
reacher at Hope Reformed church Schamper was attempting to cross
odist Episcopal church, will be the World Purchasedat the Price of
unday evening.
speaker. Devotions will be conduct- the Soul.
the load when the accident ocWomen’s rayon taffeta slips, lace trimmed or tailViolin solo by Miss Cora Raoul- curred. He saw the Fielstra car
etl by Mrs. T. Welmen* and Mrs. H.
>P<
Hotel will be in charge of special of the church will sing several se- nies.
but became confused.
ored. They are lull length and bias cut; each .
music. Mrs. William Vander Schel lections.
is chairman of the tea committee.
CENTRAL PARK CHURCH
ZUTPHEN
f hour beTore the evening
Cotton Slips, each
The Chester township caucus w ill worship a song service will be held One and one-half Miles west on
Leonard
Van
Ess
had
the
experiUS-31
be held in the township hall Mon- at which thelmale chorus will lead
Porto Rican
each at
ence of seeing the huge ipetcor
Rev. F. J. Van Dyke, Minister
day. March 5, at 1:30 p. m., for the the singing.Come early and enwhich
fell
February
9,
about
5
10:00
a.
m.—
Morning
worship.
Brassieres and Bandeaux, each
nomination of township officers. joy thq singing.
Sermon, "The Books Opened." Rev. p. m. He was going towards a
o
Tickets will he nonpartisan and
neighbors
when
he
hanpend
to
look
numbered one and two.
The Berean church, corner Ma- 20:12. Lord’s Day XIX Q. 52. Anto the northeast and saw someple avenue and Nineteenth street, them by the male choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Garter
11:30 a. m.— Sunday school. Our thing fall which looked to be a
of which Dr. D. Veltman is the
of route 2. Conklin, have been adpastor, will hold English services attendance is increasing. Come and big white ball. From the reports
vised their son, Francis, accomappearing in the papers it seems
each
Sunday evening beginning help our school to grow.
panied by his wife, will arrive soon
2:30 p. m. — Junior Christian En- that very few people saw the me\:u\[ fashioned pure silk in chiffon and' service weights.
next week. The church formerly
from Harbin, Manchuria. Mr. Gardeavor society. Miss Joan Lugers, teor.
held all Holland services.
Reinforced heels, toes. Colors to blend with
ter has been in the Y.M.C.A. servMr.
and
Mrs.
Cor.
Patmos
of
superintendent.
ice there for three years as an in6:30 p. m.— Senior Christian En- Forest Grove were entertained at
any
wardrobe. A value. 8 Smart new colors
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
structor.
..A.'XivXwj
deavor society. Miss Grace Teu- the home of Mr. and Mrs. William
Coiner
Nineteenth
Street
and
Mrs. Joseph Dore of 256 Lincoln
Koopman.
sink will be the leader.
Pine Avenue.
avenue entertainedwith a surprise
Mr. Harm Ensing of Oakland
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
Richard A. Elve, Pastor.
party at her home last week in
Sermon, "The Reconciliation,"spent a few days with his brother,
10:00 a. m.— Morning •service. Genesis 45. Special music.
honor of her daughter, Norma, who
Mr. William Ensing.
celebratedher twelfth birthday. Subject, "Holy Results of Heaven- Special Lenten sendee Thursday
Evelyn, daughter of Mr. and
Games were played during the aft- ly Blessing."
Prints, broadcloths,sateens and other materials,
evening under the auspices of the Mrs. Frank Vander Molcn, is mak11:15 a. m.— Bible school. Class- Senior Endeavor society. The ing her home with her grandparernoon and prizes were awarded.
at a saving! From our most recent selections,
es
for
all
ages.
Let's
keep
up
the
A dainty two-courselunch was
DAYS
Hope college Gospel team will con- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Vander
served to the followingguests: Ra- fine attendance and enthusiasm.
Molen. Mrs. Frank Vander Molen
in short lengths.
for
yd.
duct the services.
4:00 p. m.— Children's hour. A
mona Murray, Martha Burch, Lois
is ill at her home in Grand Rapids.
Seamless Silk Hose 37c pr.
, Oosterbaan,Esthermae Buur<ma, profitablehour for your child. The
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Brower were
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
SOCIETY
Anna Ruth Viening, Ruby Vande Word of God is given to your child.
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Warm Friend Tavern
6:30 n. m.— Young people’s meetWomen’s ServiceableCotton
17c pr.
Water. Lois Brandt and Norma
Knoper Sunday.
Sunday services at 10:36 a. m.
ing. Mrs. Earl Hallet will be the
Dore.
Mr. Albert Troost, who underMen’s Fancy
15c pr.
John Sternberg of East Thirty- special speaker. Her subject will Subject, "Mind."
went an operation at the Blodgett
Hoys’ New Pattern Golf
19c pr.
Sunday
school,
11:45
a.
m.
be
"Stepping
Stones
to
the
Narrow
Vests, bloomers, panties and step-ins of firmly
second street was surprised Monhospital last week, Wednesday, is
Men’s
Cotton
Work
10c
pr.
day evening when Mrs. Sternberg
improving nicely.
knit rayon in dainty pastel shade. Special at ea.
Men's Durable Rockford Socks, 2 pair 25c
entertained a group of friends in
The children of the local school
honor of her husband, who celeMembers of Mrs. H. Van Ton- on Saturday at her home in Zee- enjoyed a valentine party Friday
brated his thirtieth birthday. geron's Sunday school class were land, where she had residedthirty- afternoon.Valentines were exGames were played, after which entertainedTuesday evening at the five years, after a short illness. changed and the children were
refreshments were served. Sixteen home of Miss ChristineSpykhoven, Survivingare the husband, two treated with punch, popcorn balls,
guests were present.
51 West Fifteenth street. Devo- sons, Benjamin Kool of ZeeUnd, peanuts, cup cakes, cookies and
tions were in charge of Miss Ro- and Albert Kool of Carrol, Wash- candy.
lene Van Voorst, after which a ington; three daughters, Mrs. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
luh Brinks and
Mrs. A. DeOit and Mrs. Angiie entertained
d Mr. and Mrs.
MAN WITH CAR to place trade short business sessionwas held. A Lamer,
25-27 CAST Ith ST.
HOLLAND, MICH.
Sunday.
stimulators with merchants on social evening was enjoyed and re- Roy Ellwell, all of Grand Rapids; Dick Brinks of Byron
ly
a
sister,
Mrs.
J.
Hessclink
of
HolMr. and Mrs. Ben Minema and
consignment.Average earnings freshments were served. Those
$40 weekly; drawing account and present were Mrs. Van Tongeren, land. Funeral at 1:30 Tuesd^r at children of Hudsonville and Mr.
commission. Require $35 cash bond Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst, Mrs. Eu- the home and at 2 p. m. at First and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess were
on merchandise; returnableto jene Wiersma, Mrs. Eugene Van- Reformed church of Zeeland. Bur- the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Va ~Dyke, ial in Zeeland cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Den Berg i,y F. of Lenchen, New Jersey; Mrs. joyed a fishing trip Monday at evening! Volley ball and basket
Elders Tuesday evening.
you. Apply for interviewfor your ue Vusse, Mt?. Henry Van
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mrs. John Hop called on her and family visited at the home oi Anna Platt of Grand Rapids; also Gold
city: P. O. Box 21., Oak Park, III. I Miss Alice Ryzenga. Miss Ada C>«hall. Admission only 10 and 15
Schaap of Zeeland on February 10 uncle, Henry Mast of Forest Grove, their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charley a son-in-law,Kay F. Lighthait of
Eunice Hggelskamp attended lh< cents. The time is 7:30.
2tp ter, Miss Bertha Coster, Miss El
a
son,
Raymond,
Jr.
sie Wybenga, Miss Anna Van
at the Blodgett hospital,who is Schemper, Monday evening.
Holland, and a large number of Allegan county Christian Kndea- The Christian Endeavor society
Mr. and Mrs. Nichols Redder grandchildren.
Eyck, Miss Van Voorst and Miss
taking treatments there.
vor union meeting at Martin on 0f the First Reformed church enSpykhoven.
Relatives and friends attended and daughter, Helena Ruth, visEdith Roblyer of Ganges spent Sumlay
joyed u banquet Tuesday evening
EAST NOORDEI OOS
A teachers'meeting of the Mathe funeral of Mrs. F. De Witt of ited a few days at the home of llie week-end with her grandfather,
Mrs. Kfffe Ash returned to her with about 35 young folks present,
ple Avenue Christian Reformed
Jamestown on Saturday. Inter- their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alshuis Walter B. Monroe.
home at Otsego Sunday after vis- Antoinette Kuite presided.The
(T*« Late for Last Week)
church will be held this Friday
ment was made in Zutphcn ceme- in Hamilton. Mr. Alshuis is ill.
Mrs. Garret Vos fractured her iting at the home of Mr. ami Mrs. Hamilton Ridge Runners rendered
Mr.
and
Mra.
Ben
Poest
and
famMr.
and
Mrs.
Joe
Veldheer
visevening at 7 o’clock.
tery.
left wrist as a result of a full on Fred Mason for a few
selectionsof instrumental music.
Mrs. Clyde Barber, Mrs. An- ily from Rusk called on their parMr. and Mrs. Dick Vander Mo- ited at the home of the children. the icy walk Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ash and Janet Kaper gave a, toast to "The
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Poest,
Sr.,
thony Spykhoven, Mrs. J. Hoefaklen and family were the visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Henry Terpstra on
Harry lumpen was in Detroit family visited at the home of War- Youth.” Rev. Roggen spoke on
ker and Mrs. R. Scharphom of last Saturday.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thursday at Rusk.
last week on business.
ion Ash at Otsego
"The Spirit of Progress. JozeMrs. Bern Lemmen entertained Vander Molen of Grand Rapids on
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van Dei
Grand Rapids spent Tuesday at
The youngstersenjoyed a free
Mr. and Mrs. John Smidt and phinc Kempker and Julia Bultman
with a birthday party in honor of Sunday.
Zwaag were supper guests at the day Monday. The teachers, Prof. family moved to their farm at rendered piano duets; Fannie Bultthe home of Mrs. J. Spykhoven.
her daughter, Beatrice, last Friday
Mrs. Fred Ensink is ill at her home of their parents, Mr. and Earl M osier, Josephine Kuper. Martm In.-t week,
man and Ella Roggen read budevening. Games were played and a home with rheumatism.
Mrs. John Van Der Zwaag at Crisp Mrs. Harley Schutmaatand Fannie
Mrs. D L. Brink wa- in Moline j^ts. Stanley Japmk pointed out
dainty luncheon was served by the
Sunday
evening.
The Ladies’ Aid society met on
Bultman attended a tom hers insti- last week, Thursday, visiting at the advantages of the Christian
hostess. Those present were the Thursday afternoon.Rev. Vroon’s
Mrs. Eva Brady and son Billie tute at Allegan
ZEELAND
the Henry Glupker
Endeavorwork. Community singMisses Janet Kooyers, Nina Fopma, subject was on "The Signs of the visited at the home of Mr. and
The bridge club was entertained
largt numbci <>i Hamilton 1,,^ was enjoyed at the beginning
Genevieve Jongekrijg,Evelyn Kap- J Times." _____
____ w __________
Mrs. George
Dalman and Mrs. Ed Wyman at Alma, Michi- Wednesday afternoon at the home women attended the mayei -<
the close. It was a splendid
Mrs. Lucas Kool, 76, who has enga, Janet Van Dyk, Frances Van Mrs. William De Vrees were host- gan, Sunday.
of Aileen Dangremond.
ice at the Reformed church of meeting and it is hoped that anbeen a resident of Zeeland for more Der Hulst and Dorothy Elfers. esses at this meeting.
A birthday surprise was given on Overisel last week, Friday after- other will be held very soon,
than 35 years, died early Saturday
NEW RICHMOND
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Geerts
Mr. and Mrs. William Koopman
Saturday evening in honor of Louis noon, in observance of the SS m I«1
The King’s Daughters'society
morning at her home, 27 W. Cen- family and Mr. and Mrs. Gerben | had as their guests, Mr. and Mrs.
Vander Meer by the children and Day of Prayer for
„f the local First Reformed church
tral Ave., Zeeland, after a brief Diekema visited Monday afternoon Joe Ripma of Grand Rapids, a day
Mr. Ogden was in Fennville on grandchildren. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Slrab- jraVe the missionary playlet
illness. She was l>om in the Neth- with Mr. and Mrs. Ben Poest at last week.
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Art/, and fam- bing and family visited then par- "Janey" at the First Reformed
erlands on Oct. 26, 1857. Surviving Rusk.
The Indies’ Aid will meet with ily of Holland; Mr. and Mrs. ents. Rev. ami Mrs. A. H. Strab- church of Holland last week, FriMr. and Mrs. Henry Elders were
are her husband, two sons, BenjaGeorge Artz and family of Hud- bmg of Holland last week. Thurs- Jay evening.The members of the
Jake Geerts and daughter spent entertainedat the home of Mr. and Mr*. Gates Thursday.
min of Zeeland and Albert of Car- Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. John Roelofs of Jamestown, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dailey sonville, Mr. and Mrs. George Nak- day
cast were Ella Roggen. Janet Karol, Wash., and three daughters. Henry Geerts.
were dinner guests of Mr. and ken and familv of Kalamazoo am*
Wednesday.
Kev. Fred Van Dyke of Central |M.r, Eunice Hagelskamp, AntoinMrs. J. Lamer, Mrs. A. De Ott and
The young people’ssociety was Mrs. John Huizenga of Holland on the Andrew Lubbers family of Park visited at Dr. U. H. Kigter- ettc Kuite. Hazel Joostbein# and
Misses Janet Van Dyk and FlorMrs. Roy Ellwell, all of Grand
this village.
the guests of the Jamestown young Sunday.
inks last week, Tuesday afternoon. Josephine Kaper.
Grenadier Rapids. A sister,Mrs. J. Hesselink ence Diepenhorst spent Wednesday people’s society Sunday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Stauffer are
Harm Kuite obtained the conJoseph Over heek returned to the Several of the Hamilton folks
afternoon with Miss Irene Bos.
of Holland, also survives.Funeral
Mr. Gerrit Veenbocr was the visaing his mother, Mrs. Stauffer. tract for the new home which will home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed I/ohmun have bought muck farms, while
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerben
Diekema
in your serviceswere held Tuesday after- were guests at the home of Mr. speaker. Misses Tena and Jean- Dr. and Mrs. Medill of Plainwell be built in the near future by Ted last week after a six weeks' ill- others have rented celery fiehls for
noon at 1:30 o’clockat the home
ette Van Ess rendered a vocal duet were callers on Mr. Robert Ogden Harm sen.
ness with pneumonia at the Z«v- the coming year. The celery growfurnace, stove
range. and at 2 o'clock at First Reformed and Mrs. Cor. Diekema.
with Miss Anne Heyboer as ac- Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Brengter visited j land hospital. The young man is ,.rs have had a good year and have
and Mrs. Cornelius Diekema.
companist A quartet, consisting The Ladies’ Aid will serve n at the John Zoerhoff of Grand) still compelled to remain in bed, also helped the community by givChurch, Rev. J. Van Peursem offiThe genuine Consolidation ciating.Burial took place in Zeeof the Misses Hilda Zwiers, Alice Washington supper at the church Rapids
but is slowly
ing employment to aeveraihundred
OLIVE CENTER
Peuler, Lula Art* and Gertrude Friday evening, the 23rd. Pay
GenevieveKooiker is ill at her Gerald Hagelskamp,son of Mr. im!n (lurinj.the fall and winter,
land cemetery.
Millers Creek. Noted for
Peuler, sang a selection with Miss what you wish.
home with mumps. Her school at and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp of this ^nna jj Velthof, daughter of
(Tm Utt far Last Waak)
Gilbert D. Karsten post of the
Mr. Francis and Mr. Wilson were Graafschaphas been closed on ac- village, and Naomi Eleanor
Telia Van Ess accompanying.
amj Mrs. Herman Velthof of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
AVnoldink
more than 20 years for its American Legion of this city will
in Saugatuck on business Friday. count of an epidemic.
body, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Saugatuck,and Jerry Lohsponsor its first entertainment for and family from Grand Rapids visMrs.
Lee
is
the
nurse
caring
for
A court hearing will he held at Etheibert Peabody of Allegan
OLIVE CENTER
g0n of John E Lohman, Jr.,
unfailing heat and proven the Kimmey memorial for veter- ited at the home of their father,
Mrs. James Hadaway.
Allegan this week, Saturday, united in marriage at the parson- were unjtP,) jn marriageby Rev.
ans’ children at Otter lake Thurs- Jacob DeJongh, Wednesday eveMr. and Mrs. Charley Schemper
when the agreement between the agt. „{ the First Reformed church j, a. Roggen at the parsonage of
day
evening
when
the
Zeeland
Try it in your
HAMILTON
bank stockholders and the deposi- last Saturday evening. Rev. J. A. the First Reformed church last
are visiting at the home of their
Katherine
Bakker,
who
is
workStallkamp basket ball team plays
tors’ committeewill be considered. Roggen officiated. The bride is Tuesday morning. They were atchildren in Holland a few days.
ing
in
Grand
Haven,
visited
at
the
home— you’re sure to like the Douglas colored team from
Funeral serviceswere held last It is expected that the agreement one of the promising and popular tended by Ethel Lohman and John
Ollie Veldheer, who is working
Kalamazoo.The entire proceeds home of her mother, Mrs. Henri- at Rusk, visited at the home of his week, Saturday, for Mrs. Mary will lx* approvedby the court and young women of the county seat. Rouwman. The bride wore a bcau4it. Every ton guaranteed of the benefit game will be given etta Bakker, for the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Veld- Kurz, aged 84, from the Nibbelink- that final steps may be taken for She was cashier for the Allegan tjfu| pjnfc natin gown while Mks
•Mrs. Franklin Veldheer and parents,
to the billet. The game will be
Notier funeral home of Holland. liquidation.
beer, Sunday evening.
Penney store for several years. Ionian wa.; dressed in green flat
daughter, Crystal, visited at the
played
in
the
high
school
gymto satisfy! Look for the
A message was received from the Mr. Hagelskamp is employed at the crepe. The ring ceremony was
Mr. Jecob Hop returned home She was bom in Ann Arbor Sephome of her parents.Mr. and Mrs. from the Zeeland hospital Satur- tember 6, 1849, where she spent J. Brink. Sr., family touring in Jake Edding hord garage and is U:,ej The young couple left imnasium.
her childhood days. At the age #f the South, stating that they had one of the well-known young men mediately after the ceremony for
Trade Mark Tags in the Mrs. Lucus Kool, aged 76, died Albert Arnoldink, Thursday after- day much improved.
noon.
Mrs. Bert Van Der Zwaag is 16 she moved to Jackson and re- reached Sarasota, Florida,and of this community.Immediatelya honeymoon trip to the southern
Mr. and Mrs. Harnr Schemper visitinga few days in Grand Ha- mained there until her marriage were enjoying a splendid trip.
tCoal
your assurance you
after the ceremony the young cou- MtAtes and Washington, D. C. ConFOR SALE— Hand power washing motored to Grand Rapids Wednes- ven by her sister, Mrs. Aris Eel- to Jacob F. Kurz when thev came
Mrs. B. Voorhorst and son. Chet, pie left on a honeymoon trip to the gratulationa!
to Manlius township, residing on and Bernard visited at the Arthur rforth. They will reside in Alle- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hagelskamp
^are getting the genuine.
man.
machine; like new. Cheap. Call
Albert Kaiser preached the
Mrs. Eva Brady visitedat the a farm near Saugatuck. Her uus- Kaechele home of Allegan Sunday. gan for the winter months. Their were at the home of Mr.
and Mrs.
Mr. and
Stpll morning sermon at South Olive
Mrs. Otto Meeuwsen of Athboy, friendsextend to them hearty con- Herman Conkie of Allegan Sunhome of Oliver Banks Thursday band passed away several years
Sunday, Rev. Van VIeit being at evening.
ago. She has been with her chil- South Dakota: Mrs. John Meeuw' Jay.
Mack’s Landing.
The second P.-T. A. meeting was dren in Chicago and Holland since sen of Grand Haven visited at the
The Hamilton Cubs defeated the ^ welfare sewing bee. was held
CASH PAID FOR OLD GOLD!
A group of local young people held Friday evening in the Olive the death of her husband. The re- home of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Brink Virginia Park five at the local hall at the American Reformed church
Tuesday evening by a 30 to 2G Tuesday afternoonfor a needy
Bring in your old Jewelry, dent- enjoyed a skiing party at the Rfol- Center school. Mr. Pruis, princi- mains were brought to the Ten last week. Saturday.
Mrs. Henry Kempker, Mrs. Wil- score. John Kaper was high scorer family.
ed gold, any condition. Highest land Country Club Tuesday eve- pal of the Pine Creek school, was Brink funeral home until the futhe speaker. He spoke on “Com- neral services at the Nibbelink- liam Drenten, Mrs. Herman Ny- with 14 points for the locals. Next
prices assured.
Mr. and Mrs. John De Haan of
niwg, fre having
,
some very eold munity Life.” A dialog was given Notier funeral home of Holland. hoff and son, Mrs. Bert Vos and TueSBay evening will be a big Holland visitedthe Roggens last
JAMES HEERSPINK
weather thei
these days. Friday morn by Berlin Bos man and Jack Jonge- Burial took place at the Saugatuck childrenvisited Mrs. Charles Lines big night. Two local volley ball week. Wednesday.
Watchmaker and Jeweler
ing the, thermometer
thei
was 24 de- krijk from North Holland. Elec-^ cemetery. She is survived by six of Kalamazoo Saturday.
teams will put on an exciting Rev. and Mrs. R.
L. Bates of Hesperia was a week- game for the championship of and Mrs. Henry Kr
grees below zero.
tkm of officers were Jack Nieboer, aona and one daughter, Sam F. of
146 W. 16th St., Holland
frilend guest at the home of Mrs. western Michigan. This is to be Vriesland were visitors
Mr. and Mrs. David Van VIeit president;vice president, Jack Holland, George E. of Dougla*.
6tpl4
G. of Gladwin, John A.
/ of Edna Archambault.
followed by a basket ball game. First Reformed
Kraal; _____
secretary,
John Weedeveen;
from Borculo are the happy parfijU _____
__
_____
______ m . -Ham
.
The Henry Schutjnaat family en- Everybody out! Next Tuesday day afternoon.
of a baby boy. Both paroiiliare ireazu^r, Herman Van Pen Boach, Chicago, Jacob F. of Chicago, Hat-
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NEW SPRING STYLES
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NEW AGENT OF
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an Hoven and
had been treated^
Hoven, Gertrude
(Continued from Page
ton^eS^thT^MK' rtT ff01*1
two weeks.
Eggs, dozen . ................. ____ 14c
Elizabeth Visch.
Mrs. C. A. Quigley asked for a
Henry Overweg,son of Mr. ait!
Butter fat ..... ..... . .............— 23c
Uiia place. The hostess served a
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mrs. Albert Overweg, returned to 1
licenseto sell
in her restau. beer in
delicio
Beef (steers and heifers)....-ISc
loua two-course luncheon.
Dunning, Beaverdam Crossing, a
COMMUTEE NAMES ARNOLD rant. City Attorney Lokker pointRussian violiniat,
violinist,who appeared
appeared
Park, light ...............
. .......... 6-6ttc
son, Gerald Chester, Wednesday, his home in Borculo the past week
ed out that he thought it was for
with
the
Holland
Symphony
orPork, heavy
.....................
ZEELAND
(Continued from Page One)
February 14; to Mr. and Mrs. John from the local hospital wher* he
liquor commissionerto decide
™
«
chestra. He waa accompaniedby
F0RATAGMRaUR^HPE°ST the
Veal. No. 1 ------- - ------ ----------7-8c
Arens, East Washington street, a
rather than the common council Sprietama. Later it was occupied Mr. Archie Black.
•At the First Reformed church, daughter,Mary Jane, Thursday, submittedto an operation about
Veal, No. 2 .......................... 6-7c
under
the
new
liauor law. Any- by the Kraker Plumbing company
two weeks ago.
*V. Praia, who la also a noted Rev. Van Peuraem will preach.
The office of Ottawa county ag13-14c
way, the ways and means commit- and the Bell Telephonecompany. conductor ; and composer,ii pro- 9:30 a. m.--“A Divine Injunction;’' February15; to Mr. and Mrs. Mar
A number of neighborsspent
6-7c ricultural agent will be taken over tee will investigate.
The purchasingof this building
tin M. De Jonge, New Groningen,
Isst Thursday evening
the
Chickens, leghorns ........... 8-9c by Leo Arnold of Coloma. Mich.,
me
brought another remodeling pro- feeeor of violin at Michigan State 2 p. m.— Holland service; 7:80 p.
son, Saturday, February 17.
college.
m. — "The Christian and Prayer."
home of Mr. end Mrs. A. 8
Chickens,hv. 5 lb. and over 10-llc Feb. 21, 1934, it was decided by
The
council gave approval for gram, which threw the two strucRev.
Richard
Vanden
Berg,
pasThe concert opened with von The third sermon on "The Chriiman on North Fairview road,
Ducks,
.......... . .....
agriculturalcommitteeof the
8 -9c
the erectionof three electric wood- tures into one, covering a third of Suppe’s Pique d’Ame Overture. Mr. tian Life.”
tor. will occupy the pulpit of Secguests were Mr. and Mrs.
Geese, lb ...........
.............
9c
the
fronUge
on
that
block.
The
en shoe signs at the various enond Reformed church Sunday. 10 Branderhorst and children,Mr.
Presa then played the brilliant
The
Zeeland
Literary club will
Broilers, 2 lbs. average
8-9c
purchase
of
the
Van
Dyke
block
trances to the city as requested by
m. “Christ’s Redeeming Love.” and Mrs. Tom Scholten and chilTartini-Kreisler
sonata, Le Trill du hold their regular meeting next
Arnold is a graduate of the board of public works. Ap- occurred in 1924.
Grain Marketa
Children’stalkr "The Greatness of
Diable.
arm, Simon Vande Luyster, Mr.
Tuesday
afternoon
at
3:30
o’clock
Wheat
an
State
college
at
East
In
1917
a
great
change
took
K0c
proval also was given for changThis was followed by the Con- at Second Reformed church. Miss Gentleness.”7jS0 p. m., “Thy King- and Mrs. Cornelius Dykgraaf, M.
K and for the past several ing the site for the proposed new dace when the name became the
50c
Rye ......................................
doin
Come,”
Third
sermon
mon
in
the
certo Allegro Moderato of Tachai- Sadie Grace Massdink will preDykgraaf, Mr. and Mrs. J. hoeCorn, bushel
54c
warehouse to be erected by the as. A. Brouwer Company, Inc. kowsky,
series on “The Lord’s Prayer."
sent a book review.
lofs, Jennie Roelofs, Mr. and .Mrs.
Oats
40c >r me nucnigan State collegeex- board of public works as a CWA Mr. James A. Brouwer became the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Kleinjens
A silver collectionwas taken' The Ritiy club enjoyed a party
Elenbaas, Gerald Elenbaas,Miss
•nsion department. His home is project. Th e new site is located president,William J. Brouwer, a
Hide Market*
during the intermission to help at the home of Richard Van Hoven end childrenhave moved from the Kathryn Elenbaas, Mrs. D. Cook,
Horse Hides ...............
i Coloma, near Benton Harbor.
near the Fifth street power sta- son, vice-presidentand manager,
$1.00
Battjes Farm near Grand Rapids
and Fred Beeuwkes, secreUry and defray expenses. Mr. Presa then on South Maple street last Thurs- Into the Mrs. C. De Vries resi- Mr. and Mrs. Ben Zwagerman,
The agriculturecommittee of the tion.
Beef Hides
4c
treasurer. With the advice of the continued with Aria, Schuman- d«y. Deliciousrefreshments , were dence at 888 West Main street, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Klamt. The
Press: Bird as a Prophet, Schuhostess served delicious refresher for like action, but in this case
The common council rooms will old head, augmented by the ener- man-Auer; Souvenir Rusae, It- served and a fine time was spent this city, Friday.
ments and a fine social time was
| it was voted to allow the commit- be equipped
Mrs. Effie Vander Molen re- enjoyed by all.
with new h«at blow- gies of the younger members of serlisse-Press:Flight (Caprice), by all. Those present were Jerry
Brouwer CornI tee to pick the successorto the poers that will warm up the council the firm, the Jas. A. F
became one of the leading Paul Kochanski.This number waa
sition held by C. P. Milham until room in five minutes with one Jpany
Q f*f1
11 t*A K /Ml
—
^ %Ml-\ r dedicated to Colonel Charles A.
the office was abandonedlast year. pound of steam while now it re- inmiture houses in western Michi- Lindbergh).
gan.
The appointment of Mr. Arnold quires 5 pounds of steam and hard
The final number on the proMr. Brouwer also took an inmust Ik* approved at Lansing and tiring to keep a temperatureof
gram was “From the Westprn
tense
interest
in
the
education
of
then at Washington,but it is not 60 degrees. Aldermen Habing and
World’ by Antonin Dvorak, ,
The Holland Christian schools likely that it will Ik* disallowed. Thompson brought the matter up our young folks. In 1894 he was
The Holland Symphony orcheswill also be closed today, Friday,
of George- but they did not say the tempera- elected as a member of the school tra, which is a civic enterprise, deboard and served on the board of
so the teachers will be able to town is chairman of the farm com- ture waa,low when
wnen the
me councilwas
wi
serves great credit for bringing a
attend the Ottawa county institute mittee of the board of supervisors,i no* meeting. Plenty high at other education the greater part of the man of such internationalpromitime until he voluntarilyretireda
which will be held at’ Holland
The reinstatement of the farm tlme\ *lowever—atintervals. Anyyear ago. He, with others, was nence in the musical world to this
High school.
department in this county came ' way 11 ‘s
move and will recity.
instrumental in bringing industry
o
after a spirited debate in an all- I tlulr€ some UWA labor and the
to
Holland,
promoting
and
lending
will cost only $130, which
AGNEW
The Holland public schttols are 1 day session of the county board. change
ms
financial
assistance
to
the
will bring considerable saving in
closed today. Friday, to allow the The final vote on reinstatement
building or bringing these here.
the coal consumptionannually.
Ferdinand Behm celebrated his
teachers to attend the annual Ot- was 21 for and 4 against. The
Mr. Brouwer was also closely
tawa county teachers' institute maximum amount to be paid to the
identified with one of our Holland eightiethbirthday Tuesday. Those
Bernice Visscher Snyder, 7 West
from out of town calling on him
which is being held in Holland High office is $1,500 to cover office
Eighth street,asked the common banks, namely the Holland City during the day were Rev. and Mrs.
school. The institute was held on space, supplies, a stenographer and
State bank, of which he was a diSchumaker and daughterand son
Thursday in Grand Haven. The traveling expenses for the agent. council to establishan information rector until a short time ago.
bureau for labor exchange and
speakers will be Maj. Norman A. The salary of $2,100 will Ik* paid
.
.
.
<
As we have stated before Mr. of Holland, Mrs. Arthur Fisher of
barter
exchange,
a
bureau
to facilGrand Haven.
Imrie of Culver Militaryacademy; from state and federal funds. The
was intensely
interested
„
...... iy mt
itate the placing of idle men into Brouwer
Or. Manley Ellis of Western State committee yesterdayconferred with
paying jobs with herself as man- m religiouswork. Religion meant
Teachers’ college,and Or. M. F. H. R. Hootman of the state college
Jack Olsen, Edward Sheean and
ager. Nothing was done about the much to him and he not only lived
Pittman of Michigan State normal and Mr. R A mold was decided upon. matter,
his religion on the Sabbath,but Thomas Rosendahlwere in Grand
college.
through the struggles of the week, Haven Saturday.
sack
ror thirty
«« dea
Hp*.
tirty years he served as
Mi«s .Josephine Johnson, the
Police Commissioner Huizenga con in the Central Avenue ChrisMrs.
Dick
Miles
of
Central
Park
Misses Gertrude and Janet Ten asked the council to rescind their
First Robin
Laboratory t as tod
tian Reformedchurch and from his visited Mrs. Thomas Rosendahl
Brink, Miss Sena Overbek and
action of not allowing the departReports of Michigan's“first William Van Nuil were guests of ment to buy a new car. The Ford youth devoted his time to Sunday- last Monday.
robin" have startedto come in. He Mr. and Mrs Ben Bmuei Tuesday they have has gone 106,000 miles school teaching and even at the
or Pillsbury
24'A-lb. «ck
age of 80 he is still called upon to
has been seen in the outlying dis- evening
and is constantly in the repair expound the Scripture to those Mrs. Peter Bowman of Harlem
tricts of Detroit as well as in the
shop. Alderman Van Zoeren, who younger than he. Now being af- called on Mrs. Thomas Roeendahl
last Thursday.
villages and towns far removed
John Van Wieien ,,f HO West had this matter in charge, said the
o
from the city. Undoubtedlyour Twentieth street, who is employed only reason the Ford was not pur- filiated with the Fourteenth Street
2414.1b.
Christian Reformed church he still
CENTRAL PARK
"first robins"have been with us all
by the LakesideIce company, is chased was that the police fund carries on as elder and also as an
aack
winter for it is not unusual for a confinedto Holland hospital as the had been overdrawn and there
instructorin the Sunday school.
number of them to forego their fall re.-ultof a broken leg received in were no funds and he felt that it
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rosendahl
When William Brouwer, the son
Michigan milled (Lowell,. Mich.)
migration for the hospitality of the a fall on the ice.
should wait until August taxes was asked whether his father had of Agncw were guests at the home
winter feeding shelf of the North.
came in or buy it on “tick” with an any hobbies, he stated nothing in of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Miles last
—Detroit News.
August dating. City Attorney
miorney particular outside
outside of work al- Sunday. This is Mrs. Rosendahl’s
2 ib.
(3 lb. can ISc) Ib. can 1 9C
COMMUNICATION
mkkkee/n8,m d wc„cou,d not “P*1 though he liked horses, having had first visit here since her accident'
Wabash Brand Lb. can 13c
Vegetable Shortening
to keep up our efficiencyand our f-''
*•*
*u
••
“
several
weeks
ago.
two of them in the earlier days.
HOLLAND RIFLE CLUB AND
night cruising about the city for
He also liked a nice garden and
PISTOL CLUB SCORES ; The following communicationprotectionwith a worn-out car. It enjoyed
EXTRACT
driving a car. He began
luwes 2 ib.pkf. 17c
Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch and sons,
was sent in. coming from the old was then decided to have Mr. Lok- auto driving in 1912, first using
Her Grace *4-0*. bottle 10c
Charles and Fred. Jr., and HerSEEDED
SEEDLESS
4 Ib. pkg. 31c
! gentleman, Peter Prins, for many
ker and the ways and means comThe regular shoot of the Holan electric buggy with high wheels. bert Dsvis spent the week-end in
I years alderman of the First wartf:
mittee to go into this thing furHe still drives an old electric, pur- Chicago with Mrs. Bertsch’smothland Rifle club was held Tuesday"I take great pride in again fil- ther to find a remedy.
chased in 1925, The veteran fur- er.
evening.High score was won by
niture man sems to be partial to
Herman Prins, who scored 177.
A meeting soon will be called of electricityand might have been
A much appreciated addition to
the various boards of the city to an electrician had destiny pointed
Other scores were: Howard WorkCountry
Slices or Helves in syrup r
ing 170, Russell Dyke 169, Bud
consider which projects will be ot that way, although his career the church decorationsSunday was
greatest benefit to the city and started even before Edison became a beautifulbouquet of straw flowPrins 169, John Danielson 168,
ers sent by Mrs. Albert Timmer.
Stanley Loyer 166. «J. W. Chamwhich can be rushed to completion a gromment inventor.
No. 2
berlain 161, Don Prins 161, Wilbefore the CWA is to be termicent
Brouwer took great delight The Jewels Sunday school clast
n..1Wc„ 81 e
met
Wednesday
evening
after
nated.
»
Country Chib Red sour pitted
liam Dyken 156, Roy Smith 161,
m riding a bicycle.He did a great
Country Chib Sliced, in syrup
catechism
at
the
home
of
Grace
George Louwsma 154, Jack Vandeal of it, going to and from his
the newly-elected presiHoff 151, Harold Schaap 151, EuCouncil authorized various de- work and aoing about the dty on I Teusink,
H7n7,n V"?. n7'Ly'eleCled P™1*
n,..
5 Ib. pail 25c
gene Vander Vusse 151, Herman
partmentsof the city to take 10 business.He was reminded that ! u?,tVflmh!f, v,buk81nes8• T!8100
Fancy Santa Clara 50-40 ebe
LIGHT, 5 Ib. pall 27c
Meppelink 148, E. L. Hall 148, Ted
per cent or more out of bills owed Francis Karr had one of the first h d-’ ftT wh,Jch * f 00,81 hour
Wyma 148, James VanLandegend
first in Holland.
enjoyed and refreshments
y the city to persons delinquent wheels if not the
.........
147, John Jonkers 147, Arnold
in their taxes as a means of col- It was one of those tall boys with were served by Mrs. Henry Teu-'|
sink
sink.
Datema 146, John Kleis 142, Paul
lecting delinquent taxes. This
big wheel in front and one
Danielson 140, Lloyd Cobb 138.
plan was submitted by Alderman climbed upon in step
The Willing Workers Aid s ociety
step-ladder fashcent
Grover Berkel 134, Ken Woldring
A. Van Zoeren.
ion. The late John J. Cappon fol- sponsored the specialLenten serv- (
130. Sam Althuis 122, Fred Vanice
held
Thursday
evening.
Mrs.!
ded with a nickel plated one and
Berbers
Fine quality f
Slooten 123, Gordon Klomparens
Efforts to obtain CWA funds Cornelius Vander Heuvel was the H. W. Hclmink, t?ie president,pre117, Leonard Vander Ploeg 116,
sided.
Mrs.
F.
J.
Van
Dyk
read
vP
g the petitions for the re-nomi- for the improvement of Lincoln best trick rider. The local mill
Alex Bamum 111, Fred TcrVree nation of our mayor, Nicodemus avenue between Sixteenth and wnght still lives on Pine avenue. the Scripture and offered prayer.
105.
"i.1 10c 4
Sardbee
1
Thirty-fourth streets, were apJohn Cappon was the first man Special music was rendered by a
Bosch.
CORN Standard Pack
Stanley Loyer scored 211 and
Van Canap'a Large aval cans
“Mayor Bosch has worked un- proved by the council. The proj- to introduce a safety pneumatic chorus of women’a voices and Mrs.
was highest in the pistol club ceasingly and untiringly during ect, estimated to cost $12,000, will tire wheel in Holland— Mr. Brou- John Harthom spoke on "Christ’s
shoot. Other scores were William the last two years for the eco- be underUken by the county and wer followed soon afterward.
Entry into Jerusalem."
BUTTER
S no. 2 cane 25c
*. 19c
Dyken 196, Russell Dyke 195, nomic security and safety of the the City
ty cof Holland, Lincoln avenue
Anyway all this is deserving of
Mrs. F. J. Van Dyk sang the solo
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN Fancy qualty
FuHbadUd Full flavored June Cheeee
James Van Landegend 189, John city of Holland. I sincerely hope being the township line. The city’s
fitting celebrationand that is "Let Us Have Peace” by Ernest R.
Kleis 188. Roy Smith 175, Ted the citizens of our city will endorse share would be about $2,000, but it why tho reunion with his family Ball, at the meeting held in the
Wyma 156, Howard Working 151, hi« administrationby again elect- is a much needed improvement.
consistingof his five children with Ninth Street Christian Reformed
Fred TerVree 125, Eugene Van- ing him our mayor at the polls."
their wives and husbands, Rev. and church in connectionwith thei
Der Vusse 125.
, Mrs Wiliam Stuart, Mr. and Mrs. world wide day ot prayer for misPETER PRINS. OLDEST RESIDENT
!J. C. Oom, Dr. and Mrs. H. H. sions observed last Friday
PASSES AWAY ON
WEDNESDAY NOON Meeter, all of Grand Rapids; Mr. The Midway circle entertained
Crisp, flaky
and Mrs. Williem J. Brouwer of with a potluck supper at the church
(Zeeland Record)
John Zwiers, one of the oldest Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Herman arlors Monday evening. Martha
resident of this community,passed Brouwer of Chicago, Dr. and Mrs.
n, 19c
ran Dyk gave lome readings and
EVAPORATED
G.
away at his home one mile east J. De Jonge of Grand Rapids, and Mr. Petersen and Neil Eastman
PreeMk, H>. Sic Country Club, Ib. 24c
Country Club
of this city, Wednesday noon at the Miss Anna Nordhouse of Holland, played several saxophone and guiCandidate for
age of 92 years. He had been a took pjace. Mrs. J. De Jonge is tar duets. Social hour was ennt-ib. io«f 9c
residentof this place for 76 years the only surviving sister of Mr. jTyed * .11. Mn. Rkhird Bouw-*
•/«-«>. pkf. i0c
' Clnb Sliced or uneHced
and for more than 50 years lived Brouwer.
Japan and O'Pekaa
man, chairman of the circle, was
on the place where he died.
The editor wishes to add some- in charg’e of the affair.
He is survived by his widow- thine more to this resume relating The Boosters class met Tuesday
l ity of Holland
four sons. Gerrit and Jacob Zwiera to the life of Mr. Brouwer. Mr, evening at the home of Mrs. Gerof this city; Charley Zwiers who Brouwer typifies that cheractcris-ald Zoerhof with Mrs. Myrtle De
Wars' Experience as an
resides on a farm near the old tic so dominantin the lives of our Free as the assistanthostess.
Account a nl.
homestead; John Zwiers at the pioneers.He took his work seriThe Central Park Male choir
Stmknl
AVONDALE BRAND, Extra SUndxrT
2 „„
parental home, and two daughters, ously, even as a boy. He took his sang at the Fourth Reformed
If you feel that I am competent to
Mrs. John Vanden Heuvel of Way- religion seriouslyas he grew up church of Holland Sunday evening.
occupy this positionthen I solicit
land and Mrs. Bert Helmantelof to manhood, and continuedthat Ralph Van Lente, Sr., is the direcFISH
cane 25c
your support.
TISSUE
roll 5C
*1*0 seven grand- earnest seriousnesseven now in the tor.
OtWat Peck Shrimp
Bathroom tiaeue
childrenand four great-grandchil- evening of his life. He lived what
The special Lenten service next
PRIMARIES MAR( H JTH
dren.
he preached. Religion meant a Thursday evening will be sponThe funeral services will be held seven-day-a-week religion. Those sored by Senior Christian EndeaIbe.
25c
box 5c
Saturday afternoon at 1:30 at the same qualificationsare dominant vor societyand a gospel team from
Or SPAGHETTI Bulk
MATCHES
in
his
sterling
honesty,
his
dealings
home and 2 o'clock at the First
Hope collegewill take part in the
Christian Reformed church, Rev. with others,his philanthropicten- service.
William Kok officiating. Burial dencies which were urtadvertised.
Among those who have been putFRUITS ..J
will be made in Zeeland cemetery. He took a deep interest in civic ting up Ice during this recent cold
welfare, helping where help was spell are John Koster, Fred S.
o
needed, in such projects as were Bertsch and Henry Teusink.
MISS SUE WIGLEY SPEAKS
Specials
Fri.
beneficial to all. Mr. Brouwer was
AT WOMAN'S LITERARY
CLUB MEETING modest and self-effacing, but even
VRIESLAND
that cloak could not hide the wonMembers of the Woman's Liter- derful characteristicsof this man
Next Tuesday afternoon, Feb.
Bells of healthful juice
Sat.
ary club were privileg'd to hear of four score who Is still carryiy 27, the union prayer meeting will
..
ofl
in
all
the
endeavors
he
hoi
Miss Sue Wilrlev
Wigley of Chicago at dear,
be held at Forest Grove. Rev. J.
their regular meeting Tuesday aftM. Martin will give a talk on "Forib.. 25c
One of the beautiful spots in the give Us Our Debts.”
1® lb. bag 29c
ernoon. Her subject was "For1-25 Keeno Tonic 25c
Roma Baouty or Spya
life of Mr. Brouwer Is His home
Michigan Yellaw
ward Planning."
This, Friday evening, February
Miss Wigley stated that a home environments.He taught his fam- 23, a P.-T. A. meeting will be held
40c Pitchers Castoria l?c
could not bo conducted like a busi- ilv those things he believedin. He at the town hall.
ib. 3c
for
ness because n buslneaa is a pro- disciplined with love and in return
Miss Antoinette Schermer is
75c Sloans Liniment 49c
Texa* Choice hard heade
FLORIDA Full of juice 44-70 eise
he
received
the
love, respect and sUying with his aunt, Mrs. B.
ducing agent am! a home is a coil- r>UdAf™,
,
family. The Schermer.
60c Syr.
37c
athfrihg of Tuesday night is inicative of all these qualifications
pages of a ledger. Miss Wigley i|. a,citlv®
1 00
59c
NEW GRONINGEN
just mentioned.
ustrated her talk with storiesof
It
is
our
sincere
wish
that
Mr.
her own life in the hill country of
60c Orlis Anti-sept. 36c
Extra Fancy
The local P.-T. A. will meet next
Brouwer mav be spared to this
Alabama.
ontmuiiity foi
community
for some time longer. week Friday evening. March 2.
Other
nominatiofis
were
made
1.00 Aspirin Tablets29c
Representative Edward Brouwer
from the floor and the following His type of manhood,exempltfjnng of Holland will speak.
good
the sturdy qualities of yesteryear,
names were placed on the ballot to
50c Mennens Shaving
program is planned on which will
stand
out
to
advanUge
advantage
in
this
be voted upon in two weeks: Presmad rush of self and selfishness. appear Jim and Slim of Holland
Cream 27c
ident, Mrs. J. D. French; first vice
who broadcastover WOOD, and
o— —
president,Mrs. C. K. Van Duren;
their brother, Dale, 5 years old. If
1.00 Djer Kin Perf. 39c
second vice president,Mrs. C. H. HOLLAND TOWNSHIP
jrou are looking for entertainment
McBride; recording secretary,Mn. CANDIDATES FILE PETITIONS
sure to come.
L50c Canute Shamp. 21c
John Good; correspondingsecreMrs. A. Vos and childrenof Holtary, Miss Myra Ten Cate; treasjl.50
l.oq
A non-partisan ballot has been land visitedMrs. F. Oudemolen on
urer, Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes: direcFriday.
ft
tors (three to be elected). Mrs. C. placed in the field by Holland
Mr. and Mrs. P. Nykamp visited
|25c Orlis Tooth
f
M. McLean, Mrs. George Schuiling, township and there will only be their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Miss Metta Ross, Mrs. Williem C. one ballot at the primaries with Zwagerman, last week.
Paste 19c
Vandenberg,Mrs. Thomaa MeftilMr. and Mrs. Mart De Jonge
the following officers and candi25c Sannettes, the perD- Ter Keurst, Mrs.
announce the birth of a son on
dates.
John Olert.
Friday, February 16.
I'
fect Sanitary Napkin
Mrs. George E. Kollen will read , Supervisor—John Essenburg,
Mrs. R. De Haan and baby visClcmence Dane's "Wild December” Albert Hyma and Cornelius Plakkc. ited Mrs. Henry Middelhoeklast
TISSUE
3
43c
at next Tuesday’smeeting.
Thursdayafternoon.
I
Clerk—John Eilander.
o
~ Mr. and Mrs. John S. Bouwens
Colored Perfume
Treasurer—
Jacob
Oosterbaan.
The following director* were reof Zeeland Visited Mr. and Mrs. J.
lb.
elected at the annual business
Highway Commissioner—Manus Deters Tuendity evening.
Donald
Vcr
Liere
is
suffering
an
Laarman, Peter Kuyers and WilFederaf 0B jcT 8toc,lho,<*e^j,
0 jjJJjJ
10 Cadillac Blades
attack of appendicitisat the home
Very choice
liam Venhuixen.
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
center cute
Nolls
Fit Most Razors 39c
Justice of the Peace— John P. Ver Liere.
Kleis’ and Tom White! all ofTlolJMd, and John Welling of Zeeland. Kleis, George Tubergen and
The officers reflected were Mr. Charles K. Van Duren.
HUDSONVILLE
Miles, president Mr. Welling, vice
PpwcriptioM,PhtrmacUU, Prompt, Accurate Service
Board
of Review— Gerrit H. Ter
president;Mr. Hancbett, secreUry
Mrs. Grant McEechron gave a
end manager, and Mr. Kleis, treas- Beak and Albert Vander Yacht
handkerchief shower at her home
Ib.
|irer' It was pointed out that durConstable— Sherman De Vries.
recently In honor of Mrs. Douglas
th® thirteenyean of existence
Steers who left for Germany
BONELESS
sny last
week. The guests Included Mrs.
gth and River Are
'AttSn
ttomey
Daniel
T#n
Cite
has
Holland, Mich.
R. Alalban of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO MICHIGAN 3& SALES
^ ages, operating expenses and oth- returned from Chicago w^erg he Marion De Weerd, Mrs. A. Skiner costs,
•ttijjjidcourt.
ner of Gilcwood, Mrs. John Van
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CAKES

and PIES

and Everything Nice!
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COUNTRY CLUB

85c

FLOUR

Gold Modal

- -

ifi,

>

Flour

FLAKE

KING'S
FLOUR

—

23c

BAKING POWDER

I

99C

VANILLA

79c

CRISCO

SUN-MAID
-

PEACHES FANCY 2529c
Club
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Z

CHERRIES
BULK

T,

PINEAPPLE

PRUNES 3

/ SYRUP
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TOMATO'soup6
Ann
KERNEL

1
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JOHN RUTGERS

TREASURER

wrern

CRACKERS 2 £ 1

WESCO

COFFEE

FRESH

MILK

BREAD

MARGATE TEA

GREEN BEANS

h

Pack

if

r

lT?0

For

3

TUNA

2

KROGER

MACARONI

3

SEARCHLIGHT

\

N

2 5

loT

4

ONIONS

NEW CABBAGE

,

,Cfl

A

-

GRAPEFRUIT

5

STRAWBERRIES
ne.W
Floridasok°xe*

Nujol

CHOICEST QUALITY MEATS

\ \

-

SMOKED HAMS

Kolorbak

SHANK

J.P’i

NEW DEAL
TOILET

-

pkgs

1

£

™rt

I

«oo.fe\h“To?H5s:„p^

HALF

A

Ib.

Beef Liver

25c

The Model Drug Store

7c

i

APPLES

Pepsin

1

FLORIDA

of

^

c

VEGETABLES #fcr

FRESH

ORANGES

and

5

7C
B

,

I

3

3

CREAM CHEESE

SODA
JEWEL

m¥

25c

TOMATO

GOLDEN BANTAM

,

Dark

Beef Chuck Roait

11c

VEAL ROAST

I

TAX

1

r •
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Discusses

DRUG STORE

PECK’S
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Enforcement
And Crime Wave

194 River Ave

Colgate Tooth Paste
Lifebuoy
Acidine 75c size

Soap

$1.

It

6
(

Pays to Tradt at /*ocks

NEWS ONE DOLLAR A YEAR
ALL

PUCKS

IN

TUB AD SUBJBCT TO THE 1%

SALKS TAX!

O’clock

8

COFFEE
Pound

17c
Bokar Coffee
Red Circle Coffee
cake*

Palmolive Soap
(2 sm. pkfji 15c)

Soper Suds

OIDnV

I

Miss Full Moon
During February

WARN V00

AGAINST WPEI6N

Judge Willis B. Perkins of Grand
Rapida in an address before the
Ottawa County Bar Association
held at the Warm Friend Tavern
at Holland Thursday on the subject “Enforcementof the Criminal
Law.” declared that in 90 per cent
of ail cases in which the criminals
are apprehended convictionsresult.
The ffll
judge declared that the weakin
in enl
enforcement of the criminal
laws is in the apprehension of the
criminal. He declaredthat the
charge that under the present procedure that presumptionof innocence and the fact that the criminal
is not compelled to testify has little
to do with conviction*
The speaker stated that the investigation of convictions under
the criminal law was really new,
that it had only been actively promoted during the last six months.
In his talk he quoted from an investigation which has been made
by a committee of the Grand Rapids Bar Association. These are
some of the matters that have been
given thorough study: The thorough organisationperfected by
criminals;the fact that merchants
and manufacturers of one state pay
tributeto the racketeers of other

Two

1934*

Washington Returned Today

LAWYERS HEAR HOW TO PREVENT WAVE OF
CRIME

4

heavy

Quart Mineral Oil

1

If

1

. . . .

Ovaltine

Law

,

Section

ENTANGLEMENTS

Ottawa Awarded
$19,875

Judgment

Against Hi

Although we may look for moonlit eveninys during the last few
days of this month, there will be no
full moon in February.This rather
rare occurrence,according to
James Stokley,astronomer, is because the moon is full just at the
end of January and the time be-

CITY MUST PAY COUNTY
TAXES IN CLOSED BANK*
COURT DECIDES.

phase again

county against the city of Hi

Judge John Vanderwerp
judgment in circuit court
tween any phaee and the same Grand Haven in favor of Ottawa

/

is

auout 29 days.

»

“The moon takes about 28 days to recover state and county
to make one circuit about the money tied up since Jan. 9. Ivn,
earth,” this authoritytells us, "but through the failure of the Peoples
during that time the sun has moved State bank of Holland.
eastward a little among the stars,
The suit waa for $40,000, and
and so the moon has to go that der the judgment the county it
much farther to catch up to it. titled to recover $19,875, plus cocta
Full moon's illuminatedhalf. When of the suit, the difference,$20,125,

moon happens when the sun and
moon are on opposite sides of the
earth and we ran see all of the
is in line with the sun< we can see

representingdelinquent Ux money
collectedby the county treasurer
since the default and admittedly
owing the city of Holland.
none of the bright part, but a few
The delinouent tax money was
days later the young crescent is withheld by tne county treasureron
visible in the western evening twl- instructionsfrom the board of sulight.”
pervisorsto offset the amount (tea
the county from the city of HolwnBBBu&uHiHL'amnHHSffiHSEniaiiKHiiiinin^

it

land.

CHIEF BEES H18

The $40,000 representedstate
and county taxes collectedby the
Holland city treasurer, Nichols*
Sprietsma, from Dec. 1, 1981, to
(Grand Hatfen Tribune)
Jan. 10 1932, which was deposited
' Chief Edward Boomgaaid, head in the IVoples State bank of Holof the local fire department, saw land.
A check was drawn en the achis cottage on Milhousc bayou
burn to the ground last night at count Jan. 9, 1932, and a draft for
8 o'clock and could not raise a hand the money payable to John H. Den
as the local departmentis not al- Herder, county treasurer,was selowed to make runs out of the city. cured from the Old Kent bank of
states.
The cottage was occupied by Ger- Grand Rapida and mailed to hint
Organisationof criminalshas not
rit Knoll and family. They were On Monday, Jan. 11, the Peoples
only become statewide but nationnot at home at the time. Mrs. State bank did not open and the
wide. Today, it is claimed that 400,Knoll and three children were at draft was returned.
000 men and women are numbered
the home of her parents, Mr. and
TKe opinion stated: ?MIt is my
in the nation’s criminals.
Mis. Edward Wierenga, Wallace conclusionthat plaintiff is entitled
The federal expenditure to instreet,when the chimney on the to recover the amount claimed, but
"SUGAR BEET" ASKING FOR
vestigate and prosecute crime
Wierengahome caught fire and tbt that under the pleading! and the
Zero Weather Delays
CONTRACTS
reaches annually $52,000,000;state
departmentwas called.
law, the amount it owed to defendO-ri-on
Judge in Allegan Court It was then that Chief Boom- ant at the time of commencement
$51,000,000;city, $247, 000,000; inThe
Idike
Shore
Sugar
Company
(//// Ralph Scheper*)
dividuals, $100,000,000 and the
gaard told Mrs. Knoll of the de- of the suit should be deducted.” 4-}?
losses to victims of crime was re- began contractingsugar beet acrestruction of her home and all of
Judge Vanderwerpalso held that
(Allegan Gazette)
Hi*
kriihtwt
of
tho
roniUllatlom
its contents. It is believed that tho any action for recoveryof the
cently estimated in the North age for 1934 campaign Monday That aatm la rirrla raaM aur
firt at the Knoll home originated money, either against the treasurer
American Review' from eleven to February 19. The field men for Wa» aa«n ky Many anriantMilan*.
Thursday, Feb. 8, at 9 o'clock A. from a stove. Paul Bloecker,who
eighteen billiondollars annually. the plant aik^T. W. Van Haltsma And mrntlanad in Ika kook of Jab.
or the bairit
bank or other parties, lies
M. was the time set for hearing lives nearby, saw the fire start but with the city, defendant in the suit.
These startlingfigures should cf Vriealand,Martin Leenhouts of ThU wifkty nimrad ha« b**n banting
Zeeland,
Glen
Denamore
of
Woodclosing
testimony
in
the
case
of
was powerless to cope with it. The
arouse the public as every cent of
Far fan* Ihraogk Ika aUrrr toMI.
Myron B. Moore vs. Charles L. Gib- loss to the cottage was estimated
this money must be paid by the land and Warren Hagley of Gal- Ik* dog-itar at ki* hrela, and taanllng
PROBLEMS OF CHILDHOOD
ien.
Due
to
the
aatiHfactory
re- Tka Ikrta bright )r«fl. in hi* Ml.
son et al. The parties and attor- at $1,000,which is partly covered
taxpayer.
TO BE STUDIED IN
rulta last season the growers and
neys
arrived
on
timet
but
the
usuby
insurance.
The
Knolls
lost
their
Tne two most often mentioned
wkat la ll th* groat Orion
ALLEGAN COUNTY
the company will again use the And
ally
punctual
judge
did
not
appear.
furniture
and
clothing.
It
was
not
I*
raking
In
th*
mlm*
ap
th*ra?
remedies suggested are: one to imThe county child study grou
participatingcontract whereby I* It th* goat, ih* ball, th* lltn.
As
the
time
drew
near
to
10,
there
known
whether
insurance
was
carprove the courts, another to im- each shares equally in the returns Or Uraa Major, th* grrat boor?
will meet again on March 1 ai
were fears that » black cow cross- ried by them. Mr. Knoil is u local 2 to continue,the study of chilprove the organizationof enforcefrom the sale of sugar and other In *ammtr tim* thraogh all tha agr*
ing his path was as bad an omen painter, and the family is well drens problems. Mr. A. D. Morley,
ment officers. Although in an oc- products made from the beets.
HI* banting NHd I* a««r th* *an.
as a black cat. Just an it was sug- known here.
casionalcity the courts have been
county agriculturalagent, who has
Th«n tar a tim* th* dag-atarrag**
gested that the court repo.ter The Wierenga home was only .m an god with the extension divifound lacking the judge said the WILL RE-OPEN AG AGENT
And dag-4ay banting can’t b* fan.
slightly
damaged
when
the
sparks
might be sent out with a keg of
sion of Michigan State collegefor
fact that convictionsare obtained
OFFICE IN COURT HOUSE Then wh*n th* world in it* rotation*
brandy a la St. Bernard, his Honor ignited a sectionof the roof.
this scries of lessons,has an-,
in 90 per cent of the cases indicted
Bring* him and dag again In tight,
bustled in with a talc of a car renounced that Mrs. Lynde will meet
shows that this is not the main
W* •* hia brightest irinlillalion*
L. R. Arnold, newly-appointed pan Ih* raid**!, t«ra night.
luctant to take the road In the TUBERCULIN TEST ON 4033 with one group in the afternoon at
lack in criminal law enforcement.
Hamilton Community hall on
He said that some of the things agricultural agent for Ottawa Hi* tfarrk *r*m* fatll*. bat tk*re‘* ampl* fourteen below zero temperature.
Soon the flow of details was started
that we are to consider is that the county, was expected in Grand Ha- Proof that h* par*a«a ih* gaai*.
A complete report has been re- March 2 at 2 p. m. for general disagain. The black cow was back ceived of all X-rays of the chest cussion and to have individual consheriff is practically limited to ven yesterday to open up the coun- T* be far aa a In* atample
with a whole herd of others, but taken following the tuberculin ferences.with parents over their
county lines, the police to city ty office in the court house. The Of p*ra«**rfnrcIn an*'* aim.
department
which
has
been
dissimilar
Judge Miles kept his experienced testing survey. Of 4,033 individ- partciular problems.
lines and constables to township
continued for the past two years, Thaagh diiappoinlmrnt*trail an* rv*r
eye on the black cow and she uals who re.eived the tuberculin plan will be used when she meets
lines whereas crimes are an interAnd try t* take away aar Mat.
will reopen in the drain commis- IM aatking *tap aar high mdrarar
brought bad luck to someone. As test 819 reactedpositively.Of this with a group at Fennville High
state matter. The whole question,
sioners office temporarily,ami K**p an and an. keep np tk* qa**t.
the testimony closed his Honor paid number 785 were given an X-ray school on March 2 at 7:30 p. m.
he declared, resolves itself into Mias Ethel Smith, the former secrehow far the federal government tary, has been hired as tne secreRALPH SCHKPMH his respects to Mr. Gibson. Calling of the chest. In 874 the X-ray Some of the problemsto be conR. R. I.
his attentionto testimony indicat- wus pronouncednegative. There sideredat these meetings will have
can go without infringing upon tary.
ing a violation of the court order vm 83 X-ray films which showed to do with school grades, annoying
state authorities.The whole matIt is expectedthe office will iiaiiuiiMiMWiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiHiffliMiiiniiimii
against taking anything from the a healed childhood type of tubercu- children,adolescents who do not
ter must be kept within the inter- eventually oc located in new quarfarm, he announcedthat whatever losis. In these cases an active in- agree with their parents, and teachIncrease Shown at
was the decisionin the case, the fection had occurred in the lymph ing children the habit of getting
jSs ,m
^
e!ubiished
*
the
sk
tion of the court house formerly
County Infirmary
court would enforce its order. He glands of the lung and have com- ready on time. All parents in AlMarshall once defined interstate used for the heating apparatus.The
pletely healed. There were 26 chil- legan county are invited to these
commerce as the dealing in articles work is expected to be done under
In Allegan County further declared that he was satis- dren whose X-ray showed a heal- meetings.
fied
that
Gibson
had
endeavored
to
between states but that this defini- CWA. The rooms formerly occuo
—
deceive the court in the matter of ing, suspicious, or definitely active
tion has become greatly extended pied by the agriculturaloffice have
Despite CWA work and the large the black cow, but the court was type of childhood tuberculosis. EXTENSION SERVICE
1 by court interpretations
and now been absorbed by 1he health unit.
amount of money it has put into not to be so easily deceived.With This group will need to be carefully
COUNTY AGENT WOBK
| includes food act, transportation,
circulation in Allegan county,poor these pleasant farewells he took watched and re-rayed.With the
i the transmission of intelligence by
HOLLAND CHRISTIAN
at the county infirmarywent the case under consideration,
The county has been divided into
sub- exception of those cases who are
radio, telegraph,use of mails and
AGAIN TOPS GRAND RAPIDS relief
to a high peak this winter and has ject to the filing of further docu- showing definite symptoms, which eight districts with one committeemany other matters.
Grand Rapids Press— Grand Rap- taken a material increasesince last mentary evidence and briefs of evi- may be true in one or two cases, man in each district qualified to
Not Apprehended
these children can be taken care oi help you make out your papers.
ids Christian High school suffered fall and winter,county officialsre- dence relied on. The plaintiff fixed
The conclusionthen of the whole
at home.
The districts with committeemen
his claim at $14,618.44and so all
its second defeat of the season at ported.
COTTAGE BURN

i

Red Sour Pitted
No. 10 Can 55c

Cherries

QUAKER MAID

Beans

With Pork

Beet

Sugar

|

Mb

I

earn

^

10

45'

This is Michigan Made Beet Sugar Week! When you buy
Michigan Sugar you help some deserving Michigan farmer. Order MICHIGAN MADE BEET SUGAR!

.cakes

Lux Toilet Soap
Except Consume
or Clam Chowder

Heinz Soups

DOMESTIC

Sardines

Cana

25C

in Oil

in Mustard, 6c

*

l'

A

CEREAL

Mellow Wheat

.

COFFEE

Chase & Sanborn
Babbit’s Cleanser
Fairy Soap

j

Trilby Soap
GELATIN DESSERT or
CHOCOLATE PUDDING

Sparkle

CAKE FLOUR

Swansdown

Chocolate Twirls

N. B. C.

Plain, Sugared
or Cinnamon

Doughnuts

Ne. 24

1

Del Monte Halveo

Poaches
Pineapple

De Monte Shred.

or

Macaroni

No. t

SPAGHETTI

MORLEY,

Tall

Piuk Salmon

There were two cases of definite in this vicinity follows:
At the present time and through of the black cow for the present.
the hands of the Holland Christian
lung tuberculosisfound. In one
District No. 6— Saugatuck, Lakemost
of
the
past
winter
months
the
basketeers by a 22 to 18 score in
case a hild was attending school town, Manlius and Fillmore townHolland Armory gym Friday night total number of inmates at the NETHERLANDS STAMP
and had an active case of lung tuThe game was rather close in couny infirmary has averaged90.
FOR WORU) COURT USE berculosis.This child has already ships; W. J. Van Den Belt, Hoiland committeeman.
score throughout;Holland main- Last fall the average was 75 and
A stamp beauty in the way of a been placed in a sanatoriumfor District No. 6— Overisel and Sataining a slight edge from the be- last winter it was 83.
treatment. There were other cases lem townships; Henry Rigterink,
One of the drawbacks of the ginning. Grand Rapids rallied in It is expected that a decrease surcharge has appearedfrom the
which showed bone abnormalities Overiselcommitteeman.
present plan is the jealousy exist- the final period to within one point will be noted in number of inmates Netherlands. Lettered In gold, six
and also suspicious heart lesions.
District No. 7— Dorr and Leighof
the
current
postage
have
been
ing
ng between different departments
depart
of the leaders. Hendrickson missed this spring, but it is not believed
These cases have been reported to ton townships; William Klundtr,
for credit in the arrest.The
for
three free throws at this point and that the total will drop to less than overprinted for special use on be- the physicians designated as the
Moline committeeman.
stated that congress has already Zwier then put the game on ice for 75 or 80, indications at present be- half of the internationalcourt of
family physician by the child at
No contractscan be taken care
appointed a committeeheaded by Holland with a goal and free throw. ing that only a few will
ill* leave
the justice. Having an official classifilei
the time of the X-ray.
of at the office in Allegan due to
Sen. Copeland of New Yorit, of
In spite of the loss of two regu- infirmarywith the arrival of warm- cation, they are availablefor mail
This extensive survey was made lack of room and help.
use to members and officialsof the possible through the assistance
which committeeSen. Vandenberg lars at the end of the first semester er weather.
In additionto the sign-up points
ia a member, who is making a Grand Rapids was a greater throat County officialsreportedthat the court only. Thus those obtainable given the health department by the
study of the situation from the fed- to the Dutchmen in this game than normal average at tne infirmary is by collectors bear a precancel of MichiganTuberculosis association, listed on the enclosure we will sign
eral standpoint and in his opinion in the first meeting when they suf- from sixty to sixty-fivepersons, the regular postmark, although and the Rockefeller Foundation and check papers at the city hall
this committee will recommend fered a 19 to 14 defeat.Visser led but that total has been far exceed- having the originalgum. The val- through servicesof Dr. Joseph D. in Otsego on Monday, February
26. beginning at 9 a. m., fast time.
that when a criminalcrosses a state the Holland attack and scored high ed for the past three or four years. ues are one and one-half,two and Aronson of Phipps Institute. It
A. D.
‘
line that this in itself will consti- with 10 points. Bylsma led for
Most of the persons at the in- one-half, seven and one-half, twelve is expectedthat the tuberculin
tute a crime.
County Agricultural Agent.
firmary are elderlyand practically and onehalf, fifteen and 30 cents. testing and X-raying of positive
Grand Rapids with 9.
o -----Judge Perkins stated that publiall of them have gone there bereactions will be continued as a
city and band wagon tactics will
cause they are too old to hold jobs Vander Meulen and Verhey part of the health department pronot catch a criminal and he be- "LADIES OF JURY" IS
of any sort. Many of them have
gram.
lieves that the federal law enforcebeen dangerously ill when taken to ' to Represent Hope in
Editor
ment body can do much more than
the infirmary,but the number of
HUGE
CATCH
MADE
Contest
March
2
is being done by local units in apdeaths there has been slight.
OF NOXIOUS FISH
prehending the criminal. He stated Promiws to Be One of Best,
that much w’as needed in the matter
FORMER HOLLAND
of
Over 500,000 pounds of noxious
Most Humorous Ever
of co-ordinatingcounty, state and
DIES IN HURON, S.
fish were removed from Michigan
Presented
Here
local organizations to make them
waters during 1933, chiefly Lake
effective. In answer to a question,
Mn, B.
St. Clair, Kalamazoo river and
The drama class of Hope College De Feyter, was born August 28th,
the judge stated that he felt that
der Meulen will be Hope's male Black lake, although noxious fish
it was a necessity to change the is presenting a comedy this year 1878, in Holland, Mich. She attendwere taken from 19 additional
laws and take away from the sher- entitled“Ladies of the Jury, by ed the public schools there and representativeinasmuchas he won lakes by conservation officersin
first place in the Raven contest held
Frederic
Ballard.
It
is
a
most
huiff the criminal part of his work
graduated from the high school in
charge of spearing parties.
and to build up a stronger state morous sketch of the trial of a M re. 1897 and from the Normal school last spring. He has entitled his oraPeople working under contract
tion
“Set
of
the
Sail.”
Miss
Ruth
Gordon, who is accused of having
enforcement unit.
at Ypsilanti in 1899. She taught
took 263,152 pounds of carp and
The bar associationhad as its murdered her husband. Mrs. Gor- in the grade schools in Holland Vcr Hey, Hope's entrant in the 6,410 pounds of other fish from
guests at this meeting the sheriff don, Cornelia Stryker, has as her three years and then married Rev. women’s division,will speak on Lake St. Clair. About 340,000
and deputy sheriffof the county, defense attorney Marc Brouwer, B. Van Heuvelen in 1902. Five chil- “Beauty is to Kill.”
Promotion of oratory in colleges pounds were taken from Lake St
the chiefs of police of Grand Ha- whose heated argumentswith Pres, dren were born to her, who all live
by
means of eliminationcontestsis Clair. In addition to carp, garven, Holland and Zeeland and rep- ton Luidens, the prosecutor,is a
to mourn her loss.
pike, dogfish and bullheads were
the primary purpose of the League.
resentatives of the newspapers source of much merriment.The
She died Sunday morning, Feb.
from Holland, Grand Haven and judge, Carl Zickler,is naturally 11th, 1934. A funeral service was Winners of the sectionalcontests taken.
the Grand Rapids Herald.
much upset by the antics of these held in the Presbyterian church in are privilegedto enter the State
meet. The championsof each State FRANK STANSBURY. 72.
The local assoc/ationis taking two.
Huron, South Dakota, where the
DIES AT BROTHER'S HOME
up the topics suggested by the
The action in the second and third family had lived nearly 13 years. compete in the final national conAmerican Bar Associationand the acta takes place in the jury room. Then the body was shipped to Hol- test.
The Michigan OratoricalLeague Frank Stansbury, 72. died early
state association for discussion. The first ballot
in with (eleven
lot comes in
land for bunal. There a host of
These topics include the enforce- voting guilty, and one voting not- relativesand friends gatheredin is now entering its forty-seventhTuesday morning at the home of
ment of criminal law, legal educa- guilty, and for three days and two Nibbelink A Notier’sparlors for a year of competition. It promotes Mr. and Mrs. John Owen, 11 North
one of the oldest kinds of inter- River avenue, following a long illtion and admission to the bar, il- nights. Mrs. Crane, MargaretStrymemorial of one whom they had
ness.
legal practice of the law and the ker, uses her influence to finally
known for many years. At this collegiate rivalry. Victory in a conMr. Stansburywas born on the
selectionand tenure of office of swav the jury. Many laughs are entest of this type is held by many to
service Dr. Nettinga, an old time
state Judges.
Murray K. Rogers of
gendered m these scenes by the wit friend of the family, officiated. At be the paramount attainment of a lake shore in Park township on
March 10, 1861. He was employed Kentucky, was elected editor of the
Louis H. Osterhouse,presidentof of Mrs. Crane crossed with that of
college career.
this service, beside the relatives
las driver of the team of the local HOPE COLLEGE ANCHOR for tho
the association, presided at the the foreman of the jury. Sherwood and friend, in Holland and vicinity, I
fire departmentfor 17 years. year 1934 at the annual election
meeting.
Price. To add to the enjoymentof war*
tka
knahatui
anA
Rv*«
sections.
Included
inthe
first,
were the husband and five children
Newspapermenpresent at the the play, three love affaire develop and son-in-lawand grand-daughter which will meet at
at Albion this Trucks came into serviceabout 15 held in the Memorial Chapel Janninvitation 4pf Attorney Leo Lillie among tne jurors.
are Adrian, Albion, Battle years ago. He is a member of anr 29. The other candidatesfor (
from Huron, South Dakota, and a
Odd Fellow lodge No. 192, Holland office were Ralph Danhof and
and in behalf of the bar association All in all, “Ladies of the Jury”
Ireek, Hillsdale, Michigan State
sister,Mrs. A. Wubbena. from
were Mr. McCall of the Grand Ha- gives promise of being one of the
Normal, Olivet, and Wayne col- City camp, I.O.O.F.,No. 79, and wood Price, both former
Forreston,Illinois. The family feels
jReoekah lodge No. 27.
ven Tribune, Don French of the best comediespresented at Hope
leges.
The second division, which Surviving are two brothers,Wil- of the staff.
very thankful to all those who
Sentinel and Ben Mulder of the College in a long time. It is to be
will meet here, comprises the folhave tried to comfort us in our
Ham Stansbury of Holland, and
Holland City News.
given on the evenings of the eighth sorrow.We must say you have done lowing colleges: Alma, Calvin, Cen- Mr. Owen, his sister-in-law,
Mrs. COOPERSVILLE SCO
-o
tral
State
Teachers’,
Kalamazoo,
and ninth of March.
WINS JAM
what you could.
jEd Stansbury of Chicago, and sevCATERPILLARSBLOWN
Michigan State, and Western State eral nieces and nephews.
An estimated
sumaiea aamage
damage oi
of aou
$50 was
BY WINDS OF SPRING
Funeral services were held this . Ship No. 11 of
Born— To Mr. and Mrs. Jack Teachers'.
Finalistsin Michigan will meet Thursdayafternoon at 2:30 o’clock
caused by fire to the roof of the Sytama, 238 Washington Blvd., on
tured the
at Hillsdale on March 9. This con- at Dykstra funeral home. Rev. C.
home of
f Fay C. Waters. 78 W. 8tli
annual
Very small caterpillars are some* SL The house is 1located across the Feb. 13, a daughter.Jacquelin test has attractedthe attentionof
times widely distributed by the street from Fire House No. 1 Sta- Marla; to Mr. and Mrs. George the best orators in the State and W. Meredith, pastor of Wesleyan
Methodist church, officiating. Burstrong winds of spring. This is par- tion. The fire is believed to have Louwsma of E. 16th St., on Feb. presenti an array of the moat
ial took place in Vanden Berg cem14, a son.
ticularly true of young caterpillars
talented young men and women etery in Park township.The Odd
startedfrom sparks from the chimof the
Min Marie Schumacher,who is speakers in the state.
Fellows lodge was in charge of
at the NichoU Beauty
at the grave.
to which Mr. StansAmerican Arthur W. Wriedln returned Fri- the 1c
341
held in Detroit, day
ington,

cause is the whole of apprehension
of criminalsand the speaker prophesied that this will result in an
evolution and co-ordinationof the
present scheme of the apprehension
of criminals.

N. B. C.

—

Shrimp

DRAMA CLASS PLAY

Bold Dust
FRESH FRUITS

Bananas,

and

. .

VEGETABLES

.

/4 lbs. 19c
2 bunches 9c
Oranges, size 200,
2 doz. 49c
Head Lettuce, large, solid, 2 for 15c

Carrots,
IN

.

OUR MEAT MA#kETS

29c
Beef Steak, Boneless, 3
25c
Hamburg,
4 lbs. 25c
Bologna & Franks 3 lbs. 29c
Boiling Beef £ty& lb. 6c
Bacon, £d 27c lb. I2C

Lard,

‘Kellie’ Rendered, 4 lbs.

lbs.

A

m

Beef Roast,

Not
Wasty

lb.

SVjC

13c

No Bone
lb.
Fillito
WE REDEEM WELFARE ORDERS

^

RESIDENT
D.

Now
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I
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Roster of

TOWN IN U. 8.
Ark EVERY TO
HAVE ROOF

OPEN; WILL PAY 50%
SIGNS

01
DANCE
(Grand Haven Tribune)
S. Baker scored a 29-U' triumph overthe
ire than 8.000 giant wolves,
Word was received st Grand
(Grand Haven Tribune)
Cheater F. Idem* Holland Mgh quintet^in a Southsaber-toothedtigers, 60 giant
Haven Monday of the death of Ja«
Rep. Edward Brouwer of this
a dinner dance at western
sloths, and mammoths,
cob Leenhouts of Milwaukee, at distnet spoke before the Men’s
Country club on Saturday her* Friday. "Both teamTeiSerf
lions, camels, tapirs,
his home there early Sunday Club of the Presbyterian church evening.
One hundred guests were enced difficulty in finding the loop
I bean, bison, peccaries,
As has been stated before, the morning. Mr. Leenhouta had been Friday evening at the church house in attendance.
during the first quarter and were
and many other mammals and a works heads will help on this mamin Grand Haven about a week ago,
Holland
City
News
will
print
from
on the past and future state legisheld te a single free throw apiece,
great varietyof birds, have already moth painting job for the benefit has passed upon reports of the conthe rueat of hia nieces, Miss Mary
week to week all prise-winning
lation, pointing to the reasoni why PROMOTION OF SON;
cored by DeGroot and Thomas.
been dog out of the asphalt pits of of the expanding air traffic.Of dition of the affairs of the bank.
beet sugar essays. Last week we and Miss Nellie Grooters. He was
REMINDER OF ’DAD" Th* teams opened up before the
Rancho la Brea within the city the 16,698 incorporated cities and As soon as the institutionopens printedthe essay of Peter Veltman not feeling well then and had a se- he voted against the $30,000,000
again for business, Lemuel R.
public works program which was
end of the huf, when the visitors
limits of Los Angeles, Calif. These towns only 2,000 now have proper
vere cold.
of Holland High school. This wirek
recently defeated on two occasions
Word has just been received in were ahead, 9-8. Kalamazoo cinchpits of asphalt,accumulated from markings. But all this attention to Brady, cashier, announcesthat 60
The
deceased
was
a
well-known
we print one of Miss Matilda Planper
cent
.of
deposits
will
be
paid.
st Lansing.
Allegan that Joseph Thew, who ed a tie for first place in the conescaping oil, have proved the most the air pilots’ needs is going to set
ting!, who won second prize in contractordn Milwaukeeand buOt
He la not in favor of the bill, has been an enslcn In the navy, ference standing
spectacular source of fossils in the taxi driversto clamoring.They At the hearing Monday Mr. Brady, ChristianHigh school.
the large civic auditorium, Cudav
Walter A. Kirkly of the state’s atwhich Gov. WilUam A. Comstock has been appointed first lieutenant Barthold broke loose for a field
North America.
need the help of somebody with torney general’s office and Henry
Next week we will print the es- flats and several other large build- says will be revived again, because
uid la with the naval fleet sta- goal shortly after the intermisaion,
ings. He was married here about
Animals that in reamt years enough authority to get a number
say
of
Miss
Bettie
Chapman,
who
S. Maentz, state banking departthe vast sum of money will be con- tioned off California. Thew's father starting his teammates on a scorthree
years
ago
to
Mrs.
Anna
have baen retrieved from this painted on every front door,
ment, were present and submitted won second prize in the junior class Dumke, a resident at Grand Haven centratedIn certain sections of the *,*• A*!® Jwji* Charles Thaw ing spree that netted 20 points in
sticky substance by eager explorof Holland High school.
their reports to the court.
ers into the realm of living things
Miss Plantings won $3 in class for many years. No particularsstate for public buildings.He be- of Allegan probate court. The the final period. Coadi Gene
of long ago were caught there durand Miss Chapman received 10 were learned concerning,the laat lieves some measure of the kind father was well known in Hollsnd Thomu’ squad controlledthe ball
DRUNKEN DRIVERS ARE
illness of the deceased, nor were should be put through but should and many years ago received hia most of the time during the second
Snakes Attack
ing tte Ice Age in the same manpounds of Holland-madesugar.
BARRED FROM HIGHWAYS
any arrangementsfor the funeral be one In which the money could education here. He was an inti- half and displayed a smooth passner as flies are caught on sticky
mentioned.
Feet and Legs
be diverted to all sectionsof the mate fritnd of George Hunt, who ing attack to keep a clean conferfly paper. Instead of remaining on
WHY BEET SUGAR?
state similarto the CWA program. was ticket agent of the C. and W. ence record and hang up their 10th
Automobiles owned by those conthe surface, however, they were
HOPE TOS8RRS DEFEAT
He also believesthat $30,000,000is M. Railroad here and is still with straight victory this season.
slowly sucked into the asphalt victed of drunk driving are pracFrom 60 to 90 per cent of
(By Mathilda Plantinga)
HILLSDALE IN LATE RALLY far in excess of the needs. He the Pere Marquette. Mr. Thew and
Coach “Jerry” Breen's boys ware
masses which held the secret of tically barred from Michigan high- persons bitten by poisonous snakes
recommends that between $12,000,- Mr. Hunt in those days were con- obviously unnerved by Kalamazoo’s
their existencefor many thousands ways for three years, records of the in the United States receive their
There are a great number of
Hope college staged a second- 000 and $15,000,000be raised.
Departmentof State show. There wounds on their legs or feet, ac- good reasons why we should use
sideredthe moat immaculate dress- smooth offense and shot wild
of years.
half rally to come from behind
He believes that matter should be ers in Holland.
never has been a time in Michi- cording to the Bureau of Biological
throughout the game. DeGroot
t~.,
o
beet sugar rather than cane sugar S?*1 •, heart-breaker from the (left to a vote of the people. He
with six points led the Breenmen
Blood Bros. Machine company of gan’s historv when the penalty for Survey. This is fortunate in view in our community but all of these
Hi bdale basket ball team .t Hills- jdoea not favor a revision of the STOPPAGE TO HEAD TAX
in scoring and turned in a neat
of the fact that snake bites on the reasons may, perhaps, for the sake
Allegan report a very substantial this offense has been so great.
dale Tuesday night, 28 to 26, m Mate constitution,aa proposed by
Since the financial responsibility head or upper part of the body
IN ALLEGAN COUNTY defensive
of
convenience,
be
grouped
into
two
the last few minutes of play.
increase in their business. Orders law became effective Oct. 17, 1938,
Gov. Comstock. He stated that
have been proved much more dan- general classes.There are, firstly,
The Holland high reserves won,
In most counties of the state
Hillsdaleled at the half, 10 to there was already a provision in
were received recently for 8,600 a total of 471 persons have either gerous.
they have gone along with enroll- 21-18, over the seconds of Kalavarious
practicalconsiderations 10. As the second period got ununiversal joints from automobile pleaded guilty or been found guilty
the laws of thin state giving the
This is possiblyone reason why
ment of everybodyfor benefitof mazoo Central in the preliminary
manufacturers. Recent special or- of drunk driving. In each instance the mortality rate for childrenbitpowr to chutffe
oM-age pension payments but not game.
take*1Into tfount^but^ondlr th. D.l« fl.t-fooM ud MLnk ‘2
ders have necessitated overtime the driver and the vehiclehe was ten by poisonous snakes is prac11 necessary, ana ne ao In Allegan county. The work
there are also larger economic
*"
lf n**“*r*- «nd he
field goals in
work in some of the departments. using and others he may own come tically double that for adults. In
‘•'‘"k* th« BOTomlng bodlo. themia begun here but wu stopped by
sues at stake.
The
Dales’ d
defense
sagged,
and
MAYOR OF HOLLAND LIKES
At present there are forty men em- under the provisions of the new the case of very small children,
aelves are capable of making ad
pervfsors because it had become
L*t us begin with the former. It
JOB; WILL RUN AGAIN
ployed in the machine department. law. Of this number only 32 have particularly,the poisonousfangs
for
improvements
in plain thst the law is 10 full of
is obvious that when the efficient
Hufsdaie
-------- o
been able to provide proof of abil- are quite likely to penetrate the
his team
„f
lchoo| dtu>tion faults that its enforcement is imhousewife does her shopping, she with a shot that gave hi.
ity to meet future accidentclaims. skin of the face or elsewhere on
ppasible. So there the matter
(Grand Rapids Press)
must, in the case of foods, take 26-to-25 lead.
Do Not Stomp
Under the operators’license law, the upper part of the body.
Frank Stanich pocketed
stands so far u Allegan county is
Mayor Nicodemus Bosch entered
into account three factorsj namely,
Around Boats the drunk driverslose the right to
concerned.It is said that the en- the mayoraltyrace Thursday and
economy, wholesomeness and apdrive for one year, unless the liThe men were in charge of the peal to the taste. It must be norollment made in the rest of the in so doing duplicated the threethe state was laboring to adjust state numbers more than three mll“Shout all you want while fish- cense is ordered restored by order rogular meeting of the lincoln ticed that the first of these factors, one minute to go, KorstanJe made
cornered race of two years ago
finances
under
the
new
property
of circuit court. But unless the
Hona, A Wayne county circuit when Bosch defeated Albert P.
ing; but don’t stomp around on the
economy, is not in all cases identi- a short shot from under the basSchool
Parent-Teacher
association
tax
laws.
o>urt late laat week issued a tem- Kleis and Sears R. McLean for the
bottom of the boat.” This is the drunk driver is able to show financal with initial price for one must ket and put Hope 2 points ahead.
held Tuesday evening in the school
Dinner was served atv 7:00 p. m., porary injunction against further office.
A1IC vuwu
Dutch ueieiise
defense neiu,
held, ana
and me
the
advice of Prof. Harry Bateman, of cial aesponsibility, the license
also bear in mind that one product The
further acor- Allowed by the address.
procedure in this matter under conthe California Instituteof Tech- plates and the certificateof title of gymnasium. Henry Viening was in “goes farther” than another. game ended without .-.TJ-gTr
Bosch first was elected mayor in
the automobileused are held by the charge of devotions, after which the
tention of the applicant that the 1912 and held the office consecunology.
Now it hu been proved b, cue- “** .Th,t
Prof. Bateman, who has just Department of State for three following program, arranged by fol experimentation on the part of
not be operative until Oct. tively four year*. He served two
FORMS HOLDING WALLS AT
completed a series of experiments years. The recordsshow that drunk Garry Ter Beck and L. W. White, scientists that beet sugar is in no just behind Kalamazoo.
1 °f this year. There are other years in 1918-19 and at the expiraCITY
HALL
BURNED
—
on Ashes to test their hearing, drivers are finding it almost impos- was presented.A violin solo by detail inferior to cane sugar. The
objectionswhich will be presented tion of hie present term will have
sible to furnish this proof.
states that fishes possesssome kind
in courts so soon u suffident ac- served the dty as chief executive
two
are identical in practically all HAMILTON HERD AGAIN
Ned
Shaw,
accompanied
by
his
HIGH IN MILK PRODUCTION Grand Haven Tribune
Fire tion hu been taken.
of hearing apparatus,but at best
eight
their properties.They are equally
PEARS WERE IMPORTED mother, Mrs. Carl Shaw, after wholesome and identicalin taate.
started in some of the wooden
that is very poor. They probably
FROM THE OLD WORD
forms at the city hall construction
do not hear sounds made in the
The high herd for Jem
which Bud Van Liere entertained This scientificfact is supported by
work early this morning, which
air above the water at all, but if a
goes to Henry Ovei
with several accordion solos. Se- the practicalexperience of houseThe cultivatedpears so popular
wu put out in a short time With
diaphragm is placed between the
jmilton, whose six regisl
lections were sung by the Christian wives. In fact many people at vaair and the water and made to in this country are imports from
rious times have been using beet Holsteins producedan average of some water and chemicals. The fire
vibrate, or a bell is struck under the old world. The best of these Endeavor quartet of Sixth Re- and cane sugar interchangeablyand 1,633 pounds of milk end &2J)5 startedfrom some of the cylinders
Nolicel-Eleclors of
have been developed from species formed church, composed of Ed have failed to detect the fact,
pounds of butterfet, a three times filled with coke which are beinp
water, the fish will respond.
that
originally
grew
wild
in
So the noise made by stomping
Scheerhorn, Raymond Van Voorst,
In point of fact, beet sugar re- milker. The second high herd goes used to keep the temperatureof
The voter* who wish to vote at the Primary
around on the bottom of a boat Europe. A species imported from Bernard Vanderbeek and Arthur tails at a slightly lower price than to R. D. Brewer, Hopkins, whose the concrete above freezing.There
18
registered
Holsteins
produced
wu
no
damage
reported.
would be likely to give nearby fish China, while less fine in flavor, has
does cane sugar while there is no
Election March 5, and are not registered,can register
alarm, while any amount of shout- an advantageso far as southern De Waard. Lewis Verburg is the difference in their economy of use. an average of 1,120 pounds of milk
at the Central Park Grocery (}acob De Pree) or at
ing above the water probably orchardistsare concerned. For it accompanist. Henry Geerlings, It is sometimes objected that were and 40.60 pounds of butterfat.
Seventeen herds, comprised of HOLLAND MARKS 87TH
would not even attract tneir at- will grow farther south than will secretary of the board of educa- beet sugar to be used to the exclumy home at Waukazoo, on or before Feb. 17, at 6
BIRTHDAY; FOUNDED 1857
225 cows, were tested. Twentytention.
the European species.
tion, addressed the group on the sion of cane to any great extent
0 clock P. M.
four of the total were dry. Twentylife of Lincoln. Albert Kleis also the increased demand for the for- three produced over 60 pounds of
Eighty-seven
years
ago.
Feb.
9,
spoke briefly. Frank Harmson mer would cause it to rise sharply butterfatand 34 over 1,260 pounds Dr. A. C. Van Raalte and his party
A. M. WITTEVEEN, Clerk.
in price. But surely this is no valid
of milk. The average for the whole arrived at the present site of Holpresided at the business session.
objectionfor two reasons.
associationwas 809 pounds of milk
Reopeningof the Fruit Growers
The United States Department of State Bank of Saagatuck,which
Commerce undertakes to have roofs has been approved In Allegan cirin every American city and town cuit court, at a hearing held early
painted with its name and direc- last week, is to take place as soon
tions to nearest airport. Civil as the national banking department
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Park Township

DO YOU LIKE-

r

CLEAN LINEN-CLEAN

WALLS-

CLEAN LUNGS

l'.

and

a

CLEAN NEIGHBORHOOD
You Will Have These Advantages if You Burn

&

•

GENUINE HOLLAND
GAS HOUSE COKE
There

is

NO SOOT! no SMELL! no SMOKE!
and VERY LITTLE ASH!

Made

f

in

Holland by Holland Labor!

’

CLEAN-DRY-FULL WEIGHT
PHONE 3138

land, founding a city which hu developed into the largestin Ottawa
county and is one of the gateways
dollar expended for feed— $1.70.
to western Michigan. Founded by
Feed cost per one pound fat, 16 Dr. Van Raalte Peb. 9. 1847, the
cents.
dty
incorporated in 1887.
Feed cost per 100 pounds milk,
Fo
'our years later the dty
al63 cents.

New officers will be elected at next
Rise in price usually follows in- and 31.72 pounds of butterfat.
months meeting. Refreshmentscrease in demand because this inThe figures for returns for one
were served by fathers of children crease in demand tends to cause
shortage in the supply. But in the
of the third grade, taught by Miss
case of beet sugar this need not
Jane Kirkhoff.About 150 people be feared. The growers of sugar
attended the meeting.
beets and the manufacturersof
Henry Plakke was surprised at beet sugar are in position to supply
his home on East Sixth street on a larger demand than is likely to
arise in the near future. In the secMonday evening when a group of
ond place, increased demand for
friends gathered in honor of his beet sugar is not likely to cause
birthday.Following several games, it to rise in price to any great exrefreshments were served. About tent because it will always have to
compete with its rival, cane sugar.
twenty guests were present.
The one tendency counterbalances
the other.
We may say then that as far as
the practicalconsiderationswhich
the housewife has to take into consideration, are concerned,cane and
beet sugar stand on an equal footing. Hence though we have so far
assigned no reason to prefer beet

WANT ADS
NOTICE

AT STUD —

Pure white Spitz do;?.
Reasonable fee. CYRUS VANDE
LUYSTER, Route 3 (Old HollandZeeland road).

This

-

the average for the
association.
is

-

0

or

YOUR COAL DEALER

whole

GENERAL MEADE IS BACK
IN GRAND HAVEN PORT

most
' destroyed by fire, involving a
loss approximating
$1,0
approximating $1,000,000.
One
of the few remainingmonuments
of pioneer days is Ninth Street
Christian Reformed church, dedicated by pr. Van Rulte in 1866.
The colonistssoon rebuilttheir
homes and works, however, and a
new city arose from the ruins that
hu commanded a nationalreputation for effldencv in dty government. Holland hu continued to
grow until at present it numbers

(Grand Haven Tribune)
The sandsucker, General Meade,
which has been in dry dock at
Manitowoc for the past several
weeks, returned Sunday to the
Grand Haven port where she will
complete the remainingrepairs
well over 16,000.
during the winter layup. The ship
was employedin dredging up until
early this year on account of the
Bay Holland

-

—

for

To

Primary Election Holland Township

—

ihe Electors of Holland Township:

Notice is hereby given that I will be at my home in Holland township on Saturday, February 24th, 1934, from 8
o'clock a. m. to 5 o’clock p m., and on Saturday,Feb. 17, at
Bert Wierama's store at the west limits of Zeeland, during
the tame hours, for the purpose of receivingregistrationsof
such qualified electors, not previouslyregistered,as shall
properly apply therefor.
Feb.-24 fa the laat day to register before the Spring Pri-

mary on March
Sugar

favorable weather.

5.

JOHN EILANDER,

-

Clerk Holland Township.

NON-PARTISAN

0

and have thus removed the imagi- MOST OF SCHOOL SCRIP IN
HOLLAND REDEEMED
nary objectionswhich some people
have had to the use of beet sugar.
The $53,600 worth of scrip isComing now to the larger economic issues we can readily see sued by the local board of eancaFOR SALE— Boy’s genuine camel- that the choice of beet sugar is tion last spring and distributedto
tployes of the schools has been
hair overcoat, size 10; in good
certain to benefit our community
fcemed by the board since Nocondition.152 East Sixteenth due to two factors.The sugar beet
street.
6tfc
vember
with the exception of
is grown in our own state and the
i.000, it was revealed todaj
sugar is also manufacturedthere,
the belief of the board that most
NEW BOOKS
and even more specifically, it is
of this will be retained until interCLAUS VOLK EM A
manufactured in our own city. The
will
est can be collected.Interest on
203 West Nineteenth Street
use of beet sugar then will con‘‘Women of the Old Testament" tribute to the economic welfare of the issue is due on March 1 at 2tt
“Women of the New Testament” our state by stimulating both of per cent. The board believes a
$40,000 issue will be sufficient for
Paper, 60c; boards, $1.00.
its main industries, agricultureand
Translated from Dr. A. Kuyper manufacturing. In this increased the school needs this year.
Especially Good for
prosperity of our state, our comLadies’ and Girls’ Societies
munity, in a narrower sense, is sure Oldest Holland
Many other Good Books at
to share.
102 Sunday
Reasonable Prices
Not only will our community benefit thus indirectly but it will also
Mrs. Marie Kuhlman, oldest resiCASH PAID for Zeeland or Hol- directly share in the benefits dent of Ottawa county, celebrated
brought
about
by
the
stimulation
land Bank Certificates. Write
her 102nd birthday anniversary in
5,
Box 16, Holland City News. 3tc9 of the beet sugar industry.The Holland Sunday at the home of her
increased earnings of those emgrandson, William Kuhlman of
Bread is the most nourishing ployed in our local factory in- East Twenty-eighthstreet Mrs.
creases their purchasing power.
Kuhlman was born in Germany in
food for the money and good bread
They, in return, are enabled to give
1882 and was nearly 40 when she
is easy to make if you use I-H
work to others, such as carpenters, came to this country. She has lived
flour. This is one foed product
painters and similar craftsmen. in this vidnity ever since her ararthat is absolutelypure.
the place in each of
several
or Precincts
said
Consequentlytrade is stimulated rival in America, spending the
and merchants also can, because of few years at the Eastmi
City as indicated below, viz:
their increased profits, contribute
FOR SALE — 80 acres of choice to the solution of the unemploy- home for the aged.
Two years ago, when she reached
farm land; 9-room bungalow with ment problem.So we see that the
all modem conveniences;good general economic welfare of a city the century mark, hundreds of
of Engine
No. 2, 106 E. 8th
buildingsand location. Will accept can be Increased by coming of one friends called on her at the home
of her grandson and Earnest
city property as partial payment. factory.
St.
Brooks, mayor of Holland at that
MRS. OSCAR J6HN8ON, Rural
The only objectionthat might be time, spoke in honor of the occaRoute 7, Allegan, Michigan. 3tp8
urged against this argumentIs that sion. The chamber of commerce
from a larger economic point of
Second Story of Engine
No. 1
8th St.
DOG. BUSINESS— view the stimulation of the beet and many admirers showered her
Buy, sell and trade collies, sugar industry might prove detri- with gifts and garlands.
Last year she received a conhounds, fox, rat and top terriers; mental rather than beneficial to us.
gratulatory telegram from Gov.
also registeredstuds. H. KNOLL,
G. A. R.
Floor,
Hall, Cor.
For the improvement of the beet
JR., Route 1, Holland, Mich. 3tp8 sugar industry means the decline Comstock. Her favoritesong, “Silver Threads Among the Gold,”
River
11th Street.
of its rival, tne cane sugar indus- sung annually over several radio
try,
and
If
it
could
be
proved
that
ATTENTION— Stock owners. Free
stations in honor of her anniversendee given on dead or dis- the latter is more essentialto the
School, Corner
general welfare of the nation than
abled horses and cows. Notify us
the former it would seem more wise HOLLAND
PLACED ON
promptly.Phone 9745, collect.
Eleventh Stthe end to patroitizethe cane
PROBATION FOR LARCENY
HOLLAND RENDERING WKS. in
rather than the beet sugar indusOF CIGARETS
6340 try. But this cannot be proved to
Polling Place, Central
and State St.
be a fact and need not enter into
James Smeenge, Holland, was
FOR SALE— A good land contract our practicalconsiderations. For placed 6n three years’ probation
or will trade for Holland house our own community the beet sugar and made
made to
to pay costs of
or $60
$50 for
property. InquireL. T. ELZINGA, industry is more important.
Basement Floor of
Raalte Ave. School
rarthe larceny of a quantity of dgar277 Pine avenue, Holland.
The advantages resultingfrom a ets from the
the Bos
Bos Tobacco Comi
Uompany
Raalte Ave. between 19th and 20th Sts.
prosperous sugar beet factory in at Holland. He has been confined
our dty are well worth Striving in the county jail for severalweeks
FOR SALE — Cheap, 12x14 chicken for, yet they might seem to some awaiting sentence,which was metcoop; also 60,000 feet hemlock to be somewhat selfiah motives. ed out by Judge Fred T. Miles.
lumber. BOLHUIS LUMBER A Yet when we consider our doty as
MFC CO., 200 East Seventeenth citizens of the United States we
3tp9 will find that they are not selfish
to periphery.
For
the Following Officers:
motives.
We must start with the little
Our duty to our country is two- things. One beet sugar factory is
fold— to give our country spiritnal very insignificantwhen compared
DR. SAMSON’S OFFICE
or moral wealth and to do all In with the many other and larger
Mayor— 2 yr. term; City Treasurer 1 yr. term; Justice of the Peace, 4 yr.
COUNTRY CLUB ADDITION our power to increasethe economic factories in the country,but it can
ON EAST EIGHTH STREET welfare of it Still we are not all be an aid to our country if we do
term; Member of Board of Public Works, 5 yr. term; Member of Board of Police
able to carry out great plans of our part.
social
and
moral
reform.
Neither
If,
in
our
cities,
we
reduce
the
Better glasses for less money.
is it reauired of us. Our duty is lumber of those who require fi- and Fire Commissioners, 5 yr. term; Two Supervisors,2 yr. terms; One Alderman
Office hours 9 a. m. until 9 p. m.
to see that the spirit in our own nancial aid, we reduce the amount
every day except Sundays. Con- homes is such as would promote of money required to support them.
to fill
venient terms. We do not use nationalmorality. If each nome, if By increasing wealth by these in each Ward, 2 yr. teim, and one additional Alderman in the second
each
city
did
its
part
in
its
own
methods
we
make
it
possible
to
use
drops unless there is medical necircle naturally the whole country the money thus saved for other vacancy for a one year term. One Constable in each Ward, 1 year term.
cessity. We guarantee our glasses would be raised to a higher moral
to be the best that expert work- level.
P
can be obtained by the
men and specialists can make. We
As with spiritual wealth we canThe Polls of said election will be open at 7 o’clock A. M., or as soon thereafter
of every individualdty and
do not charge for examination.
not ail expect to carry out great
Let us do our part by
Stic
of national recovery. Wi

PRIMARY ELECTION

Holland.

Michigan Gas & Electric Co.

wu

She is not expectedto go out
sugar to cane sugar, we have
shown that there is also no ground, again before spring unless an
on the basis of these considera- emergency should anse.
tions, to prefer cane sugar to beet

REGISTRATION NOTICE
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'

NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN,

Primary Election

That a Non-partisan

be held in the

City of Holland, State of Michigan

Woman

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

' -ON—

Was

Monday, March

At

the

1934

Wards

of

sy:

FIRST

WARD —

Second Story

House

SECOND WARD—

GENERAL

THIRD WARD—

House

Room, Basement

W.

City

Ave. and

FOURTH WARD —

Washington

Maple Ave. and

MAN

IT'S

INCONVENIENT AND

EMBARRASSING FOR BOTH
Repeated requests to use a neighbor's telephone
soon prove embarrassing and inconvenient for both
persons. The “borrower” has to leave her house,

even in bad weather, to use the telephone. The
accommodatingneighbor is interrupted in her
work or rest. And sometimes she even is asked to
deliver a telephone message!

Yon can have your own

telephone at a cost of

only a few cents a day! It will pay its way in the

convenienceand protection it provides
tor the entire family. Any Telephone
Business Office will furnish complete
Information, and take your order.

FIFTH

WARD—

SIXTH

WARD —

Ave,

Van

House,

Van

street

Nominating

Ward

OTs

4

k

P. Chaff of It Wert Twelfth HOLLAND'S BANHS INCLUDED
Dr. and Mrs. William Weitrate
of meetinc a fraat street has applied for a permit to
and Mr. and Mrs. H. Geerds repreThe ZeeUnd public school again many parent*. A short program remodel his home at an estimated
The anniversary today of Mich- sented the Holland Exchange club
Post, 24, passed
Mrs. Jc
have a fine li»t of student on the consistingof musk by the Zeeland cost of $600.
igan’a financial holiday of 1983 at the President’snight dinner and
e-ning
it
the
»y evening at
home
. Honor Roll*. Here they
| Men s Glee club and an oration by
brought a statement from Rudolph dance Monday evening of the Musparents,
Mr.* and
* nr
u vMrs. Albert DjyM! All A’*— Ethel Brower, hsoal De the high school orator, and a brief
E. Reichert, stata banking com- kegon Exchange club. Dr. Wesftr* °J West McKinley street, Zee- Kcster, Ellen Van Zc.cren, Thelma bus.ncssmeeting in the high school
missioner of that era, that the trate, state vice president of ExExpires March 24
M^XpUowmga prolonged ulness. Wynganien liandcll Uuver, La- assembly room at 7:16 win precede
banking situationis on its sound- change clubs, was among those
STATE OP MICHIGAN
Banrtrlnt twBtol tK. parents
De Vriea,
ries, Bather
Either Weei
Weersing,the open house.
honored at the Lincoln day celeTHE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE est basis in years.
husband: three brothers,
BerVhorst Nellie Vanden
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Wierama ' COUNTY OF OTTAWA
MIt is my opinion that the bank- bration.
ing situation is at present on a
Others
-Thelma celebrated their fourth marriage
IN CHANCERY
'd.;ddAri.”Dv& rilifor*
^L.. B—
Russell Burton of East TwentiD,k«,_ MytheU. Voorhorrt. anniversary Wednesday by receivWilliam Wsatveer, R. A. Hoek, sounder basis than it has been for
. four sisters, Mrs. Ed Dykstra
For Coal,
Coke,
June Kieft, Stella Pe Jonge, Esther ing a newcomer into their family Edward Garvelink,Trustees of the many years, and with federal de- eth street submitted to an om»reof Byron Center, Mrs. Andrew
Vanden
Bosch,
Eva
Van
Zoeren, group. The newcomer is a little •efrontodassets of the First posit insurance in full force in the tion Thursday morning at BlodWierenga of California,Mrs. Gergett hospital, East Grand Rapids.
Violet Winstrom. 2 A's, Others B tiny girl, named Wanda Lou and State Bank of Holland, a Michigan state, I believe that the banking
rlt Holtgeerts of Castle Park and
will be a permanentresident at the banking corporation,Plaintiffs, vs. business will do its part in the re—
Clarissa
Vredeveld.
Raymond
Miss Evelyn DyKstra of Zeeland,
home for several years. She was Walter Groth and Ema Groth, hus- covery program.”
I At a meeting of the Hudsonville]
-ftineralservices were held Wed- Lokers, Marjorie Van Voorst Clar- born at the local hospital Wednesband and wife, and Emil Guenther Reichervsfinal inventory esti- council the following were named
Gebben
Vanden Berg
nesday afternoon at 12:30 o’clock ence Shoemaker, Carolyn Vogel, day morning.
and Anna Guenther, husband and mated losses by Michigandeposi-las a committee to promote a comat the home of the parents. Rev. Charles Waldo. 1 A Others B—
The W. C. T. U. did not hold wife, Defendants.
tors in their banks at less than munity fair here next fall: William
28th & Lincoln Ave., Holland
William Kok, pastor of First Chris- Florence De Jonge. Lois Glenim, their regular meeting Friday as
Vander1 Laan, Carl Ohlman, MarAt
a session of *aid Court, held 10 per cent
Alma
Meeuwsen,
Laura
Roosentian Reformed church, officiated.
Branch Oflica—SuperiorCigar Store
scheduled in order to give the mem- at the Court House, in the City of
The three Holland banks all re- tin Boldt. Andrew DeWeerdt and!
Burial took place in Zeeland ceme- raad. Peter Jay De Jonge, Allison bers an opportunity to attend the
River Ave., Phone 903
Grand
Haven,
in said County, on port substantialincreases in de- Clyde Corey.
Vanden
Berg,
Robert
Van
Dragt,
tery.
service in Forest Grove in ob- the 20th day of January,A. D., posits during the last six weeks.
« ••nt’ftffrr ......
Zeeland’s thiid annual egg show Bernice Bouwens, Evelyn De Haan, servance of the World Day of 1934.
In some instances as high as 82,000
will be held in the new city hall Merle De Free, Gladys Van Haits- Prayer for Missions. The meetPresent, Hon. Fred T. Miles, Cir- a day have been deposited in a
14454 -ktp. K.b 24
ma.
AII
B’s — Cora Bouwens, Betty
Maich 22 to 24. Because of lack
ing will be held on Friday, Febru- cuit Judge.
single bank. This is evident that
Explres May 5
of space the feature was not pro- De Pree, Eva Jean Meyers. Wallis ary 23, at 2:80 o’clock at tne home
confidence
is
returning
and
augIn this cause, it appearing from
STATE OP MICHIGAN -The Pro.
Anna of Mrs. William Vande Water, 240
moted In the last two years. It is Schilatra, Gertrude Wissint,
.
mented
with
a
government
guaraffidaviton Ale that the defendant,
bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
MORTGAGE SALE
sponsored bv the Retailers’ associ- Mae Wyngarden, Gerald De Vnes. East Main street. Mrs. A. Pieters
Walter Groth and Erna Groth, hus- antee our financialstructure will
At a teuion of said Court, h»ld al
of Holland, who has spent many band and wife, and Emil Guenther soon be normal again.
the Probata Office in the City of Grand
SEMESTER HONOR BOLL
Default having been made in the
years in Japan doing missionary and Anna Guenther, husband and
conditions of a certain mortgage
plications for exhibit and
JUNIOR HIGH
work, will address the meeting.
George F. Eberhard. 86, a Civil Haven in «aid County, ion the 7th
wife, are not residentsof this
dated the 25th day of September,
dal space have been received. All A’s-— Ross Clark, Goldie Prayer Day for world missions State, but are residents of Spring- war veteran, died at nis home in day of Ktb./A. 0. 1934.
We are equipped lo
1926, executed by Donald E. AlHenry J. Matter is chairman of the Hoeve. Gradus Shoemaker, Fay was observed at the Free Method- field, Mass., Sprinrfield, Mass., Allegan Wednesday. Allegan only
Preient, lino. Cora Vandewater,
handle anykmd of job
ward and Freda V. Alward, hia
urangements committee. David Van Ommen. 5 A’s, Others B
lit church in Zeeland, Friday, FebJudge of Probate
Chicago, Illinois,and Chicago, Illi- has two left.
Printing, and whan k
wife, as mortgagors, to The Hud’anOmmen is secretary and M. J. Relabel De Haan. 4 A’s, Others B ruary 16.
10 the Matter of the Estate of
nois. respectively, on motion of
comes to Servicew*
sonvilie State Bank,1 a Michigan
dfeersing,treasurer. George Ca- —Kenneth Vender Meulen. 3 A’s,
Arend Styf celebratedhis eighty- Paul E. Cholette, Plaintiff’sAtcan only refer you to
WILLIAM 0. VAN EYCK.Dacaeatd
corporation,of Hudsonville.Michball and Jacob Geerlings represent Others B— Agnes Walters, Mar- fifth birthday anniversary at his tonwy. it is ordered that the ap
Ixplres May 6
our customers or ask
igan, as mortgagee, and which aaid
the poultrvmen. The three-daygaret Berghorst.2 A’s, Others B home on East Cherry street, Fri- pearance of said non-resident deHilda G. Stcgeman having filed in
MORTGAGE SALE
that you give us • trial
mortgage was recorded in the ofshow will nave features at each —Viola Rykse.
day, in a quiet way. He received fendants, Walter Groth, Erna
aaid court her petitionpraying that
fice of the Register of Deeds of
evening session. The two
• • •
the congratulationsof his children, Groth. Emil Guenther and Anna
Default having been made in the a certiiin Inatrumenl In writing, purOttawa County, Michigan, on the
J. A. Davidson, field manager of
GRADE HONOR ROLL
grandchildren, and many friends, Guentner, be entered herein within conditionsof a certain mortgage porting to be the last will and leetM.
4th day of October, 1926, in Liber
and wishes for many happy re- three months from the date of this dated the 1st day of November. ment of asid deseaaed. now on file In
! Sixth Grade-Donald Boes, Dor- turns
Expires
March
17th 140 of Mortgagee,on Page 658;
of the day. Mr. Styt is itill
wmiation, wd Prof. A. J- Moore, othy Bouwen,t Randall Dekker,
order, and in case of their appear- 1924, executed by Donald E. Al- aaid court be admitted to probate,
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE and whereby the power of sale conpoultry specialist at Michigan Ward
w«*yi Derks.
rwka Gerard
n«r«rrl I^wunnn.
Looman, in possessionof all his faculties, is ance that they cause their answer ward and Freda Alward. his wife, and that the adminiatraiinnof aaid
State college, will be the speakers
Default having been made in the tained in said mortgage has beGertrude Schllstra,Virginia Van in good health and able to be about to the bill of complaint to be filed, as mortgagors, to The Hudsonville ertate he grunted to herself or to
at the Thursday evening meeting.
the streets.
State Bank, a Michigan corpora- some other Bailable person
conditions
of n certain mortgag come operative, and no suit or proand
1
copy
thereof
to
be
served
on
Forest Grove orchestra alao will Hoven. Fifth Grade — Theresaa
Prof. Arthur Evans, instructor the Plaintiff’s Attorney within fif- tion, of Hudsonville,Michigan, as
11 Is Ordered, That the
made
by
Peter
DeKraker,a single ceeding at law having been instientertain. On Friday evening, the De Haan, Mary Lou Colburn, Har- at the University of Michigan, was teen days after serviceon them of mortgagee, and which kaia mortman,
to
Kate
Deur,
dated the 15th tuted to recover the debt secured
Cth day ef March, A. 0. 19)4
by said mortgage, or any part
Zeeland High school orchestra will old Van Dyke, Junior De Jonge, a guest of Mr. and Mrs. O. N. a copy of said bill and notice of gage was recorded in the office of
day of April, 1921, and recorded in
ereof, and there Is claimed to be
yilay and Otto Pino, head of the Ruth Kraak, Thelma Baar, Joyce Wells, at their home on North Elm this order; and in defaultthereof, the Register of Deeds of Ottawa at ten o'clock inthr forrn<'nn, at aaid the office of the Register of Deeds
Den
Herder,
Geneva
Wyngarden,
probate office.be and la herrhy appointdue on the date hereof for princi"agriculture department in the lostreet recently.
County, Michigan, on the 8th day
for
the
County
of
Ottawa
and
said
Bill
will
be
taken
as
confessed
pal and interest and attorneya' fees
cal schools, wul discuss farm top- Ada Mae Bos, Jay De Jonge, TheoOn Monday evening Mr. and Mrs. by said non-resident defendant. of November, 1924, in Liber 140 ed for hearing aaid petition;
State of Michigan, on the 18th day
provided in said mortgage, the sum
It ta Further Ordered, Thai publu
ics. Saturday evening prises will dore Vredeveld, Joan Daane, Ivan Dick Visch and family visitedin And it is further ordered, that the of Mortgages on Page 187; and
of
April,
1921,
in
IJher
102
of
mortawarded the winners and the Harense. Fourth Grade — Betty Holland with Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Plaintiff cause a notice of this or- whereby the power of sale con- notice thereof be Jpven by publication gages, on page 600, on which mort- of $2,961.30, and by virtue of authority of R. E. Reichert, State
will be auctioned off. There Bennett, Max De Pree, Corinne Warmelink in honor of Mr. Warof a copy of thia order for three aucder to be published in the Holland tained in said mortgage has begage there is claimed to be due at Banking Commissioner,and apvaaaive weeka previoua to aaid day of
b ea concert by the local Kieft, Geneva Kuipers, George melink's birthday.
come
operative,
and
no
suit
or
proCity News, a newspaper printed,
the date of this notice, for principal proval of William A. Comstock,
ktrican Legion bank. A short Kuipers, Shirley Romeyn, Hollis
Mrs. Hieltje Van Dyke was most published and circulatingin said ceeding at law having been insti hearing in the Holland City Newa, a
im will also be given. Cash Ten Have, Andred Van Haitsma, pleasantly surprised at the home County, and that said publication tuted to recover the debt secured newspaper printed and circulated ir and interest, the sum of Twenty- Governor of the State of Michigan,
two hundred fifty-fourand 88- first had and obtained:
will be awarded the two Glenn Walters, Eileen Boes, Ada of her children, Mr. and Mrs. James be commenced within forty days by said mortgage, or any part aaid county.
100 dollarsand an Attorney’s fee
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
chants of the city who have Meeuwsen, Fred Bosma.
Wcstenbroekon West Central ave- from the date of this order and thereof, and there is claimed to be
of Thirty-fivedollars, us provided hereby given that pursuant to the
CORA VANDF.WATFR,
Zeeland basketball schedule for nue, the occasion being her sixtybest window displays during
that such publicationbe continued due on the date hereof for princifor in said mortgage,and no suit statute and sail power of aale in
Jud&e of Probata.
__ week. The committee in charge local school: Saugatuck at Sau- ninth birthday anniversary.The therein once in each week for six pal and interest and attorneys'
4 tne mm
or proceedings at law having been said mortgage contained,for the
is comprisedof H. J. Matter, Da- gatuck, last night; Feb. 16, Whiteparty was composed of Mrs. Dena weeks in .-niccession,or that plain- fees provided in said mortgage,
Harriet Swart
instituted to recover the moneys se- purpose
satisfyingthe sum due
vid Van Ommen, George Caball, hall at Whitehall; Feb. 28, Alle- Van Dyke and Mrs. Henry Palm- tiffs cause a copy of this order to the sum of $1,165.00;
KegUterof Probate
cured by said mortgage, or any on said mor
ortgage, the coeta and
JatWb Geerlings, Harry Derks, J. gan at home.
bos of Hplland; Mrs. Henry Poest, be nersonally served on said nonNOW, THEREFORE, notice is
part thereof.
charges of said sale, and any taxes
H. Veneklasen,Angus DeKruif Announcement of the marriage Mrs. Albert Pyle, Mrs. Joe Vande residentdefendant at least twenty hereby given that pursuant to the
Notice is Hereby Given, that by and insurance premiums paid by
and Jack Boonstra.The show will of Adolph Siekman of Zeeland and Velde, Mrs. Arie Van Dyke and
Exp
days before the time above pre- statute and said power of sale in
be divided into three classes, farm- Mrs. Minnie Peterson of Lombard, Mrs. James Westenbroek.
said mortgage contained, for the NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE virtue of the power of sale con- the mortgagee before the date of
scr.bed for their appearance.
sale, the said mortgage will be
ers, hatcherymenand student*.
Martin J. De Haan and Miss JoInd., were received by friendsand
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
Default having been made In the tained in said mortgage,and the
FRED f. MILES,
statutein such case made and pro- foreclosedby sale of the premiaea
Folkert Wierda of 129 North relatives this week. Rev. Arnold sephine De Haan of Zeeland and
on
said
mortgage,
the
costs
ami
conditions
of
a
certain
mortgage
Circuit Judge.
to the highest bidder at public aucElm street. Zeeland, was injured C. Cook of Gary, Ind., performed Dr. and Mrs. William Reus of
Examined, countersignedand charges of said sale, and any taxei given by Alice Van Ommen to the vided. on Monday the 19th day of tion or vendue on the 7th day of
Jamestown
left
few
days
ago
on
ge
ceremony.
Mr.
Siek-mmmwwa
ieu
a
iew
aaj
and insurance premiums paid by Zeeland State bank, a corporation,March, 1984, at ten o'clockin the
when he fell from a scaffold in the the marriage
Siek
entered by me.
the mortgageebefore the date of of Zeeland, Michigan, dated the 5th forenoon, the undersigned will, at May, 1934, at three o’clock in the
Iways lived in this com- • pleasure trip to Florida,
Zeeland high school gymnasium to man has always
ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
Hr. and Mrs. Samuel Db J^x*gg
sale, the said mortgage will be day of May A. D. 1923, and record- the North Front Door of the Court- afternoon of said day at the north
low. Wierda, munity andd tbpw
the hardwood floor below
they nrp
are making
making their
their
Deputy Clerk.
foreclosedby rale of the promises ed in the office of the Register of house in the City of Grand Haven, front door of the court house in
a painter, was employed on a CWA home on Mr. Siekman’s farm, one and children of South Bend, IndiPAUL E. CHOLETTE,
the city of Grand Haven, Ottawa
were week-end guests with
project of redecorating the build- mile north of Zeeland on Fairview
Attorney for plaintiff. to the highestbidder at public auc- Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi- Ottawa County, Michigan, that be-*
relatives
in
Zeeland.
tion
or
vendue
on
the
7th
day
of
gan,
on
the
13th
day
of
June,
A.
D.
ing. He was taken to Zeeland hos- road.
Attest: True copy.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Maynard ANNA VAN HORSSEN,
May, 1934, at three o’clock in the 1923, in Liber 107 of Mortgageson Court for the County of Ottawa is
pital,
where aumonues
authorities reported
reported
piiai, wnere
Next Tuesday,rFebruary
eoruary 20, is
Mohr,
North
State
street
road,
a
afternoon of said day at the north page 198, on wmch mortgagemere held, sell at public auction,to the for the said County of Ottawa,
Deputy Clerk.
that he had suffered a fracturedJ open house night at ~
P.-T.
~ IA. At
said premisesbeing described
front door of the courthouse in the is claimed to be due at the time highest bidder, the premises deand hand and had
nad re- '1 this time parents will be
be given son, Dale. Friday, February 9; to
right ankle and
city of Grand Haven, Ottawa of this notice for principal and in- scribed in said mortgage, or so follows:
ceived body bruises. Aside from his the opportunity to meet the teach- Mr. and Mrs. David Van Vliet, BorThe following describedland,
culo, a son, Peter David, on SatCounty, Michigan, that being the terest the sum of Eleven Hundred much thereof, as may oe necessary
Expires May 5.
urday, February 10: to Mr. and
place of holding the Circuit Court Eighty-three and 96-100 ($1183- to pay the amount due on aaid and premises, situated in the VllMORTGAGE SALE
lage of Hudsonville,County of OtMrs. John Vanden Heuvel, Borcufor the said County of Ottawa, said 96) dollars and an attorney’sfee mortgage, with six per cent interDefault having been made in the
lo, a daughter, Lois June, Sunday,
premises
being
described as fol- as provided for in said mortgage, est, and aV legal costs, together tawa, State of Michigan, vis:
Commencing fifty foet (50
February 11; to Mr. and Mrs. Ja- conditions of a certain mortgage lows:
and no suit or proceedings at law with said Attorney’s fee of Thirtydated the 5th day of May, 1926,
ft.) south of the northeastcorcob Lemson, one mile east of this
The
following
described
land having been institutedto recover five dollars, the premises being deexecuted by Donald E. Alward and
city, a daughter, Sunday, February
and premises,situated in the the moneys secured by said mort- scribed in said mortgage as fol- ner of Lot seventeen (17) of
Freda V. Alward, his wife, as mortBlock two (2) of Hudson’s Ad11; to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Van
Township of Geotgetown,County gage, or any part thereof
lows, to-wit: Part of Lota Twelve dition “or Original Plat” of the
gagors, to The Hudsonville State
Koevering, Long Beach, California,
of Ottawa, State of Michigan, viz;
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN
(12) of A. C. Van Raalte addition Village of Hudsonville.thence
a son. Mr. Van Koevernigis the Bank, a Michigancorporation,of
Commencing at a point fourthat by virtue of the power of sale No. two (2) to the Village, now
Hudsonville,Michigan, as mortgawest one hundred fifty (160)
son of Mr. and Mrs. John van Koeteen
(14)
rods
west of the
contained
in
said
mortgage
and
gee, and which said mortgage was
City, of Holland, Michigan, bounded
feet, thence south forty-five
vering of Lincoln street, Zeeland.
southeast corner of the northpursuant to the statute in such on the North side by a line parallel
(45) feet, thence east one hunDr. John Keppel, veterinarian,recorded in the office of the Regeast quarter (N.E. *4) of the
case made and provided, the said
with the North Margin line of
dred fifty (160) feet, thence
has been retained by the public ister of Deeds of Ottawa County, northeast quarter (N.E. VO of
mortgage
will
be
foreclosed
by
Michigan, on the .7th day of May,
Twenty-third street, extended westnorth forty-five (45) feet to
health department to become the
Section thirty-two (32). Town
sale of the premises therein de1926, in Liber 140 of Mortgages,
point of beginning,being a
ward and Ninety (90) feet North
first meat inspectorunder the new
six
(6)
north,
Range
thirteen
scribed
at
public
auction
to
the
Wool worth Building,
pn Page 427 ; and whereby the powstrip of land out of the center
therefrom, bounded on the South
abattoir ordinance.He will start
(13) west, thence north twenty
highest
bidder
at
the
North
front
er of sale contained in said mortof Lots fifteen (15) and Six| . 2 East 8th St.
by a line parallelwith the line so
his duties Thursday. He has been
(20)
rods, thence west four
door
of the Court House in the City
gage has become operative, and no
teen (16) and seventeen (17)
established,
and
Fortv-two
(42)
a
meat
inspector
for
20
years,
7
(4)
rods,
thence
south
twenty
of Grand Haven, Michigan, on
Holland,
Michigan
suit or proceeding at law having
of Block two (2) of said plat.
of them with the state department.
(20) rods, thence east four (4)
Monday, the 14th day of May, A.D. feet South therefrombounded on
been instituted to recover the debt
Dated February 5th, 1984.
His home is in Zeeland.
rods to point of beginning,and
1934, at three o’clock in the after- the East by the West margin line
Hours: 8:30-12.00—100-600
of College Avenue, on the West by
On last Tuesday, February 20, secured by said mortgage, or any containingone-half acre of
noon
of
that
day,
Eastern
Standpart thereof,and there is claimed
THE HUDSONVILLE STATE
Evenings 7:00 —8:30 Except
Mrs. 0. Holkeboer expects to celeland.
ard Time, which premises are de- a line parallel with the West
to be due on the date hereof for
BANK,
brated her eightiethbirthday anniThursdays
Dated
February
5, 1934.
scribed
in
said
mortgage
as
fol- boundary line of College Avenue,
principal and interest and attorversary at her home on South Maand one hundred and thirty-two
THE
HUDSONVILLE
STATE
lows, to-wit:
neys' fees provided in said mortFRED McEACHRON.
iHSURANCE-R£AL estate
ple street.She was at home all
(132) feet West therefrom,situated
BANK.
That part of the East onegage, the sum of $3,127.84; and by
Conservator of The Hudsonville
day to receive friends and relatives
in the City of Holland, County of
FRED F. McEACHRON.
half (E%) of the Southwest
virtue of authority of R. E. ReichState Bank,
honoring the event. Mrs. HolkeOttawa, and State of Michigan.
Buy Holltnd Sugar
Conservator of The Hudsonville
quarter (SW%) of the Southert. State Banking Commissioner,
Mortgagee.
boer is a life-long resident of this
Dated:
December
14, 1933.
State
Bank,
east quarter (SE‘4) of Section
community and before moving here and approval of William A. ComMortgagee.
thirteen
(13)
of Township five
KATE
DEUR,
stock, Governor of the State of
to spend her declining years she
When Quality is wanted,
(5) North of Range fifteen
Mortgagee. DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN CATE,
E. J. BACHELLEK
Michigan, first had and obtained: DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE,
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
lived on a farm one-halfmile north
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee.
(15)
West,
bounded
by
n
line
ELBERN
PARSONS,
win choose the
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
Business Address:
D. C., Ph. C.
of Mead Johnson company. She is
commencingat n point two Attorney for Mortgagee.
hereby given that pursuant to the Business Address:
Holland, Michigan.
still active and in excellenthealth.
Holland, Michigan.
hundred seventy-three feet
Business Address:
statute and said power of sale in
(273)
west
of
the
southeast
Zeeland Art Studio
Holland,
Michigan.
said mortgage contained, for the
OVERISEL
corner of the said East onepurpose of satisfyingthe sum due
CHIROPRACTOR
Expires May 12
Expires March 10
half (E%) of the Southwest
for your flneet Photograph!
xpi:
on
said mortgage,the costs and
Office: Holland City Bute Baas
quarter (SW%) of the SouthMORTGAGE
SALE
MORTGAGE
SAI F
The Rapid River Valley boys and charges of said sale, and any taxes
E. J. MacDERMAND
Hoar*. 10-11:30a.m.: 04 A 74 p.w
east quarter (SE‘4) of SecDefault having been made in the NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Lugten tno from Hamilton will pre- and insurance premiums paid by
The power of sale therein havtion thirteen(13) in Township
sent
an
old-time
musical
program
the
mortgagee
before
the
date
of
by
virtue
of
ing
become
operative
b
conditions of
certain mortgage
ZeeUnd, Mich.
five (5) North of Range fifteen
Default having been made in the
in the Community hall Thursday sale, the said mortgage will be defaults in payment 0)f a certain
Phone 107 for Appointment
(15) West, running thence dated the 26th day of October, 1929, conditions of a certain mortgage
evening, February 22, at 7:45 p. m. foreclosedby sale of the premises mlortgage executed by August Sloot
West one hundred twenty executed by Russell S. Harrington given by Arend Ver Hage to ZeeThe Lugten trio is composed of to the highest bidder at public auc- and
nd Wilhelmina Sloot, his wife and
(120) feet, thence north one
JH. R.
and Minnie Harrington, husband land State Bank, a corporation,of
Harold, Julius and James Lugten, tion or vendue on the 7th day of also In her own right, of the Vilhundred seventy-six(176) feet,
and wife, as mortgagors, to Albert Zeeland, Michigan, dated the 9th
well known old-time banjo, guitar Ma^, 1934, at three o’clockin the lage of Grandville,Kent County,
thence east one hundred twenty
dOrags, Medicines and
Lampen and Jeanette Lampen, hus- day of December,A. D. 1932, and
and mouth organ players. The afternoon of said day at the north Michigan, to Leenje Van Der Mo(120) feet, thence south one Iband and wife or the survivor,as recorded in the office of the RegCOR. DE KEYZER
program
will also include selections front door of the court house in len of the Township of Georgetown,
Toilet Article!
hundred seventy-six(176) feet
mortgagees, and which said mort- ister of Deeds for Ottawa County,
bv the Royal Hawaiians and the the city of Grand Haven, Ottawa Ottawa County, Michigan,dated
to the place of beginning, all
Notary Public
Yodeling Farmer, which is taken by County, Michigan, that being the June 24th, 1932, and duly recorded
gage was recorded in the office of Michigan, on the 10th day of Dein the Township of Holland, the Register of Deeds of Ottawa cember, A. D. 1932, in Liber 146 of
Arthur Hoffman. Other numbers
June 25th, 1932, in Liber 137 of
Real Estate, Insurance and
Ottawa County, Michigan.
Mortgages on page 265, on which
will be humorous selections by Mr.
Mortgages
on
page
357
in
the
ofCounty, Michigan, on the 25th day
. CollectionAgency
ZEELAND STATE BANK. of November, 1932, in Liber 158 of mortgage there is claimed to be
Harry Poll of Hamilton, who is his
fice of the Register of Deeds lor
due at the time of this notice for
Mortgagee.
57 West Tenth St., Holland. Mich. own composer,and selectionson
ye. Ear, Nose and Throat
Ottawa County, Michinn: and,
Mortgages, on Page 297; and it beprincipaland interestthe sum of
22tfe the banjo and Jew’s harp by Hans
The following describedland and
No suit or proceedings having LOKKER & DEN HERDER
Specialist
ing provided in said mortgage that
Attorneys for Mortgagee.
One Thousand Seventeenand 13Tubbergan of East Saugatuck. premises,situatedin the Villageof been instituted to recover the debt
$300.00 should be paid on the prin100 ($1017.13) dollars and an atEveryone is invitedto attend this Hudsonville, County of Ottawa, which, with interest to the date Business Address:
ver Model Drug Store]
cipal sum each year and in default
Holland, Michigan.
torney’sfee as provided for in said
hereof, is claimed by the mortTYLER VAN LANDEGEND performance.The price of admis- State of Michigan, viz:
thereof
for
the
space
of
thirty
days
mortgage, and no suit or proceedThe south eighty-seven and
gagee to be presently due in the Dated: February 14, 1934.
Mill supplies, electric pumps, sion for adults is 20 cents and chil[Vander Veen Block]
the whole amount of principaland ings at law having been instituted
dren,
10
cents.
one-half
(87%)
feet
of
the
folsum
of
$4,903.75:
interest shall become due and nay- to recover the moneys secured by
hours: 9-10 a. m. 24 p. m plumbing and heating, tin ana
lowing description(except that
Notice is hereby given that on
sheet metal work.
able, and the said mortgageeshav- said mortgage, or any part thereof
ninga— Tues. and Saturday
part
sold
off
the
north
westerFriday,
the
11th
day
of
May,
1934,
49 W. 8th 8T., HOLLAND, MICH.
ing elected to declare the whole
7:00 to 9:00
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
Expires
April
14
ly
side
to
the
Ottawa
County
at Two o’clock in the afternoon,by
Phone 8204
amount due, and whereby the pow- that by virtue of the power of sale
Road Commission for highway
virtue of said power of sale and NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
er of sale contained in said mort- containedin said mortgage and
purposes), commencing at a
the statute in such case, made and
Default having been made in ihe gage has become operative and no pursuant to the statute in such case
point on the east line of Secprovided
and
to
pay
said
amount
conditions of a certain mortgage suit or proceedings at law have . made and provided, the said mortMrs. Sam Plagenhoef was in
tion thirty-two (32)' where the
with interest at 6 per cent ptr an- given by Anthony Peerbolt and
charge of the program at the regDR. J. G. HUIZENGA
been instituted to recover the debt gage will be foreclosedby sale of
southeasterlybank of the Lake
num
and
the costs and charges of Jennie Peerbolt, his wife, to George
ular meeting of the Metropolitan
secured by said mortgage,or any the premises therein described at
Shore
Railroad
right
of
way,
said
sale,
including
an
attorney
fee
of Grant 4 Huiienga, Gd. Rapids club, its auxiliaryand friends held
Havedink,dated the 26th day of part thereof, and there is claimed!public auction to the highest bidlater
Chicago
and
West
Michiand any taxes now due or to be- January, 1926, and recorded in the
Bye— Ear— Nose— -Throat
Monday evening in Royal Neighgan Railway, “now Pere Marcome due before date of said sale, office of the Register of Deeds for to be due on the date hereof fori der at the North front door of the
Peoples State Bank Building
bor hall on West Eighth street. The
Cross
quette
Railroad,” crosses the
and paid by mortgagee,the said Ottawa County, Michigan, on Jan- principal,interest, attorneys’ fees Court House in the City of Grand
Holland, Michigan
following program was presented :L
Haven, Michigan, on Monday, the
east line of said section, thence
mortgage will be foreclosedby sale uary 28, 1926, in Liber 140 of Mort- provided in said mortgage, ami also
Selectionsby the Happy HarmonHoura:10 to 12 and 2 to 4:30
14th day of May, A. D. 1934, at
southerly along said section
of the mortgagedpremises at pub- gages, on pa^e 221, on which mort- taxes paid by the mortgagees, the
Phone— Office 3669: Residence 211 izers composed of Jerald Saggers,
three o’clock in the afternoon of
sum
of $2,151.92;
line thirteen(13) rods, thence
lic auction to the highest bidder, at
gage there is claimed to be due
Henry Tien, Clarence Elders,Benthat day, Eastern SUndard Time,
THEREFORE,
notice
is
westerly
parallel
with
the
the
North
Front
Door
of
the
Court
Attomeys-at-Law
at the time of this note for princijamin Elferdink, Gradus Geurink
which premises are described in
hereby
given
that
pursuant
to
the
north
line of said section to
House in the City of Grand Haven, pal and interest the sum of Eightand Stanley Rutgers; Miss WUma
said mortgage as follows, to-wit:
the right of way of the said
Ottawa County, Michigan. The een Hundred Ninety-twoand 81- statute and said power of sale in
Vande Bunte ana Miss Agnes TysDr. J. 0. Scott
Offise— over the First State
Railroad, thence northeasterly premises are describedin said 100 ($1,892.81)dollars, and an at- said mortgage contained, for the
se enacted a musical skit, after
Commencing at a point bealong said railroad right of
mortgageas follows:
Bank
torney’s fee as provided for in purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
which Miss Ruth Ver Hey gave a
ing the Southwest corner of
way
to the place of beginning,
The
Southeast
Quarter
of the
on
said
mortgage,
the
taxes
paid
said mortgage, and no suit or prorending. Songs were sung by a
Holland. Mich*
the Northeast quarter (NE%)
containingin all about seventyDentist
NortheastQuarter of Section ceedings at law having been insti- Iby the mortgagees, the costs and
quartet composed of Henry Topp,
of the Southeast quarter (SE
one
one-hundredths
(71-100)
Twenty-seven
in
Township
six
Phone
Hours: 8:80 to 12:00
tuted t<^ recover the moneys se- charges of said sale, and any taxes
Cornell Topp, Garry Ter Beek and
%) of Section sixteen (16).
acres
of
land.
North of Range Thirteen West,
0-4004 Garry De Weerd. Edward Vander
l:80to5iun
cured by said mortgage, or any and insurance premiums paid by
Township Five (5), North 01
Dated
February
6th, 1934.
containing Forty acres, more
212 Med. Arts BM
part
thereof
the
mortgagees
before
the
date
of
Brink also sang with guitar accomRange Fourteen (14) West;
THE HUDSONVILLE STATE or lesa, in the Township of
GRAND RAPIDS. m!ch.
— -Buy Holland Sugar
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN the
me sale,
saie, the
me said
bhiu mortgage
moriguge will
wi be
paniment After the program bunco
running thence North two hunBANK,
Georgetown,
Ottawa
County,
that
by
virtue
of
the
power
of
sale
remises
foreclosedby sale of the pren
was played by the group. First
dred thirty-seven and nineFRED
F. McEACHRON,
Michigan.
contained in said mortgage and to the highest bidder at public aucprises were awarded to Miss Vantenths (237.9) feet; thence
Censervator of The Hudsonville
Dated
February
18, 1984.
pursuant to the statute in such tion or vendue on the 9th
day
da of
de Bunte and Dick Van Kolken,
West and parallel to the South
SUte
Bank.
LEENJE
VAN
DER
MOLEN,
case made and provided, the said March, 1934, at three o’clock in the
while consolation awards went to
line of said Section fourteen
Mortgagee.
Mortgagee. mortgagewill be foreclosedby sale
Mrs. George Witt and Sam Plaafternoon of said day at the north
hundred twenty-seven(1427)
DIEKEMA. CROSS A TEN CATE, MILES A SMITH,
of the premises therein described front door of the court house in the
genhoef. Refreshments were served
feet to the center of Black
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee.
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee.
at
public
auction
to
the
highest
by Mrs. Simon De Boer, Mrs. Paul
city of Grand Haven, Ottawa CounCreek drain; thence SouthwestBusiness Address:
Business address:
bidder
at
the
North
front
door
of
Michielsen and Mrs. Ruth Cramer.
erly along the center of Black
ty, Michigan, that being the place
Holland, Michigan.
Holland, Michigan.
the Court House in the City of of holding the Circuit Court for]
Creek three hundred five and
Grand Haven, Michigan, on
The miscellaneousprogram to be
three-tenths (305.8) feet;
the aaid County of Ottawa. Said
Monday, the 16th day of April, A. premises being described as fobl
given in the First Christian Rethence East and parallel with
D. 1934, at three o’clock in the lows
the South line of aaid Section
The sorrow of losing a loved one formed church of this city, on
afternoon of that day, Eastern
Thursday evening, February 15,
thirteen hundred forty-eight
The East one-half (E. 1-2)
brings with It an obligationto exStandard Time, which promises are
sponsored by the Holland League
and three- tentha (1348.3) feet:
of the South East Quarter (S.
press your grateful remembrance of Young Men’s societies, has been
described in said mortgage as folthence North twenty-nine and
E. 1-4) of the South West
lows,
to-wit:
of happy hours shared together postponed indefinitely, due to unone-tenth (29.1) feet; thence
Quarter (S. W. 1-4) of the
I
The East forty-two (42)
East two hundred twenty-seven
with the departed. You can ful- forseen circumstances.The comSouth
East
Quarter
(S.
E.
1-4)
feet of Lot One hundred fortymittee on arrangementsis working
and five-tenths(227.5)feet to
fill this sacred duty in no more fitof Section Thirty (30) TownT
ONES ARE here today ind gone temor*
one (141) of Steketee Bros.
on future dates, so watch the Recship Six (6) North, Range Fifting manner than by the erection ord for further announcements.—
Addition to the City of Holrow* yet time can never blot out the memory of
teen (16) West, Township of
land, according to the recorded
of a suitablemonument Consult Zeeland Record.
Olive, County of Ottawa, SUte
a smiling face ... a cheerful voice.- So - iraik the
plat thereof, all in the City of
,
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LOKKER AND DEN HERdIrI

18th St.. Holland, Mich.
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Holland.
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Dated December

11,

1933.
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ALBERT LAMPEN,
JEANETTE LAMPEN,!
Mortgagees.

DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE,
Mortgagees.

covers more territory than has been
play entitled"Janie.” Those Uk>
reported in years. A survey of
Society
| m*
part were Miss Ella Roggen,
College
the territory shows upward of 500
Miss Janet Kaper, Miss Raze]
shanties grouped in various secJoostberens, Miss Eunice HagelWillard G. Leenhoutapost. tions on the bay. Estimates place Mrs. Cecil Beck entertainedwith sskamp, Miss Josephine Kaper and
American Legion, has received the maximum number of anglers a linen shower recently in honor of Miss Antoinette Kuite.
Wilburr Morsea
Morseau,21, Indian, arodtation for meritoriousservice at close to 1,000. A close tab is Miss Lillian Bittner, a bride-to-be.
rested Frida
'riday at Mt. Pleasant by
being
kept
on
fishermen
who
make
tnm national headquarters.The
Sheriff Frea W. Miller,was arThe evening’s entertainment con- The Misses Betty and Beatrice
poet was lauded for increasingits a practice of fishing without li- sisted of games for which prizes Kline entertainedat their home on
cense
and
warnings
have
been
ismembership 25 per cent the last
Hope College campus has been
were awarded.Refreshmentswere East Tenth street Friday evening
sued that arrestsof unlicensedanymr.
served by the hostess. Twelve in honor of their mother, Mrs. Pe- enhanced since the beginning of the rvMsssavwa ww v«e v«e v w«si ve aav w mo
glers will follow.
ter Kline, the occasion being her new semester by a number of new unable to give bond and is in jail.
The scouts of Zeeland will collect
Ben Rosema, sheriff of Ottawa guests were present.
a e •
brthday anniversary. A social faces. Some of the students are reo
articles for the needy Saturday as county, reported a radio stolen
Miss Anna H. Velthoff, a bride- evening was enjoyed and refresh- turning to school after a short abwas requested by President Roos<> from the police car while he was
A new project is being anvelt in his talk last Saturday attending the Lincoln club banquet to-be, was honored at a miscel- ments were served. Mrs. Kline sence, others are entirely new to nounced bv the 4-H club departwas
presented with several gifts. us. Among those who have spent
laneous
shower
recently
at
the
in Grand Rapids Saturday night.
ment of Michigan State college.
Fifteen guests were present.
some time with us before are Earl The national 4-H club farm acHe parked the car on the Pearl home of John E. Lehman, Jr., of
o— Hamilton.
Miss
Juliet
Poll,
Miss
Cook, Marjorie Van Koevering, Ja. counting contest.Boys and girls
*e**av uss sum uvsitri sm^asu^iasa vsvsco.
street bridge. He admitted he had
Miss Wilma Hoeksema was hon- nice Van Koevering, and Leonard
Johanna Grate, Miss Sena Roelofs
Former Mayor E. P. Stephan and failed to lock his car.
from the ages of 10 to 21, Incluored
with
a
kitchen
shower
recentBen Mulder attended the Lincoln Wallace Haight, Jr., son of Mr. and Miss Minnie Kalmink were Jrjt the home of Mr. and Mrs. Van Regenmorter.
sive, will be entitled to partiaipate.
The new students in the fresh- The project will start March 1.
banquet at the Civic auditorium at and Mrs. Wafiace Haight of 78 winners of prizes in the games
Wedeveen. Games were man class are Alice Hollestelleof 1084, and will close February28,
East Eighth street, has recently played. A two-course lunch was
Grand Rapids.
served to the twenty-nine guests
Omahn, Nebraska; Robert C. Blan- 1985. A specialschool of instrucKlaas Buurma, of 220 W. 16th passed the examinationfor avia- present.
chard, Harry Boer. Harold Kleis, tion will be given to those enterSt, who has been seriouslyill, is tion at Selfridge field, Mt. ClemBosch, Miss Henrietta Bartels and
o
ens.
Maxine Kooiker, Elizabeth Kremer, ing this contest Anyone wishing
improving
Mrs. Wynand Wichers enter Mws Kathryn Petroelje. A two- Gertrude Meengs, Hector M unroe, to enroll should send their name
Rev. Thomas G. R. Brownlow atcourse luncheon was served to the
Mrs. John Bronkhorstwho had tended a meeting of trusteesof the tained with a surprise dinner at
Dorothy Steketee,and Ernest Ter- and address to A. D. Morley, countwenty-three guests present.
bean confined to Holland Hospital| Anti-Saloon
league ...
in .
Lansing
------...... . on 6:30 o’clock last week, Thursday
rill, all of Holland, and Howard
r agricultural agent Allegan,
for two weeks, returned last week m‘
Monday.
in honor of President Wichers o
Vanden Berg. Among the newly- if,ichigan.
• • a
Thursday to her home on W. 1st St.
Miss Cornelia Nettinga, a bride- arrived sophomores are Harriet
Mrs. Jake Fris, who unuerwent Hope college, the occasion being
A regular meeting of the Holland
an operation at Holland hospital his birthday anniversary.Ten elect, was honored at a personal Hailing of St Joseph, and RusThe preliminary meetings in the
Musie Club will be held Feb. 28 at recently, has returned to her home. relatives completed the guest list. shower Saturday afternoon given sell Fredricks of Holland. To the
corn-hog campaign have been held
the home of Miss Jennie Karsten.
by
Miss
Alice
Ihrman.
Eight
Junior
data
has
come
Christine
Ben. L. Van Lente is attending
and sign-up dates are as follows:
Webb of Silverton, British Colum- Lee Town hall, Pullman,MonThe Hudsonville Council held a the national convention of the State
Star of Bethlehem chapter No. guests were present.
bia,
and
Sidney
Havinga.
meeting recently at which the fol- Farm insurance companies at 40, Order of Eastern Star, will
day, February 26.
sponsor a dancing and bridge party
lowing committee was named to Bloomington, Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Banger were
Allegan City hall, Tuesday, Febpromote a community fair in Hudruary 27.
Members of P. Huyser’s Sunday iq the Masonic Temple this Friday surprised Friday evening when a girls” societies
sonville next fall: William Vander school class will entertainmembers evening at 8 o’clock. Members of group of relatives gathered at
Wataon Grange hall. Tuesday,
Loan, Carl Ohlman, Martin Baldt, of J. Conk's class and Mr*. C. the chapter, Masons and friends their home, 200 East Sixteenth
February 27. r
are
invited.
Music
will
be
furAndrew De Weerdt and Clyde Dressel’sclass this Friday evening
street. Following a social evening
Fillmore Town hall, Wednesday.
nished by Perskoski’sorchestra.
Corey.
in the church.
refreshments were served. Those
The
Dorian
and
Sibyllinesocie- February 28.
o
present were Mr. and Mrs. Ryk ties held election of officers for the
Overisel Town hall, Wednesday,
Otis Resseguie,30. was fined |15
The field men for the plant are
The annual mass meeting of the Ricksen of Monterey, Mr. and Mrs. second semester February 2. The February 28.
T. W. Van Haitsma of Vriesland, includingcosts and placed on promen’s societiesof the Christian Gerard Kamphuis and childre*. Alethean society cast their votes on
Uighton Town hall, Thursday,
Martin Leenhouts of Zeeland,Glen bation for 90 days by Justice ElReformed churches of Holland and Julius and Agatha, Mr. and Mrs. the ninth. The returns were as fol- February 29.
bem
Parsons
on
a
charge
of
conDensmore of Woodland and WarWayland City hall, Thursday,
tributingto the delinquency of a Mcinity was held last week. Thurs- Lawrence Doons and son, Vernon; lows:
ren Hagley of Galien.
day evening,in Central Avenue Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schneider, Mr.
February 29.
minor.
DORIAN
Approximately 300 attended the
Christian Reformed church More
All meetings are on fast time
Peter F. Koopman of 84 East than 800 men attended Rev. W. and Mrs. John Johnson and chil- President ............ ....... Anne Edwards
annual congregational social of
dren. John Ellsworth and Maxine,
and will begin at 9 a. m.
Eighth
street,
rate
clerk
at
the
Proapect Park Christian Reformed
Vice President. ...Margaret Robinson
Hendrickson of Muskegon ad- and Master Harold Bangor.
• • •
church Monday evening. Selec- Pere Marquette depot, is confined dressed the group on "Hold Fast
Secretary ....................Sena Rensink
o
tions were sung by a young wom- to his home following a fall on an What Thou Hast." Music was furJean Brink
Farmers wishing to sign cornMrs. E. Vander Molen, who has Treasurer ........................
en'i • quartet composed of Miss ice-coated walk. Mr. Koopman in- nished by the Christian High
er hog contracts should bring his
been confined to Zeeland hospital
SIBYLLINE
Gertrude Van Hemert, Miss Mar- jured his head in the fall. Koop- school band and by me Christian with pneumonia, has returned to President..... .......... Esther Harris papers, properly filled out and .
garet Bosch, Miss Katherine Dyke- man, who is secretary of the Citi- High alumnae quartet, which inher home at 13 West Fifteenth Vice President .......... Evelyn Roosien other necessary information to onc< .
ma and Miss Cora Vander Slik, ac- zens’ league, is a candidate for al- cludes John Vogelzang, Henry Ten street.
Sec^ry .................Estelle Karsten of the above meeting places.
derman
of
the
Fifth
ward.
companied by Miss Julianna KoHoor, Joe Hcerspink and Fred Ver
Treasurer.............Dorothy Eckerson
lenbrander; song by the primary
Rudolph H. Nichols,Jr., son of Hoef. Rev. L Veltkamp of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Erwin and their
Bert Korteringhas been made
ALETHEA
class, of which Miss Seane Tin- Dr. and Mrs. Rudolph H. Nichols, Central Avenue church opened the
daughter of Holland visited Mr.
manager of the Buehler Bros, mar- President ..............
Gertrude Van Zee and Mrs. Sambtl Benson Sunday.
hoit is teacher; recitation by Miss
West Twelfth street, Holland, meeting with prayer. Rev. N. J. ket, where he has been employed
Vice President ......................
Cornelia Bouma; reading by Miss and a graduate student in physics Monsma pronounced the closing
Mrs. Charles Schilling, Mrs. Clark
for the past five years. Gerrit
Wilma Vander Wende and grahdson also visited at the
Reeva Bourns and a reading by at the Universityof Michigan, was prayer.
Hoogstraten, former manager, is
Secretary
..................
Ethel
Boot
Jerry Bulthuis. Following the fi- honored recently when he was initiBenson home. ;
now employed in one of the BuehTreasurer....................
Sarah Sterken
nancial report by Jake Boer, the ated with seventeen other univerMrs. Charles Vos, 97 West ler Bros.’ stores in Kalamazoo.
treasurer, refreshmentswere Vfy n,*n into Alpha chapter of Nineteenthstreet, entertained
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Hutchinson
served.
Alpha Epsilon Mu, national honor- with a party at her home last week, JOHN P. STEKETEE DIES AT
of Fennvillereturned Saturday
Mr*. Jake Van Kampen of Hol- ary musical fraternity. Mr. Nich- Thursday afternoon, in honor of
from a three-weeks trip to CaliforSON’S HOME; COUSIN
land route 6 entertained with a ols is a graduate of Holland High her little daughter,Elaine, who
nia. Mrs. Jane Hawley, who had
party at her home Saturday after- school and Hope college. He is a celebrated her seventh birthday.
TO HOLLAND FOLK
been visiting her daughter in Seatnoon in honor of her daughter, member of the University Sym- Prizes were awarded to the wintle since November, joined the
Pearl, who celebrated her birth- phony orchestra in addition to his ners of games.
John P. Steketee,77, one of the
two-course
Hutchinson* oh the return trip.
day. An afternoon of games was graduate science work. Nichols luncheon was served at a table dec- co-foundersof Paul Steketee A
W.dM Ftb. 21 - Civic Orchestra
enjoyed, after which refreshments plays the violin.
orated for the occasion. Ten lit- Sons store, died at the home of his
Chapel.
The Fennville Odd Fellows will
were served. Ten guests were
son, Paul L. Steketee.in Oakwood
The field men met in conference tle guests were present.
Mon., Feb. 2b— SibyllineParty— Tavern. hold a Hard Times dance at their
present.
Manor
last
night
at
11:30.
o
£a!,Urdfy, ,morninS with J°hn D.
Miss Helene Broek of Holland Kelly,
Mr. Steketee had been ill for the Tim., Feb. 27-5:004K)0-Y.M.end hall tonight,Friday.
field manager.
Mr. and Mrs. John Riemersma
? • •
Y.W.: 7:30— Basketball Game. Hope
Heights entertained with a party
last four years. He had retired
entertained
at
their
home
recently
The Lake Shore Sugar Company
vs. Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. John Westveld.
at her home Monday evening, the
over thirty years ago from the
in
honor
of
Mrs.
Derk
Riemersma,
occasion being her birthday. The announces that contractingof sugar
Mar. I— Boys’ Glee Club— Oe- Mr. and Mrs^ Alvah Hoover ana
of Holland route 4, the occasion business which he and his father, Thurs.,
troit.
evening’sactivitiesconsisted of beet acreage has begun this week being her seventy-eighth birthday. Paul L. Steketee, and a brother
daughter Margaret Ann and Mr.
games for which prizes were which indicates that the local sugar The evening was spent in playing founded.
Fri., Mar. 2 — Boys' Glee Club— Clave- and Mrs. John Bast of Ganges
plant
will
operate
during
the
1934
land.
awarded. Refreshmentswere Reason.
spent last Thursday in Holland
Survivingbesides the son are
games of 500 and pedro. Refreshserved U the eighteen guests presWed. Mar. 7-Celvin here.
with Mr. and Mrs. George Glupkers,
ments
were
served.
Forty-four the brother, D. C. Steketee, and a
ent
Ernest (Chief) Lindberg.uho guests were present.
sister, Mrs. Cornelius Dosker, both Wed. Mar. 14— Prayer Day. Chapel the occasion honoring Mrs. GlupProf. J. R. Mulder of the local has been confined to Holland hosof Grand Rapids.
Speaker — Rev. C.. H. Spaan. 1:00
kers’ birthday anniversary.
o
pital
for
six
weeks,
has
returned
•embary was in charge of all servShakespeare Players, "Hemler — CarMr. Steketee was a member of
Mrs. T. H. Marsilje and Mrs. Roy
to
his
home
on
rural
route
4
ices at GarfieldPark church,Grand
neqie Gym.
Heasley entertainedwith
1 Central Reformed church. The
Circuit Judge Fred T. Miles imRapids, Sunday. Rev. Willis Hoek- , Atorney Daniel Ten Cate was
body was taken to Metcalf funeral Thurs.. Mar. IS— Combined Hope Choir posed the following sentences in
o'clock
luncheon
at
the
home
of
j«, missionary to Japan, was in in Chicago on business.
—Grand Rapids Civic Auditorium.
Mrs. Marsilje last week, Thurs- home, where private services will
Allegan court: Brenton Shaundcharge of service* at the Fourth
Mw. M Plockmeyer of 62 West day,
Fn.. Mar. lb— Frater-Sorosis
Meeting.
complimenting Mrs. Kate be held today, Friday.
ing, 28, of Allegan, 15 months to
Reformed church in that city.
Nineteenth street will remain at
He is the cousin of George, AnO
Veneklasen and Mrs. A. Strabbing,
five years in Ionia reformatory for
Chief of Police Peter A. Lievense Mayo Bros, clinic in Rochester,
who
celebrated their birthday an- drew, Henry and Peter Steketee of
Mr.
Roy
E.
Bedell
of the school larceny of saddles; George Root,
waa on a business trip to Grand Minnesota,for additionalX-rav
Holland.
niversaries. Seven guests were
of assembly service, in addition to 66, of Otaego, six months to a year
treatment.
Haven Saturday.
present besides the guests of honhis lecture on Lincoln, gave a in Ionia, with recommendationof
Mrs. A. H. Strabbing observed or and the hostesses.
highly creditableimpersonation of six months fdr breaking probation;
her seventy-fifthbirthday annithe Great
in the
the chapel
chapel Alexis Lewfot 23, of Wayland, six
versary Friday.
--- ; wLiberator
— —
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Schroten- Grand Haven defeatedHolland serviceof Monday, February 19.
months to a year at Ionia for larBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reus,
For several vears Mr. Bedell has ceny of car; Max Molliter and
of Holland route 8, on February boer were surprised Friday eve- 22 to 17, to stay out of the cellar
HOLLAND. MICH.
ning when
group of friends berth in the Southwesternconfer^ been a recognized authorityon the Cored Button of Otaego, 15 days
daDfht«r- Marian Gayle.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schepers of gathered at their home. The eve- ence. The Havens held the Dutch- First American, and his lifelong in the county iail and 18 months’
violation.
East Lansing and Miss Bessie ning’s activities consisted of games men without a field goal until late study, and acquainUncewith the probation for liquor law violation,
Pfanstiehlof Grand Rapids spent after which refreshmentswere in the third quarter, Schurman few people who remember Lincoln, Larhue Modj
fodgett 29, of Hopkins,
served.
About
20
guests
were
sinking a short shot to break the or have some of his letters in their charged with
Sunday as the guests of Mr. and
rith enticing a minor girl
present.
Mrs. Albert Diekema.
ice. Grand Haven led, 5 to 3, at possession added interesting sin- away from
m home, was ordered to
A meeting of the Longfellow Miss Frances Lizman, who will the quarter and held Holland cerity to his talk.
pay court costa. He married the
Among other things,Mr. Bedell
Matinne*Daily 2-30- Even. 7 ©9 u .r?nt*TeacheraS8°ciationwill be become the bride of Joe Jipping of scoreless in the second period to stated that contrary to popular no- girl Friday.
held Tuesday evening, February
lead , 8 to 3, at the half. Holland
^ w m
Hamilton, was honored at a sur- rallied in the third quarter to nar- tion, Lincoln did not ten unwholeFri^ Sat., Feb. 23, 24
Elaine Bird, 8-year-olddaughter
prise
shower
given
Friday
evening
some
stories,
his
father
was
not
a
Wednesday, the Excels
Excelsior class
row the margin to 13 to 12, but
by her mother, Mrs. Minnie Lirdrunkard, and he was not unde- of John Bird, Saugatuck druggist,
“Tif
ijchurch presents man, and her sisters, Miss Della Grand Haven made four baskets voted to his wife. Frequent hu- lies at her home in a seriousconThe Hlffher Calliruv
L r
to clinch victory.
Lizman and Miss Myrtle Lizman,
morous anecdotes as well as Mr. dition,the result of an accident
6 and 7.
Richards was high scorer, with
at
their
home
in
Bentheim.
Games
Bedell’s
undoubted sincerity, did while coasting.She was thrown
Approximately $100,000 CWA
11 points, and Vande Water made
The greatest triump of W. S. Van
from her sled and struck a large
funds will be disbursed in Ottawa for which prizes were awarded fol- 7 out of 8 free throws and a field much to lend additionalinterest to
Dyke, who brought you “Trader county between now and May 1 lowed by refreshments.Consti- goal to tally 9 for Holland.
his mterpreUtions.That he deep- tree, sufferinga kidney injury.
• • •
the evening’s activities.
ly impressed the students may oe
The funds largelywill be used t
Horo*”
deduced from the fact that there
The
Columbine
Garden Club will
projects and projects About 56 guests were present.
uncompleted projects
TEN HOLLAND°PUPILS
was an absolute silence when he meet Feb. 26 at Saugatuckinstead
•d likelv will be dealready approved
IN
ESSAY
CONTEST
Mrs. Henry Koeman, who before
finishedthe immortal "Gettysburg of Feb. 19, at the Village hall at
Mon., Tuea., Wed, Thurs.,
layed. A reducting of 72 men will
Ten pupils in Holland High Address,” which was only oroken 7:30 p. m. Mr*. Larson will give
be made each week until Mav 1 her marriage recently was Miss
Feb. 26 27. 28, Mar. 1
school have entered the Gorgas me- by the storm of applause.
a talk on iris and other perennials.
for rural work" while" the^ity’s M'nnie Prins, was honored with a
miscellaneous shower last week, morial essay contest, which carries
o
quota
will
remain
the
same
until
Everybody Welcome.
Greta Garbo
April 1, when reductionsof 10 per Thursday evening, given by Mrs. awards of a medallion as the high
Eikie Meyer was elected presiC. Boven. Games were played, w™01 prize, $10 as the state and dent of the Divinity Guild at a
John Gilbert and Lewis Stone
mad<; e*ch week until
after which refreshmentswere 1500 plus $200 traveling expenses meeting held January 17. Maurice
the ( W A is concluded May 1
in
.Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Schoon. served by the hostess. Twenty- to Washingtonas the first national Snyder was the choice for viceprize.
pioneers of this city, marked the five guests were present.
president and John Chamberlain
Holland entrants are: Robert J. secretaryand treasurer. Meyer reiilty-firstanniversaryof their
marriage Tuesday. They were
Miss Cornelia Nettinga, who Arendshorat, Jeanne Beukema, places Franklin Dietz as Guild
Christina
married in Holland by Rev. Evert will be a March bride, was guest Andy Nyboer, Ha Harris, John De president.
Bos., then pastor of Ninth Street of honor at a theater party and Witt Heath Goodwin, Richard
Dr- Winfield Burggraaff of WestBy ANN PAGE
Tuea. Feb. 27, iaGUEST
Christian Reformed church. Mr. shower last week, Thursday eve- Scheibach, Peter Veldman, Edwin
ern TheologicalSeminaryspoke on
THIS
wrek
SMS tht beglnalogn/:
'n Holland in ning, at which Miss Amanda Zwe- Ensfieldand Charles Bertsch.
—Attend the 9 o'clock perform SJ,00" .w“
"The Deity of Christ.’’
1862 and Mrs. Schoon came here mer was hostess. After the theA L«t and Its changed food habits.
ance and remain as our Guest to
irom The Netherlandsin 1867. ater the guests returned to Miss
For many poop • it moan* more fish,
•at Robert Montgomery and Their childrenare James of Grand Zwemer's home for refreshments.
more *gfs. chooso tad vofotabls* and
Um meat and «we#t*. There will bo
Rapids, John of Waverly and Mrs. Eight guests attended.
Helen Hayes in
amp!* uippjles of fret*, tali, smokod
John R. Mulder of Holland. Duro
and canned flab, and Bab I* delicious
ing the last anniversary the News
A meeting of the League for
Another Language
If well and not orer-cookod
and well
gave full deUils.
Service Dramatic club was held on
n atoned.
Friday evening in First Reformed
Fortunately this Is the ef| seaaon
church. Miss Henrietta Johnson
wHb dkg* tresb. plentiful and toeswas elected president to succeed
nonolvi. They should be nsod freely
Mist Dorothy Bouwman, who has
ae erer the lowest priced group le
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Present Hon. Cora Vandewater,
Judge of Probate.

sifiNie

you the presents.

—

LILLIAN McINTOSH. Decoased
It appearing to the courtthat the
time for • presentation of claims
against saM estate should be limited
and that a time and place be ap
pointed to receive,examine and ad
just all claims and demands against
said deceaatd by sad before said

court:
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
•aid deceasod are required to proclaims to said court at
•aid Probate Office on or before the

“K

JOSEPHINEGIBSON

Director, Heinz Fbod Inatitutc

Judge of Probats.

Register of

FrobtU.
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Coffee

Olives
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OR
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Brown

Pickle Cbotracts

We

are

now prepared

to

contract for pickles for delivery to our
this season.

Holland plant

You may secure

your,

contract and seed bv calling
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try,
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fund the Zeeland State
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as the strongest banks of the

coun*

with the support find security

of the

United States government.

Confidence in the stability of this
bank has been demonstrated and
fully tested, and is being

evidenced

by a steady increase in deposits.
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Sandwiches
spoonfuls on a greased baking at our factory office on
which sheet. Bake in a hot oven (400* F.) Tnursday, Feb. 22 between

‘

Bank

a

ofier

complete banking ser

vices to our depositors, as well as

1 small jar dried beef,

iredded~

tion. By being accepted as

We

Coffee

Cherry Pie
Homemade Candy or Mints
•ttsa o'clock in tho forenoon, laid
(•) Indicatoi raclpw glren Mow.
Hare and place bring hereby appointCheese and Worcestershire Sand- spoon sugar, and heat thoroughly.
*d (or tho examinationand adjustment
of all dalma tad dcaunda agniaat said wiches — Grind pounds Ameri- Serve on slices of golden brown
deceased.
can cheese and moisten with 1 tw- toast. Garnish with genuine dill
blespoon Worcestershire Sauce. pickles.
It is Further Ordered, That pubToast slices of bread. Spread a
Mincemeat Drop Cookies— Cream
lic notice thereof be given by pub% cup butter,add 1 cup sugar and
licationof a copy of this order,
cream well. Add 2 eggs, well beatfor three successive weeks prev- preven
en, 2 cups mincemeatand 2*4 cups
broiler until "cheese ia melted. all-purpose flour, which has been
Sprinkle with paprika. Serve hot sifted with 4 teaspoonsbaking
printed and circulated in said with Stuffed Spanish Olives.
powder. Mix well and drop by teacounty.

CORA VANDEWATER,

Noodlesau gratia with bacon
Now Cabbage ‘
Bread nd Butter
Dutch Apple Cake
Tea or
Milk

Ice bound winter brings exhilaratingsports that whip the appetite
to a keen edge. Why not invite the sleigh party or skiing meet to share
MewHun Coat Dinner
your pantry shelves when the games are done. Serve a simple meal so
Baked Foffc RoD Mashed Potatoes
your own pleasure in the games need not be curtailedby lengthy food
Glazed Carrots
preparations.With a well stocked larder of prepared foods, you can set
Bread ^ad Butter
a meal before your guests to please the palatea of hungry athletes.
Orange Cream Tapioca
Steaming bowls of Cream of Tomato Soup served in a tureen with large
Milk
crackers. Spanish Queen Olives and celery, grilled sandwiches, MinceVery SpecialD!
meat Drop Cookies or Cherry Pie, coffee and mints, will win the hostess
Grapefruit
equal laurels with the hero of the sports.
SAed Him Browned tweet Potatoes
Cream of Tomato Soup (ready-lo-aerve) Large Crackers
< Geese Peas
Spanish Queen
Celery
Cheese and Worcestershire Sandwiches*
a*’.;
and Butter
Hot Open Bean Sandwiches*
Mince Meat Drop Cookies*

21th lay of Jmm, A.1. 1BS4

Deposit Insurance Corpora-

eral

ber of this

Lew Cest Dinner

ty

In the Matter of tho Estate of

i

ripening haa been flowed by cold.
Tbs Quaker Maid offers the followlog dinner moeus.

STATE OF MICHIGAN-The Probate Court for the County of Ottawa.
At a session of said Court, held at
the Probate office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on
the 19th day of Feb. A. D. 1934.

Wynne Gibeon and Preston

G.

The account of every depositor
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Bank
Holland, Mich.
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February24, it GUEST
NIGHT— Attend the 9 o'clock
performanceand remain at our
guest to tee Clarke Gable, John
and Lionel Barrymore, Helen
Hayes and Robert Montgomery

per-

manent.
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Sleepers East
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a

«

COLONIAL
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plus
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funds.
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